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Mushira Eid 1990 writes: "The field of Arabic Linguistics 
has grown over years and is still growing. It has grown in 
some areas than others. With this growth, different 
perspectives on Arabic have emerged; and more are bound to 
emerge. Controversial issues will arise; some already have. As 
the field matures, I expect interest to develop in new areas of 
research; I also expect previously studied phenomena to be re-
examined in the light of other developments in the field." 
The present study entitled "Morphological Structure of 
Modern Arabic" makes a modest at tempt and come up to 
Mushira's expectations by handling one of the richest areas in 
Arabic linguistic i.e. Morphology, which falls within the scope 
of Semitic morphology. 
The designation Modern Arabic is a cover-term and 
includes both the written form and the spoken form of the 
language. Little work has been done on Arabic in its clear 
spoken form, therefore, the present study emerges to prove 
that Arabic in its clear spoken form is a living language and it 
has its own users that is, the educated Arabs. 
1. The organisa t ion of the t h e s i s : 
The thes i s is sp read into eight c h a p t e r s followed by 
conc lus ion . These are organised as follows: 
(i) In t roduc t ion 
(ii) Phonology 
(iii) Morphology 
(iv) The S t r u c t u r e of Noun Forms 
(v) Number and Nouns 
(vi) Pronominal iza t ion 
(vii) The S t r u c t u r e of Verb Forms 
(viii) Syn tax 
2 . The c o n t e n t : 
(i) The first chap te r inc ludes the following main po in t s : 
(a) Origin of Arabs as they belong to a family of anc ien t 
people known as the Semi tes and the p rominen t 
po in t s of r e semblance among the Semit ic l anguages 
s ince they are re la ted in s t r u c t u r e and g rammar . 
(b) Division of the pre- Is lamic Arabs into th ree c l a s se s : 
The genuine Arabs (extinct) , the ea r ly -na tu ra l i s ed 
Arabs and the late n a t u r a l i s e d Arabs . 
(c) The Linguist ic s i tua t ion on the eve of Is lam. 
(d) In te rna l posi t ion of Arabic in the Middle Ages and 
today. 
(e) Types of Arabic. 
(f) Problem and the p u r p o s e . 
(g) The da t a . 
(ii) The chap t e r on phonology gives an inventory of Arabic 
p h o n e m e s by the u s e of the min ima l pai r p h e n o m e n o n . It 
gives a shor t descr ip t ion a b o u t the classif icat ion of 
c o n s o n a n t s according to the i r place and m a n n e r of 
a r t i cu la t ion . It also s h e d s l ight on the vowels found in 
Arabic and the d i s t r ibu t ion of the c o n s o n a n t s and vowels 
in the language . The aim of th i s c h a p t e r is not to 
i n t roduce a tho rough s tudy a b o u t the phonological 
sys tem of Arabic, b u t to give an acces s to the subjec t 
m a t t e r of the p re sen t s tudy , t h a t is Morphological 
S t r u c t u r e . We believe t h a t knowledge and u n d e r s t a n d i n g 
of the phonemes of the l anguage by m e a n s of which 
words are transcribed and structure is built up will 
enable us to unders tand the morphological s t ructure of 
modern Arabic in a better and clearer way. 
(iii) The third chapter is entitled "Morphology" which begins 
with a short definition about morphology and delineates 
two viewpoints which stand in conflict with regard to the 
definition of the linguistic term "Morpheme". In this 
chapter we concentrated on the non-concatenative 
morphology through limiting the basic elements in the 
Arabic Morphology where roots were the vital points in 
our discussion. 
(iv) The fourth chapter dealt with the s tructure of nouns i.e. 
how nouns are derived from roots by means of different 
vowel pat terns. We treated all the possibilities that a root 
has in creating nouns from the first to the tenth binyan. 
We ended this chapter with a discussion on the case 
system and how nouns are marked according to their 
grammatical functions in the whole s tructure of the 
language. 
(v) Chapter five is about number and nouns where Arabic 
has three numbers: singular, dual and plural. We 
differentiated between the sound and broken plurals and 
sorted out the dual and sound plural markers that 
existed in the language. 
(vi) In the sixth chapter personal pronouns in Arabic have 
been discussed as these pronouns play a vital role in the 
grammar of Arabic. Here we deal with what is 
traditionally called in the grammar of Arabic "Detached 
and Attached Pronouns". Detached may be taken 
semantically as equal with independent i.e., pronouns 
that can stand in isolation as free morphemes, whereas 
attached is the converse i.e. pronouns that are 
dependent or bound and suffixed to other morphological 
pat terns . 
(vii) In the seventh chapter , we dealt with the s tructure of 
verbs and how a single root is eligible to produce more 
than one verbal morphological pat tern. We concentrated 
on the perfect and imperfect morphological pat terns , the 
system of derivation and the declension of Arabic verbs. 
We also discussed the s tructure of the imperative and the 
future and ended the chapter with a discussion on 
passivization in Arabic. 
(viii) In the last chapter we attempted syntax through a short 
description about the type of sentences in the language, 
their word-order and we shed light on the relation existed 
between morphology and syntax through the analysis of 
the behaviour of the definite article at the level of a word 
and a sentence. 
3. The Basic Issue of the Thesis: 
Arabic Morphology: 
(i) There are three basic items in Arabic Morphology - root, 
vowel (infixes) and prefixes and suffixes. The root is 
generally the principle carrier of the lexical meaning of a 
word, while affixes generally carry grammatical function. 
The overwhelming majority of roots are tri-consonantal 
roots. Less frequent are bi-consonantal roots. Roots with 
four or five consonants appear, but rarely. 
(ii) Words in Arabic are formed by modifying the root 
internally and not simply by the concatenation of affixes 
and roots, as it is the case in inflecting, agglutinating or 
corporating languages such as English, French, Turkish 
or the Eskimo languages. For that , the traditional 
morpheme theory is not ideal for the description of word 
bui ld ing in Semitic l anguages like Arabic whose 
morphology is non -cona t ena t ive . In non-conca tena t ive 
morphological sys tems words are not necessa r i ly made 
u p of sequences of m o r p h e m e s in a row, it is common to 
find d i s con t inuous m o r p h e m e s i.e. all the s o u n d s t h a t 
r e p r e s e n t the same m o r p h e m e are not necessar i ly 
ad jacen t to each o ther . The non-conca t ena t ive 
morphology - basical ly falls wi th in the framework of 
au to - segmen ta l theory, which w a s essen t i a l ly a theory of 
tone l anguages (par t icular ly African tone languages) t hen 
ex tended to descr ibe morphological d a t a . 
(iii) For the s tudy of w o r d - s t r u c t u r e in Arabic whose root 
m o r p h e m e s are i n t e r rup ted by infixes the theory of non-
conca tena t ive morphology p roposes four t ie rs (i.e. levels 
of r ep re sen ta t ions ) . 
(a) The root tier or c o n s o n a n t a l t ier r ep re sen t ed by 
c o n s o n a n t a l e lements on the t ier . 
(b) The skele ta l t ier also called the p rosod ic t ier provides a 
canonica l shape assoc ia ted by a p a r t i c u l a r mean ing or 
g rammat ica l function. 
(c) The vocalic melody tier, which conveys g r a m m a t i c a l 
information. 
(d) The morpheme tier, which occupies a s epa ra t e t ie rs and 
convent ional ly symbolised by n. The d i ag rams below 
i l lus t r a t e : the d i s t r ibu t ion of the va r ious m o r p h e m e s on 
the t ie rs : 
Diagram 1 
1^  
c V 
Vocalic melody t ier: 
Skeletal t ier: 
Root t ier: 
Giving:/faeala/ 'he did ' 'made ' 
(e) If one s u b s t i t u t e s the th ree c o n s o n a n t s on the root tier 
in Diagram 1 by any o ther th ree c o n s o n a n t s t h a t a re 
permiss ib le in the l anguage , the r e su l t will be a new 3rd 
pe r son s ingular active perfect form. T h u s : 
Roots Verbs 
qtl / q a t a l a / 'he ki l led ' 
hrb -> 
drb ->• 
srh -> 
Diagram 2 
/ ha raba l / 
/ da raba / 
/ s a r a h a / 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
Diagram 3 
Giving:/nasa?a/ 'he grow up ' 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
'he escaped' 
'he hit ' 
'he explained' 
^ 
\^ 
Giving: / s ammama/ 'he poisoned' 
Diagram 4 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
c c V c V 
Giving: / tar3ama/ 'he translated ' 
(iv) The Arabic root is shaped as we want it to be depending 
on the vowel pat terns that it is fed with and some other 
morphological processes such as prefixes, suffixes and 
gemination. Thus, the root bh6 can produce the following 
verbal, nominal and adjectival morphological pat terns by 
inserting different types of vowel pat terns . Thus: 
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Vowel pat terns 
/ - a -a - / 
/ - a - / 
/ - a - i - / 
/ - a - a / + gemination 
ma-prefix -^l-s-l 
I-S.-B.I 
mu-prefix+/-a-i/ 
/ - a - i / 
mu-prefix+/-a-a-/ 
+ah suffix 
ta-prefix+/-a-a-/ 
ta-prefix+/-a-u-/ 
Morphological 
pat terns 
/bahaGa/V 
/bahe/N 
/bahie /N 
/bahhaG/N 
/mabhaG/N 
/bahaGa/V 
/mubahiG/N 
/bahGi/ADJ. 
/mubahaGah/N 
/tabahaGa/V 
/tabahuG/N 
Meaning 
'to do research' 
'research', 
'investigation' 
'researcher' , 
' investigator' 
'research worker' 
'field of investigation', 
'object of research' 
'to discuss ' , 
' investigate' 
'investigator' 
'of or pertaining to 
research' 
'negotiation', 
'discussion', 
'investigation' 
'to have a discussion', 
'discuss together' 
'negotiation', 
discussion' 
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(v) None of the Arabic roots is pronounceable by it self -
they are discontinuous morphemes. To make 
pronounceable word it is necessary to provide each root 
with a vowel pattern as we did with the root bh0 . 
(v) Given the semantic information 'write' and the 
grammatical information i.e. the vowel pat terns / - a - a - / -
a, / -u - i - / - a , / - a - i - / we will arrive at, how does one say 
'he wrote', it was written' and 'writer' or 'clerk*. Thus: 
a. The root ktb is assigned to the basic meaning 
'write'. 
b. Inserting the vowel pattern / - a -a - / between the first 
two consonant and adding - a after the third 
consonant gives the active perfect form /ka t aba / 
with the meaning 'he wrote'. 
c. Inserting -u- after the first consonant and -i- after 
the second consonant, and adding -a finally gives 
the passive perfect form / k u t i b a / with the meaning 
'it was written'. 
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d. Inserting -a- after first consonant and -i- after the 
second consonant gives the common noun /ka t i b / 
with the meaning 'writer or clerk'. 
As seen, words are s t ructured round a root consisting of 
consonants and a collection of other morphemes i.e. prefixes, 
infixes and suffixes serving to modify the meaning of the root 
in different ways. The root is the central morpheme, which 
bears the core meaning of a word, while affixes generally carry 
grammatical function, and how a word is s t ructured is exactly 
the basic issue of this thesis . 
*^ '«3 Univetsv« • 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Historical background 
1. The Origin of Arabs 
The Arabs belong to a family of ancient peoples known as 
the Semites, that is, the descendants of Shem (Sam), the eldest 
son of Noah (nuh) the Prophet. They comprise: al-babiliyun, al-
asurlyun, al-kaldanlyun al-amunyun, al-kaneaniyun, al-flnaqiyun, al-
aramlyun and others. 
Kinship between these peoples was discovered for the 
first time as late as the middle of the nineteenth century when 
a study of their respective languages revealed striking points 
of resemblance. This resemblance was taken as reliable 
indication of their common origin, common language and 
common home. 
Professor K.A. Fariq (1972) writes 'the Semites originally 
lived at one homeland, where they spoke one language. But 
when they immigrated to new lands and settled among new 
peoples, their speech changed partially or fully under the 
impact of the languages, current in their new homes. But do 
we know the parent language, that is to say, the language 
which they spoke before emigrating? The answer is in the 
negative. ' However, a study of the Semitic languages shows 
that they are closely related in s t ructure and grammar. 
Prominent points of resemblance among the Semitic languages 
are:-
i They form words from roots. 
ii Their root words are predominantly t r i -consonantal . 
iii Their root words lend to derivations through 
modification of vowels and by means of prefixes, infixes 
and suffixes. 
iv Their normal order of words in a sentence is, first, the 
verbs then, the subject and, lastly, the object or 
predicate. 
V Most of them have nominal sentences. 
vi They have three numbers - singular, dual and plural, 
and three cases - nominative, genitive and accusative. 
vii Their nouns and adjectives have genders. 
viii Their masculine nouns take feminine numerals and vice 
versa. 
(ix) Their dual endings are similar. 
(x) Nearly, all make a gender distinction in the second 
person as well, both singular and plural. 
(xi) None of them has neuter gender, 
2. Pre-Islamic Arabs 
Traditionally, the pre-Islamic Arabs have been divided 
into three classes: 
(i) Al-earab al-earibah (the genuine Arabs), also called 
baeldah (extinct), 
(ii) Al-earab al-mutacarribah (early naturalized Arabs), 
(iii) Al-erab al-mustaeribah (late naturalized Arabs). 
2.1 Al-earab al-edribah 
Al-earab al-earibah were the genuine Arabs whose 
progenitor was Iram, the son of Shem (Sam) and the grandson 
of Noah. They were dispersed over the whole peninsula and 
had become extinct long before Christ. Of their tribes, eAd 
(?ad) spread over al-Ahqaf between al-Yaman and ?Uman, Thamud 
(eamud) in western al-Hijaz, Tasm and Jadis (al-Ahqaf and al-
yamamah) Al-eamaliqah ( s p r e a d ove r ?uman, al-Bahrain, al-Hijaz, al-
Iraq, Mesopotamia, Syria and Egypt) and the J u r h u m (Mekka) 
are famous. 
2.1.2. Al-earab al-mutaearribah 
The muta?arribah Arabs comprised the tribes living in al-
Yaman and Hajar. They had descended from ya?rub bin qahtan. 
They were called muta?arr ibah as they were not genuine and 
had acquired Arabic from the genuine Arabs. 
2.1.3. Al-mustaeriah earab 
The musta?ribah or the late naturalized Arabs were 
descendants of the prophet Abraham (Ibrahim), who had 
domiciled at Mekkah (Mecca) nineteen centuries before Christ. 
Here he contracted matrimonial relations with the local 
princes, who belonged to the tribe J u r h u m one of the genuine 
Arabs. Amongst his progeny eadnan (?adnan) alone is famous. 
The muta?ribah Arabs or al-eadnanlyun (?adnanis)as they are more 
popularly called, lived in the country ranging from Tihamah to 
Mesopotamia in the north and al-Bahrain in the north-east . 
3. The Linguistic Situation on the eve of Islam 
On the eve of Islam about half a dozen dialects of the 
Sabaeo-Himyarid language group and differing materially from 
Arabic were current in parts of al-Yaman. Of them, al-musnad 
was the most important. But they were swept away by Islam 
and replaced by Arabic. The urban tribe Quraish to which 
Mohammad the Prophet belonged, lived at Makkah and spoke 
a refined dialect which was grammatically sound. It was in 
this dialect the Qur?an was revealed. 
4. International Position of Arabic 
Professor K.A. Fariq (1972) writes "in the middle Ages, 
Arabic was the leading language of the world and occupied an 
international position similar to that of English at the present 
time. People of different nationalities spoke or wrote it in 
Asia, Africa, Europe and the Mediterranean. It was the 
language of politics, culture and that of a vast literature, 
comprehending history, biography, geography, medicine, 
economics, philosophy, mathematics, astronomy, music, 
chemistry, physics, botany, optics and profane literature, 
besides the religious and legal sciences of the Muslims. The 
foundation of Modern Civilization and its scientific advances 
rests to a considerable extent on the li terature of Arabic". 
"During the middle Ages, it (Arabic) was spoken and 
written by all cultivated Moslems of whatever nationality they 
might be, from the Indus to the Atlantic; it was the language 
of the court and the Church, of Law and Commerce, of 
Diplomacy and Literature and Science". "For many centuries", 
says the modern American writer Philip Hitti, "in the Middle 
Ages it was the language of learning and culture and 
progressive thought throughout the civilized world. The 
languages of Western Europe still bear the impress of its 
influence in the form of numerous loan words. Its alphabet, 
next to Latin, is the most widely system in the world. It is one 
employed by Persian, Afghan, Urdu and a number of Turkish, 
Berber and Malayan languages". 
Even today, Arabic occupies the position of important 
language and is spoken by millions of people in Asia and 
Africa and is studied as a language of great civilization and 
religion throughout the world. 
5. Types of Arabic 
The designation "Arabic language" is applied to various 
types of Arabic: the one literary (classical) language, its 
descendant modern Arabic referred to as the Modern Standard 
Arabic (MSA) and the various contemporary spoken dialects. 
R.E. Asher and J.M.Y. Simpson in "The Encyclopaedia of 
Language and Linguistics" Vol. 1 write, "The view of many 
Arabs, particularly educated ones, is that Arabic is 'really' 
Classical Arabic, or its Modern descendant Modern Standard 
Arabic (MSA) - that is the language of all written Arabic from 
the seventh century on. Vernacular Arabic, which all speakers 
whatever their level of education use for all speech purposes 
apart from religious ritual and other forms of 'frozen' 
formulaic public speaking, is popularly regarded as a mere 
'corruption' of classical or MSA which, some believe, the 
school system should attempt to eradicate". 
Yushmanov (1961) writes, "Literary Arabic arose from the 
ancient poetic language of the Arabs. Ancient Arabia, where 
every tribe had its own idiom, used a unified language in 
poetry, and carefully preserved it from disintegration, which 
made the great conservatism and archaism of this language. 
The Quran, written in the same language but with an 
admixture of Meccan peculiarities of Mohammad's speech 
became the model for the classical language, and the Arabs 
down to our own days use this language of the Quran, only 
slightly refurbished to meet modern requirements, in their 
press, l i terature, and political and social life." 
6. Modern Arabic 
Modern Arabic is the language, which is used by 
educated Arabs for formal spoken purposes. It is employed in 
formal public address, over radio and television and in 
religious ceremonial to ensure the linguistic unity of the Arab 
world. It t ranscends over numerous and widely diverse local 
dialects and provides a medium of communication over the 
vast geographical area. Indeed, it gives the Arab people of 
many countries a sense of identity and an awareness of their 
common cultural heritage. 
Farida Abu-Haida in her paper "Shifting Boundaries: The 
Effect of Modern Standard Arabic on Dialect Convergence in 
Baghdad" (1992) writes "needless to say, in many Arabic 
countries MSA is becoming more readily available to a large 
number of speakers of Arabic through the spread of education 
and mass media, especially television. The popularity of MSA 
has been dependent on religious, political and social factors. 
Because it is a modified speech variety of l i terary/classical 
Arabic the language of Quran, MSA is lingua franca of the 
whole Arabic world where a number of mutually unintelligible 
dialects occur. It is also a politically unifying force, providing 
a common denominator for Arabs from as far a field as 
Morocco and Oman, for example, knowledge of MSA gives 
people the means to become members "of the national 
majority, to acquire position (like jobs, official functions, and 
educational facilities" (Dressier and Wodak Leadolter 1977: 
35), and helps them "to master the expository styles of science 
and bureaucracy, along with many other factors characteristic 
of ongoing urbanization" (Gumperz 1982: 38). Competence in 
MSA is also an indicator of one's level of education. The more 
educated a person the better he / she is at using MSA (Ibrahim 
1986: 118). 
Abdel-Rahman Abu Malhim in his paper entitled "Code-
Switching and Linguistic Accommodated in Arabic" writes "A 
considerable amount of linguistic research has concluded that 
Arab speakers of different dialects rely primarily on Classical 
Arabic (CA), the traditional language of the Qur'an, and 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the written language of 
contemporary literature and journalism, when they converse 
with one another". 
7. The problem: 
a. Most of the work has been carried out on the written 
Arabic, Spoken Arabic has drawn the attention of 
scholars long ago but most of them have directed their 
thinking to the study of the daily used languages in 
Arabic Societies, either colloquial or dialects and most 
of the contributions that have been added to the world 
linguistic library were in this area i.e. the Arabic 
Colloquial and dialects. The spoken form of Arabic is 
mostly ignored except of few attempts and effort that 
have been made like that of Richard S. Harrel on 
"Egyptian Radio Arabic". Despite the scarcity of such 
studies, they were like the stone, which was thrown in 
motionless water since they are built up on the 
scientific methodology of Modern linguistic theory and 
analysis. However, the present study proves that 
Arabic in its clear spoken form is a living language 
and it has its own users who are spread over the 
world. It is the language of poli t ical/cultural and 
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civilized discourse by means of which the educated 
Arabs converse to each other and get their 
pas t /p resen t ties and civilization. 
b. Modern Arabic, to a very high degree, is same 
throughout the Arab world, at least in its morphology 
and syntax. There are minor differences in saying 
words, which differentiate the spoken form used in 
North Africa from that used in rest of the Arab world. 
But these differences are insignificant when compared 
to those between the regional dialects. 
c. The main purpose has been to study and find the 
morphological s tructure of the language, how a word is 
s t ructured, in what way it is s t ructured, how a word is 
made up of discontinuous morphemes, what are the 
basic elements in the morphology of Arabic and how 
the non-concatenative morphology is ideal to account 
for the mammoth structure that the language has . 
8. The Data: 
The investigator used himself as informant, he also 
benefited from four educated Yemenis whose linguistic 
behaviour is judged to be /fasih/ 'clear', 'eloquent' through 
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several successive sittings. These four Yemenis prefer to be 
identified by names not but by jobs. They are as follows: 
(i) A Yemeni Journalis t , 
(ii) Two college teachers and 
(iii) A judge. 
The present research is spread into Eight Chapters 
followed by Conclusion and Bibliography. The chapter on 
Phonology (Chapter II) gives an inventory of Arabic phonemes 
by the use of the minimal pair Phenomenon. It gives a short 
description about the classification of consonants according to 
their place and manner of articulation. It also sheds light on 
the vowels found in Arabic. The aim of this chapter is not to 
introduce a thorough study about the Phonological system of 
Arabic but to give an access to the subject-matter of the 
present study which is the morphological s t ructure of Modern 
Arabic which necessarily requires knowledge and 
unders tanding of the phonemes of the language by means of 
which words are transcribed and structure is built up. 
The third chapter is entitled "Morphology" which begins 
with a short definition about morphology and also delineates 
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two viewpoints which stand in conflict regarding the definition 
of the linguistic term "Morpheme". In this chapter we 
concentrated on the non-concatenative morphology through 
limiting the basic elements in the Arabic Morphology where 
roots were the vital point in our discussion. 
The Fourth chapter dealt with the s t ructure of nouns i.e., 
how nouns are derived from roots by means of different vowel 
pa t terns . We treated all the possibilities that a root has in 
creating nouns from the first to the tenth binyan. We ended 
this chapter with a discussion about the case system and how 
nouns are marked according to their grammatical functions in 
the whole structure of the language. 
Chapter Five is about number and nouns where Arabic 
has three numbers: singular, dual and plural. We 
differentiated between the sound and broken plurals and 
sorted out the dual and sound plural markers that existed in 
the language. 
In the Sixth chapter personal pronouns in Arabic have 
been discussed, as these pronouns play a vital role in the 
grammar of Arabic. Here we deal with e what is traditionally 
called in the grammar of Arabic as "Detached and Attached 
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Pronouns". Detached may be taken semantically as equal with 
independent i.e., pronouns that can stand in isolation as free 
morphemes, whereas attached is the converse i.e. pronouns 
that are dependent or bound and suffixed to other 
morphological pat terns. 
The Seventh chapter dealt with the s t ructure of verbs 
and how a single root is eligible to produce more than one 
verbal morphological pattern. We concentrated on the perfect 
and imperfect morphological pat terns , the system of 
derivation, and the declension of Arabic verbs since verbs in 
Arabic are declinable. We also passed through the structure of 
the imperative and the future and ended the chapter with a 
discussion about passivization in Arabic. 
In the Eighth chapter we attempted syntax through a 
short description about the type of sentences in the language, 
their word-order and we shed light on the relation existed 
between morphology and syntax through analysing the 
behaviour of the definite article at the level of a word and a 
sentence. 
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CHAPTER II 
PHONOLOGY 
An Inventory of P h o n e m e s 
2.0 Phonemic-Contrast 
The c lass ic case of con t r a s t , which is cen t r a l to the 
phonemic pr inc ip le , is the minimal pair p h e n o m e n o n : 
If two words differ a s to only one s o u n d , t hen the 
d i s t inc t ion between the two s o u n d s m u s t be phonemic . (Philip 
Carr , 1993). 
2 . 1 . Consonant-contrast 
Minimal pai r 
1. / ? / /qara?a/ 'he read' 
2. / e / /qaraea/ 'he knocked' 
3. / b / /bard/ 'coldness' 
4. /{/ /fard/ 'individual' 
5. /n / /nakara/ 'he denied' 
6. /m/ /makara/ 'he deceived' 
7. / § / /saraha/ 'he explained' 
8. / s / /saraha/ 'he went astray' 
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9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
/ z / 
/ s / 
/ d / 
/ t / 
/ t / 
/ a / 
/ © / 
/ r / 
17. 
18. 
19. 
2 0 . 
2 1 . 
2 2 . 
2 3 . 
2 4 . 
2 5 . 
2 6 . 
2 7 . 
/ I / 
/ h / 
/ f t / 
hi 
1^1 
1^1 
/ q / 
/Y/ 
/ d / 
/ 5 / 
/ w / 
/zaraea/ 
/ sa raea / 
/ d in / 
/ t i n / 
/ t i n / 
/ 6aba/ 
/©aba/ 
/qa re / 
/qale / 
/hazama/ 
/hazama/ 
/aazama/ 
/xasafa/ 
/kasafa/ 
qalaba 
/yalaba/ 
/ n a d i r / 
/na6.Ir/ 
/eawana/ 
'he cultivated' 
'he throws-o'-down' 
'religion' 
'fig' 
'clay' 
'to be melted' 
'to regain consciousness, reward' 
'knocking', rapping, beating, thumping' 
ringing 
'rooting out ' 
'he defeated' 
'he tied-up', bundled 
'he cut off to judge, decide 
'to be eclipsed' (moon) 
'to be eclipsed' (sun) 
'he returned around'; ' turn over' 
'he defeated, 'to overcome' 
'flourishing, fresh, verdant ' 
'similar, equal, an equivalent' 
'he helped' 
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28. /y/ /eayana/ 'he inspected, examined' 
In Arabic there are 28 consonants (or consonantal 
phonemes, to be precise). These are listed below along with 
examples that illustrate their occurrence in the initial, medial 
and final positions. 
2.2. Distribution of consonants 
c o n s o n a n t ini t ia l media l final 
-B b a s a r h u m a n eabada 'to w o r s h i p ' ka lb 'dog' 
beings 
? ? i n k a s a r 'to b roken ' q a r a ? a 'to r ead ' b u k a ? 'weeping ' 
•e Eumr 'age ' r ieayah cus tody ; susae 'b rave ' 
a u s p i c e s 
•f f a rd 'duty ' , ra fd ' refusal ' nahif ' t h in ' 
rel igious du ty ' 
•n n u r ' l ight ' mun i r 'enl ight- mizan ' sca le ' 
e n i n g s ' 
(bri l l iant) 
•m maskan 'house' ramz 'symbol' 6um 'garlic' 
'sign' 
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-s 
• z 
sahr 'month' raswah 'bribe' faras butter 
files' 
sihr 'biwitchment' maskan 'accommo- faras 'horse, 
'magic"charm dation' mare' 
of women' 
zaraea 'to cultivate' mazrata 'farm' ramz 'symbols, 
h sign' 
sanaea 'to made masnaE 
'factory' qafas 'cage' ^  
produces' 
darasa 'to study' madras 'school' Radld 'iron' 
ah 
0 
tamr 
t aeam 
6ahab 
©awr 
rasul 
dates ' kitab 'book' sukut 'silence' 
'food' 
ox 
man 
m 
a team res taurant yalat wrong 
'gold' ma6.hab 'manner, ladid. 'delicious, 
followed' splendid' 
ka©ir 'much' mihra© 'plow' 
dars ' lesson' ?amir 'prince' 
hal 'state, mahram 'male escort ' ruh 'soul' 
condition' 
-h harab escape nahr river wash 'face' 
3amal 'camel' suaae 'brave' muxris 'director' 
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X xa raaa 'to get ou t ' maxra3 'place of sayx 'venerable 
eggressive gen t l eman 
; she ik ' 
•k ka lam ' speech ' m u t a k a l ' speake r ' mal ik 'k ing ' 
lim 
•q qa lb ' hea r t ' b a q a r a h 'co w' s adiQ 'fr iend' 
y yulam 'boy' babya? ' pa r ro t ' ba l ld ' e loquen t ' 
d d i l e ' r ib ' f a d l ' s u r p l u s , m a r l d ' s ick ' 
g r a c i o u s n e s 
s ' 
6. 6arf 'envelope ' ma6.har ' a p p e a r a n c e ' hafid 'keeper ' 
w waed 'p romise ' sawa 'to r o a s t ' s ahw ' absen t -
m i n d e d n e s 
s 
•y yaw^m 'day ' q iyamah ' r e su r r ec t i on sabiy ' cap t i t ive ' 
2.2.1. Classification based on place of articulation: 
bi labia l (3) / b , m, w/ 
l ab io -den t a l ( l ) /f/ 
d e n t a l (4) / d , t , d , t / 
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in te r -den ta l (3 ) / © , 6, 6/ 
a lveolar (6) / s , z , s , n , r , l / 
pa la to -a lveo la r (2) / 3 . s / 
pa l a t a l (1) / y / 
velar (2) / k , x / 
u v u l a r (2) / q , y/ 
pha ryngea l (2) /R>e/ 
glot ta l (2) / h , ? / 
2.2.2. Classification based on manner of articulation: 
s tops (9) / b , t , t , d , d , k , q , ? , e / 
affricate (1) / a / 
n a s a l (2) / n , m / 
fr icatives (12) / f , 0 , a , a , s , s ,z , s ,x ,h , y.h/ 
tr i l l (1) / r / 
l a te ra l (1) / I / 
semi-vowels (2) /w , y / 
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Thir teen are voiceless: /f, h, x, q, s, s, §., t, t, ©, h, k, e/ and 
the r ema inde r are voiced: /b, m, n, w, y, d, d, 6, a, z, ?, 1, r, y, 3 / . 
All the information given above are summar i zed in the 
table below: 
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2 . 2 . 3 . Phonemes / AUophones: Two phonet ica l ly d i ss imi la r 
s o u n d s , which occur in the same posi t ion and are 
con t ras t ive , are called p h o n e m e s . T h u s , / n / and /m/ in 
/nahr/ ' r iver ' and /mahr/ 'dowry' a re two different 
p h o n e m e s . A phoneme is realized differently, depend ing 
on i ts posi t ion in words . These pos i t iona l defined 
rea l iza t ions or va r i an t s are m e m b e r s of the same 
phoneme or i ts a l lophones . T h u s , w h e r e a s /n / and /m/ 
are p h o n e m e s in /nahr/ and /mahr/ s ince the 
s u b s t i t u t i o n of one for ano the r gives a different word, 
[m] is an a l lophone of the phoneme / n / in [mambae] s ince 
the under ly ing form is /manbae/ and /n / is real ized as 
[m] u n d e r the effect of the phonet ic a s s imi la t ion . The 
p r o n u n c i a t i o n of the word e i ther with [n] or [m] does 
not give a mean ing change . It may only give an odd 
p r o n u n c i a t i o n in case of [n] in [manbae]. 
The common a l lophones are as follows: 
(i) S tops 
[b] a voiced balabia l u n a s p i r a t e d s top 
[k"] a velar voiceless a sp i r a t ed s top 
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[q] a uvu la r voiceless s top 
[t"] a voiceless den ta l a sp i ra t ed s top 
[t] a voiceless den ta l valorised u n a s p i r a t e d s top 
[d] a voiced den ta l u n a s p i r a t e d s top 
[d] a voiced den ta l velarized u n a s p i r a t e d s top 
[?] a voiced glottal s top 
[3] a voiced palato-alveolar affricate 
[e] Al-Ani (1971) wri tes "the / e / i s descr ibed as a 
voiced pharyngeal fricative in all the previous 
works in Arabic, literally as well as dialects. 
However, after a thorough acoustical analysis the 
author has found that the common allophone of 
/e/is actually a voiceless stops and not a voiced 
fricative". 
(ii) Fr ica t ives 
[f] a voiceless labio-dental fricative 
[6] a voiceless inter-dental fricative 
[5] a voiced inter-dental fricative 
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[3] a voiced velarized i n t e r -den t a l fricative 
[s] A voiceless s ib i lan t a lveolar fricative 
[s] a voiceless velarized s ib i l an t alveolar fricative 
[z] a voiced s ib i lant alveolar fricative 
[s] a voiceless sibilant palato-alveolar fricative 
[x] a voiceless velar fricative 
[fi] a voiceless velar fricative 
[h] a voiceless oral fricative 
(iii) Liquids 
The phoneme /i/has two distinct varieties: the emphatic 
[I] in which the front of the tongue makes contact with the 
alveolar ridge and the back of the tongue is raised towards the 
soft palate and the non-emphatic [t] in which the tip of the 
tongue contacts, the front part of the alveolar ridge. The later 
is commoner than the former. The distinction between these 
two allophones can be clearly seen in the following example. 
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(vi) Nasals 
[m] a voiced bilabial nasal . 
The phoneme /n/ has 4 allophones. 
It is realised as labio-dental [m] when it is immediately 
followed by /b/ or /f/ as in (mambaej 'spring' and [mamfux] 
'blown up; swollen, pumped up. 
It is realized dental [n] when it is immediately followed by 
the dentals / 6 / or /a/ as in [man6ur] 'scattered' 'prosaic' and 
[mun6ir] 'warner' cautioner' . 
It is realized as [D] when it is immediately followed by 
/k / or /q/ as in [?iDkisar] 'state or process, of being broken, 
brokness, breaking. 
/n/ elsewhere 
2.2.4. Consonant clusters in Arabic 
There are no consonant clusters in word initial position. 
Clusters occur in medial and final positions. In medial 
position the cluster is broken up in pronunciation, the first 
consonant of the cluster being pronounced with the preceding 
vowel, the second with the following vowel. The medial 
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clusters are clearly sequences of a syllable-closing consonant 
and a syllable-opening consonant. Samples of examples are 
given below: 
(i) Medial clusters: 
/ k t / 
/ b r / 
/ n x / 
/ e i / 
/ n d / 
/ m t / 
m a k t a b 
mib rad 
m u n x u l 
Pielam 
? indafaea 
? i m t a h a n a 
'office' 
'file' 
sieve 
/ s t / , / x r / ? i s t ax ra3a 
' in format ion ' 
'to rushoff; to proceed 
wi thou t fo re though t ' 
'to examine ; subject 
to the t e s t ' 
'to d e d u c e ' 
Final clusters: 
/ t l / 
/ l b / 
/ x l / 
/ r b / 
/ h b / 
qat l 
qalb 
naxl 
d a rb 
'ki l l ing ' 
' h ea r t ' 
' t ree d a t e s ' 
' bea t ing ' 
pl 
n a h b robbery ' 
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/hr/ 
/hr/ 
sihr 
sihr 
sorcery 
'son-in-law', 'brother-in-law' 
/Im/ 
/xm/ 
/re/ 
silm 
daxm 
hare 
peace 
'big', 'large', 'magnificent' 
'plowing', tilling' 
2.3 Vowels 
Vowel - contrasts 
I'll /qiblah/ 'direction to which muslim turn 
in praying (towards kaaba)' 
/u/ /qublah/ 'kiss' 
/ i / lUrasI 'anything spread on the ground 
as bedding' 
/a/ /faras/ 'butterflies' 
/a/ /nar/ 'fire' 
/u/ /nur/ 'light 
/u/ /ful/ 'bean(s)' 
/I/ /fil/ 'an elephant' 
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Diphthongs 
/aw/ /eawn/ 'help' 
/ay/ /eayn/ 'eye' 
(i) the vowels are eight in number : 3 are shor t , they are / i / , 
/ u / and / a / and 3 are long, they are / i / , / u / , /a / and two 
d i p h t h o n g s namely, /aw/ and / ay / . Shor t a n d long vowels 
show a t r i angu l a r sys tem as follows: 
sho r t 
a 
(ii) There are also cases of free var ia t ion , where two s o u n d s 
may be s u b s t i t u t e d one for the o the r in pa r t i cu l a r words 
w i thou t a change of meaning . Thus , while the d is t inc t ion 
be tween the vowels [i] and [a] is phonemic in / s a h r / 'melting 
and / s i h r / 'brother-in-law', the s u b s t i t u t i o n of one for the o ther 
in [samiea] and [samaea] 'he heard', [dihk] and 'dahk' 'laugh' is not 
p h o n e m i c . The same appl ies to /a / and / u / , where the 
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distinction between them in [xars] 'expenditure' and [xura] 
'saddlebag' is phonemic. It.is not in [duef] and [daef] 'weakness. 
2.3.1 Description of vowels 
There is no a definite place of articulation for vowels 
instead vowels are described according to three parameters as 
follows: 
(i) The position of the soft palate, which is raised in 
Arabic vowels to produce oral vowels. 
(ii) The shape assumed by the lips - rounded or un-
rounded. 
(iii) The part of tongue that is raised and how high. Thus: 
A. Short vowels 
/a/ central un-rounded 
/ i / high front un-rounded 
/u/ high back rounded 
B. Long vowels: 
/a/ low central un-rounded 
/I/ high front un-rounded 
/u/ high back rounded 
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2.3.2. Distribution of Vowels 
There is strict restriction on the occurrence of the vowels 
in the initial word position. 
Salman H. Al-ani (1970) writes: "Almost all vowels, when 
recorded are initiated with a glottal stop. Such an initial 
glottal stop seems reasonable since all words in Arabic which 
normally considered to begin with a vowel usually are initiated 
with a glottal stop before the vowel". 
Therefore, vowels occur in the medial and final positions. 
The ownership forms are the simplest examples to show the 
occurrence of short and long vowels in the final position. 
(i) Final position: 
Unreduced forms Reduced forms 
da. da 
di di 
du du 
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(ii) Medial position: 
3ild 
qat l 
qufl 
kis 
n a r 
n u r 
' sk in ' 
'ki l l ing ' 
' lock' 
' s ack ' ' p u r s e ' 
'fire' 
' l ight ' 
2.3.3 Distribution of diphthongs 
The diphthongs occur in the final and medial positions. 
In order to be a diphthong in the medial position, it should be 
immediately followed by a semi-vowel or a consonant, 
otherwise, it will not be considered a diphthong but a 
sequence of a vowel and a semi-vowel each of which belongs to 
a different syllable. 
Final position 
law 'if 
kay 'in order to' 
Medial position 
eawn 'help, ass is tance ' 
eayn 'an eye' 
yawm 'a day' 
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nawm 
kayd 
s.ayd 
tahawwada 
tahayyaza 
'sleeping' 
'cunning, trick; plot 
'hunting, fishing' 
'to become a jew' 
'to stay away; incline 
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CHAPTER III 
MORPHOLOGY 
3.0. Morphology is that branch of Linguistics, which deals 
with the smallest grammatical uni ts of language and of 
their formation into words, including inflection, 
derivation and composition. Nida defines morphology as 
the study of Morphemes and their arrangement in 
forming words. According to Dorfman, Morphology is the 
study of the ways and methods of grouping sounds into 
sound-complexes or words of definite, distinct, 
conventional meanings. Bloomfield calls it the study of 
the constructions in which sound forms appear among 
the consti tuents. In morphology, we study how 
morphemes are combined to form words. Briefly 
speaking, morphology is the grammar of word-binyanism 
(i.e. word structure) - it shows word-structure in terms 
of classes of Morphemes. 
3.1. The morpheme 
S . l . l T h e r e is no unanimity among linguists, for the definition 
of the morpheme, therefore, two views stand in conflict. 
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3.1.1 (a) To some the semantic considerations enter into the 
definition of the morpheme as that of Bloomfield 
(1935:161): "A linguistic form which bears no 
partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to any other 
form is a morpheme"; or "any form which 
cannot be divided into smaller meaningful parts" 
(Bloch and Trager, 1942: 54-2); or, "the smallest 
individually meaningful elements in ut terances of a 
language" (Hockett, 1958: 14.1). 
3 .1.1 (b) (Katamba 1993) writes, "The insistence on the 
requirement that every morpheme must have a clear 
constant meaning (or grammatical function) seems 
too strong to some linguists. There are some 
morphemes which lack a clear meaning instead, 
they suggest, it is the word rather than the 
morpheme that must always be independently 
meaningful whenever it is used." Therefore 
morphological uni ts may be defined without 
reference to semantic considerations as follows: 
"Morphemes are the smallest recurrent elements of 
grammatical patterning" (Verma and Krishnaswamy, 
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1989:); or "the minimal uni ts of word building in the 
language; they cannot be broken down any further into 
recognizable or meaningful parts". (Adrian A Kamjian et 
al 1996); or (John T. Jensen 1990) "Morphemes are 
primarily structural uni ts and they are typically but not 
necessarily meaningful." 
We shall also adopt, the view that morphemes are 
primarily s tructural uni ts ra ther than semantic ones. 
3.1.2 Arabic Morphology 
There are three basic items in Arabic Morphology - root, 
vowel (infixes) and prefixes and suffixes. The root is generally 
the principle carrier of the lexical meaning of a word, while 
affixes generally carry grammatical function. The 
overwhelming majority of roots are tri-consonantal roots. Less 
frequent are bi-consonantal roots. Roots with four or five 
consonants appear but rarely. 
3.1.3 Words in Arabic are formed by modifying the root 
internally and not simply by the concatenation of 
affixes and roots as it is the case in inflecting, 
agglutinating or corporative languages such as English, 
French, Turkish or the Eskimo languages. For that, the 
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traditional morpheme theory is not ideal for the 
description of word building in Semitic languages like 
Arabic whose morphology is non-concatenative. In non-
concatenative morphological systems words are not 
necessarily made up of sequences of morphemes in a 
row, it is common to find discontinuous morphemes, 
i.e., all the sounds that represent the same morpheme 
are not necessarily adjacent to each other. The non-
concatenative morphology basically falls within the 
framework of auto-segmental theory, which was initially 
used to describe in particular tone then extended to 
describe morphological data. 
3.1.4 In doing morphological analysis for the word-structure 
in Arabic whose root morphemes are interrupted by 
infixes prosodic morphology proposes four tiers (i.e., 
levels of representations). 
(i) The root tier or consonantal tier represents 
consonantal elements on the tier. 
(ii) The skeletal tier also called the prosodic tier provides 
a canonical shape associated by a particular meaning 
or grammatical function. 
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(iii) The vocalic melody tier, which conveys grammatical 
information. 
(iv) The morpheme tier, which occupies a separate, tier 
and conventionally symbolised by |i. 
3 .1 .5 In practice, (Katamba, 1993) has successfully 
diagrammatised these tiers but unfortunately he tied 
the final /-a/ which is associated with any third 
person singular masculine perfect or passive form with 
the infixes /-a-a-/ on the same vocalic melody tier as 
they constitute together one morpheme while it is not. 
The final /-a/ is a suffix and must occupy a separate 
morpheme. Below are two diagrams, the one given by 
(Katamba 1993), and the suggested correction for the 
same diagram. 
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Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
Giving: [kutiba] 
Diagram 2 
u I a 
c V c V c V 
k t b 
u 
C V C V 
1^  
C V 
Giving kutiba (passive) "it was written' 
In K a t a m b a ' s d iagram, there are only two m o r p h e m e s of 
which /kutiba/ is composed. The root morpheme k tb , a n d the 
vowel m o r p h e m e rep resen ted by the vowel /u-i-a/ . In o u r s 
the re a re th ree morphemes : the root morpheme k tb , t hen 
vowel m o r p h e m e /u-i / and the suffix / -a/ which occup ies a 
s epa ra t e m o r p h e m e . Now, if we s u b s t i t u t e the th ree 
c o n s o n a n t s on the root tier with any o ther th ree c o n s o n a n t s 
allowed by the phonological sys tem of the l anguage , the r e su l t 
will be a new pass ive form. Thus drb "to hit', qtl "to kill", srb "to 
drink", sne "to make", ksr "to' break", srh "to wound" etc. This m e a n s 
t ha t the sugges ted d iagram is qualified enough to a c c o u n t for 
all the t r i - c o n s o n a n t a l th i rd person pass ive perfect forms by 
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subst i tut ing consonants on the root tier. It is also valid to 
account for the third person active perfect forms whose second 
vowel (i.e. the vowel which immediately follows the second root 
consonant) is variable such as /sariba/ /xasuna/. 
3.1.6 So far, we have described words with three morphemes. 
In fact, words in the language may contain more than 
three morphemes and it is impossible to give a separate 
diagram for each word. The solution then, is to add one 
more diagram and use it to account for all the possible 
verbs in the language. 
The following diagram is a representation of the third 
person masculine singular active perfect form with the typical 
root fel. 
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Diagram 3 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
Giving: /faeala/ 
1^  
c V 
^ 
C V C V 
3.1.7 If we substi tute the three consonants on the root tier 
by any other three consonants that are permissible in 
the language, the result, will be a new S^ d person 
singular active perfect form. Thus-
Roots Verbs 
qtl 
hrb 
-> 
/qatala/ he killed 
/haraba/ he escaped 
drb 
srh 
-^ 
-> 
/daraba/ he hit 
/saraha/ he explained 
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s n e -> / sanaea / he made 
2re —> /zaraea/ he cultivated (land) 
l^tb —> /ka taba / he wrote 
k s r —>• /kasa ra / he broke 
3.1.8 But consonants like the foUowings are disallowed by 
the phonotactic constraints of the language, therefore 
cannot be considered as roots. Thus, hxq, tds, ssk, b6e, 
rez, 
So 'words' like/haxaqa'/, /sasaka/, /bakana/ and /raeaza/, 
are immediately rejected because this consonantal root 
ordering is disallowed by the ordering principles in Arabic 
words. 
This will raise a question about the relation between 
phonology and morphology. We might ask, if a root is 
consonantal and consonantal root per se is unpronounceable, 
then in what way can one talk about phonotactic restrictions 
on consonantal roots which cannot be pronounced in their 
own right? In reply to this question, we can say that there are 
restrictions on the ordering of segments that can appear in 
words of the language. For this reason the putative words 
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/haxaqa/, /sasaka/ etc. are ruled out not because the 
consonants in these words are not part of the phonological 
system of the language but because of their ordering. There 
are canonical phonological patterns that severely restrict the 
types of morphemes and words that can appear in the lexicon 
of the language, that is why we can say that qtl is possible and 
actual root morphemes and /qatala/ is a word in the language 
whereas Itq is not possible root morpheme and no word can be 
produced from it. 
3.1.9 As mentioned, verbs in the language may contain four 
or more consonants whereas the root in these verbs 
remains tri-consonantal. This can be made easily if the 
second consonant on the skeletal tier in the same 
diagram is geminated i.e. cvcvcv becomes cvccvcv. The 
active template cvcvcv is the base from which the active 
template cvccvcv is derived. Thus: 
/faeala/ 'to do' /faeeala/ 'to cause to do' 
/qa ta la / to kill /qa t ta la / 'to massacre ' 
I. If the second vowel on the skeletal tier in the diagram is 
lengthened i.e. cvcvcv becomes cvcvcv, the result will be 
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a reciprocal meaning. To account for the number of 
morphemes that the derived template has , we have to 
take the assumption that the long / v / in the template 
cvcvcv represents a combination of two short vowels that 
is /a+a/ which are merged into one long vowel that is /a / , 
therefore, the template cvcvcv contains four morphemes. 
It differs from the base in that it has a one more 
morpheme, which is responsible for carrying the idea of 
reciprocity. 
/faeala/ —> /faeala/ 
II. Adding cv- at the beginning of the skeletal tier yields the 
template cvccvcv i.e. the base template cvcvcv is 
disturbed by the presence of the prefix /cv-/ i.e. a? which 
causes the deletion of the second vowel segment in the 
base template. Thus 
/faeala/ -> /?afeala/ 
/xarase/, to go out, /?axra3a/'to cause to go out' 
III. Remember that once we geminated the base template and 
in another round we lengthened it we got the derived 
templates cvccvcv and cvcvcv. Now adding the prefix cv-
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represented by the phonetic form /ta-/ to both results 
the templates cvcvccvcv and cvcvcvcv. Thus 
/faeala/ 
cvcvcv 
-> /faeeala/ 
cvccvcv 
/faealei/ -^ 
/tafaeeala/ 
cvcvccvcv 
/tafaeala/ 
cvcvcv cvcvcvcv 
IV. 
V. 
cvc- can also be added to the base template cvcvcv to 
produce the derived template cvccvcvcv. This cvc which 
is added at the beginning of the base is the prefix 
morpheme /?in-/. Therefore, the number of morphemes 
in the derived template v^ i^ll be increased. Thus 
/faeala/ -> /Pinfaeala/ 
3 morphemes four morphemes 
cv- at the beginning and c after the first consonant, 
where cv is /?i-/ and c is /-t-/ will give the template 
cvccvcvcv. Two elements have been added to the base 
template, one is a prefix and the other is an infix. Thus 
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/ f a e a l a / —> /Pi f taeala / 
3 m o r p h e m e s -> 5 morphemes 
VI. Adding cv- a t the beginning and doubl ing the final c in 
the base t empla te cvcvcv will give the t empla te cvccvccv 
/ f a e a l a / ->• / ?a fea l l a / 
VII. When the long prefix cvccv- r ep resen ted by the phone t i c 
form [?ista-] is added to the t empla te cvcvcv, the r e su l t 
will be the t empla te cvccvccvcv i.e. only one m o r p h e m e is 
added . Sound change is r emarkab le in the p re sence of 
the prefix /?ista-/ a s it is the case with all prefixes. The 
p r o n u n c i a t i o n itself is augmen ted when any new e lement 
e i ther prefix or infix is added to the base form. 
/faeala/ —> / •'istafeala/ 
cvcvcv cvccvccvcv 
3 m o r p h e m e s four morphemes 
3.2 Weak (or sick roots) 
I. Weak (or sick) roots are basical ly t r i - c o n s o n a n t a l roo t s , 
b u t they differ from other roots (let u s u s e the term 
s t rong or sound roots) in tha t : 
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II. In the i r composi t ion , the weak roots , have one of the 
semi-vowels /w or y/ e i ther medially or finally. Less are 
those which have both /w/ and /y / . 
III. If we follow the development of these roots in the 3^^. 
per son active perfect forms (as we did with the s t rong 
roots) we will find none of these semi-vowels. They are 
lost t h a t is why roots con ta in ing e i ther of t hem or both 
are cal led weak roots . 
IV. Weak roots produce weak verbs 
V. The ques t ion then a r i s e s is how could we know t h a t a 
root in ques t ion is t r i - consonan t a l if it does not appea r 
with th ree c o n s o n a n t s a t the surface? 
VI. Long ago E.H. Palmer (1874:69) made a hypo thes i s in 
which he claimed t h a t a weak verb like /qala/ s t a n d s for 
/qawala/ which rhymes with /qabala/ and would be easy to 
p r o n o u n c e like it, therefore he t r ea ted /w/ as pa r t of the 
root . T h u s qwl. 
VII. N.V. Yushmanov (1961) h a s given similar ana lys i s . He 
wr i tes "verbs with a 'weak' c o n s o n a n t (w or y) as the 
middle rad ica l such as qwm ' s tand ' , syr 'go' 'walk' will 
show con t r ac t i ons in the perfect, with differences in the 
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formation of the open syllable [qama] 'he stood', [sara] 'he 
walked' from/qawame/, /sayara/ and the closed syllable 
[qumta] ' you stood' [sirta], you walk. 
viii. Support for this position comes in Wehr-Cowan's 
dictionary (Arabic-English Dictionary 3'"^ edition 1976) in 
which tri-consonantal roots with /w/ or /y/ are given to 
what is termed as weak verbs, from which the following 
examples are cited. 
ix. y and w in the middle position: 
Root 
3Wl 
3we 
dwr 
bye 
lyn 
myl 
Meaning 
to wonder about 
to be hungry 
to rotate, move in a circle 
to sell 
to bear become soft 
to lean over, be inclined 
3'"'J-per act. Form 
[sala] 
[saea] 
[dara] 
[baea] 
[lana] 
fmala] 
X. y or w in the final position 
3ry to run 3ara 
s q y to make some one drink; irrigate [saea] 
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rmy to throw [rama] 
shw To be inattentive [saha] 
Absent minded 
(d) There exists a sufficient reason to strengthen the 
hypothesis made by Palmer and Yushmanov. To make it 
clear let us make the assumption that, [sala], [saea], [dara] 
are coming from /aawala/, /sawaea/ and /dawara/, and 
[baea], [lana], [mala], are coming from /bayaea/, /layana/, 
and /mayala/. Similarly, [aara] and [saea], are coming from 
/3araya/ and /saeaya/, while [saha] comes from /sahawa/. 
To formulate a rule we would have to take the forms in 
slanted lines / / a s the underlying forms. We will select only 
four examples since they are sufficient to account for the 
phenomenon at hand. Thus 
/sawala/, /bayaea/, /aaraya/ and /sahawa/. What the forms 
in the underlying structure reveal is that: 
The semi-vowels /w/ and /y/ either in the middle or final 
positions occur between the vowels /a-a/. Such occurrence is 
difficult to pronounce. To make the pronunciation easier the 
deletion of the semi-vowels from there takes place in 
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c o n s e q u e n c e of which the coalescence of the two vowels 
s u r r o u n d i n g them into one vowel i.e. /a/ a p p e a r s . 
We can express the phenomenon of elision and 
coa lescence by two ru le s . The ru les would look like t h i s . 
A. / w / 
0/a-a 
hi 
B. /a-a/ m ^ /a / 
Here, the symbol ' 0 ' m e a n s 'zero' , and we can in t e rp re t 
t he ru le t h u s : /w/ or /y/ are deleted when occur r ing be tween 
/a -a / , t h e n /a-a/ are merged into one sound / a / for which we 
u s e d the symbol 'm' which m e a n s un i ty of two s o u n d s . Note 
t h a t , by v i r tue of i ts appl ica t ion , ru le A c rea t e s condi t ions for 
ru le B to apply, where finally we get the final phone t i c forms 
[3zala], [baea] and [azara] etc . 
Roots with both /w/ and /y/ are also found b u t rarely . In 
s u c h c a s e s it is the weakes t one t h a t is the victim of the rule 
of de le t ion . 
Root Underlying form Surface form 
swy /sawaya/ [sawa] 
nwy /nawaya/ [nawa] 
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As seen , in the under ly ing r ep re sen ta t i on both /w/ and 
/y/ occur between the vowels /a-a / , b u t the delet ion rule 
a t t a c k s /y/ c a u s e s i ts loss , in consequence the two vowel 
/a-a/ a re merged in one i.e. / a / which depr ives the rule of 
delet ion to apply once again , therefore /w/ is kept in the final 
forms [sawa] 'he roas ted ' , and /nawa/ 'he in tended ' . 
3.3 Glottal stop roots 
I. Glot ta l s top roots a re t r i - consonan t a l which are 
c h a r a c t e r i s e d a s having the glottal s top / ? / to which they 
are a t t r i b u t e d . They have the same behav iour as the 
s t rong roots and can sp read on the t ie rs of the same 
d iag ram in the same m a n n e r . 
Root Verbs 
s?l to ask, inquire /sa?ala/ 
s?m To fed up /sa?ima/ 
qr? To read /qara?a/ 
ns? To come into being, grow /nasaPa/ 
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Diagram 4 
U 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: c V c V c V 
Root tier: 
Giving: [na§a?a] 
3.4 Geminated roots 
n 
J N. Hayood & H.M. Nahmed (1965: 95) write "Arab 
grammarians and lexicographers differed in their att i tude 
to these roots. Some considered them, bi-literal, other 
considered them tri-literal. Their place in dictionaries 
therefore varies". 
From Hayood et al, we take the following data. 
Note that j = 3, 11=11 
marra for marara 'to pass' 
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ja r ra for jarara 'to drag' 
j^ajja for hajaja 'to make a pilgrim' 
fakka for fakaka 'to loosen' 
b. Now if we take the assumption that /marara/, /sarara/, 
/haaasa/ and /fakaka/ are the underlying forms as we did 
with the weak verbs, we will arrive at a conclusion that 
there is a systematic pattern capturing the s t ructure of 
the 3^^ per. sing. masc. perfect forms that make them all 
having the underlying template cvcvcv. This template is 
equally reflected at the surface level in case of strong 
verbs and glottal stop verbs in which roots are peacefully 
maintained. Since roots themselves are strong. Thus 
qbl -^ /qabila/ —> [qabila] 
qr? —> /qara?a/ —> [qara?a] 
Conversely, weak roots are not maintained therefore, two 
consonants only appear at the surface level. 
r m y -> / ramaya/ —> [rama] 
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c. Given these r e m a r k s we can now t u r n to a bas ic 
ques t ion : Are the roots in the following gemina ted verbs 
bi-or t r i - consonan t a l ? 
[samma] 'he poisoned' 
[marra] 'he passed' 
[hassaj 'he made a pilgrim' 
[fakka] 'he loosened' 
[sadda] 'he dragged' 
[madda] 'he spreaded' 
[daqqa] 'to knock' 
[ranna] 'to ring' 
/samama/ 
/marara/ -{i^  
/hasaaa/ $ v T'S^36 /^ 
-1<> 
%-
/fakaka/ 
/sadada/ 
/madada/ 
/daqaa/ 
/ranana/ 
As seen from the phonological r e p r e s e n t a t i o n t h a t t hese 
forms are cha rac t e r i s ed a s thei r second and th i rd c o n s o n a n t 
are ident ica l t h u s - mama, rara, aasa, kaka etc - b u t a t the 
surface i.e. a t the p ronunc i a t i on level, a geminat ion 
p h e n o m e n o n t a k e s place. T h u s mm, rr , 33, kk etc - which 
m e a n s t h a t elision h a s t aken place. The p h e n o m e n o n of elision 
seems to be common in weak verbs and the verbs at h a n d . 
What h a p p e n s is t h a t the vowel /a / be tween two ident ical 
c o n s o n a n t s is elided in consequence the two c o n s o n a n t s are 
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drawn to each other giving a gemination case. This can be 
expressed as follows: 
/ fakaka/ -» [fakka] 
A. a - (j)/ c - c 
B. c -c -> cc 
This transformation from A to B as shown above where A 
represents the phonological form and B represents the 
phonetic form shows with certainty that such roots are 
geminated. 
John Moore (1990) writes, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) 
bilateral roots have been traditionally called 'double' or 
'geminate' roots because they display an alternation 
between....CVC and (V)CC stems. 
McCarthy (1981) analyses these 'biliteral roots as 
containing two consonant melodies on the melody tier, the 
first melody associates to the first consonant position on the 
skeleton; the second melody associates to the second 
consonant position, and spreads to the third position. Hence, 
the second two consonants are identical, thus : 
Diagram 5 
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u 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
Giving: sammama 
c V c c V 
m 
c V 
u 
3.5 Four Consonantal roots 
Four consonantal roots also appear but rarely 
dahrasa 
tarsama 
'he rolled' 
'he translated ' 
The diagram below shows the distribution of the 
morphemes on the tiers. 
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Diagram 6 
Vocalic melody tier: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
Giving: tarsama 
1^  1^  
C V C C V C V 
u 
3.6 Morphological processes employed in Arabic. 
"Morphological processes are devices or tools by which 
the constituent words of paradigm are differentiated 
from one another" (Bloch and Trager 1942). 
The various morphological processes employed in 
Arabic are as follows (with examples): 
a. Affixes 
I. Prefixation 
/ ? a - / /?afsala/ 'to cause to fail' 
/ t a - / / t akas sa ra / 'to be broken' 
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/ ? in - / /Pinfataha/ 'to be opened' 
/ ? i s t a - / /?is taxra3a/ 'to deduce' 
I ma.-1 /mak tab / 'office' 
/ m u - / /munsa r ih / 'happy' 
II. Infixation 
/ - a -a - / [kataba] 'to write' 
/ - a - i - / [sariba] 'to drink' 
/ -a-u-I [qabuha] 'to be ugly' 
III. Suffixation 
/a-a/ [kataba] 
/ma- / - / -ah / [mahkamah] 'court' 
b . Redupl ica t ion (the repet i t ion of all or pa r t of a 
m o r p h e m e . If an ent i re morpheme is redupl ica ted it is 
to ta l r edup l ica t ion , if only pa r t is redupl ica ted it is 
pa r t i a l r edup l ica t ion . 
(i) Total 
/yar-yara/ 'to agitate' 
/dan-dana/ 'to song' 
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(c) I n t e r n a l c h a n g e 
/ka taba / 'he wrote' / ku t iba / 'it was written' 
/kitab/ 'book' -> / k u t u b / 'books' 
(d) G e m i n a t i o n 
[kadaba] [kaddaba] 
(e) A s s i m i l a t i o n 
(i) T o t a l 
[sahada] —> [sahattu] 
(ii) P a r t i a l 
[bahara] -> [imbahara] 
(f) E l i s i o n 
[saqata] 'he fell down' 
[?asqata] 'to cause to fall' 
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Conclusion 
Arabic roots can be seen clearly in the 3'^^ per. masc. 
sing, of the perfect of the simple verb, which has the template 
cvcvcv. Serious changes are made phonologically, 
morphologically, grammatically and semantically when affixes 
are added and these changes can be read as follows: 
a. Pronunciation change 
b. New morphemes are added in consequence of which 
the number of morphemes increases. 
c. Intransitive verbs may become transitive and 
transitive verbs may become ditransitive. 
d. Depending on the base to which an affix is added the 
meaning is determined. An affix can contribute a 
different meaning or indeed several different 
meanings, to the word of which it is a part. 
e. Roots are consonantal and unpronounceable by 
themselves, they are discontinuous morphemes. 
f. To form actual words it is necessary to provide each 
root with a vowel pattern; for example, one vowel 
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segment placed after the first root consonant makes 
pronounceable word, thus , 
Root Noun 
qtl qatl 'killing' 
g. Roots are bound 
h. Words are morphologically complex. Andrew Spencer 
1991 writes: "typically, a morphologically complex (or 
polymorphic) word will contain a central morpheme, and 
a collection of other morphemes serving to modify this 
meaning in various ways". For instance, from the Arabic 
word /qatl/ we can dissect a basic morpheme qtl 'kill' as 
the root and the morpheme /-a-/. It might be a difficult 
task to say exactly what -a- means, but we can easily 
decide that it fulfils a function, namely that of taking the 
root and turning it into a noun with the meaning 
'killing'. 
i. The occurrence of two C's on the skeletal tier may mean: 
(i) Gemination 
In this case the root is tr i-consonantal from which 
the 3'''^.per.masc., singular perfect form is derived 
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from which a gemina ted form of the same person is 
derived. Thus : 
Root f£l 
Form I 
Form II 
y 
faeala cvcvcv 
faeeala cvccvcv 
(ii) It m e a n s t h a t the root is b i - c o n s o n a n t a l from which 
the gemina ted form is derived. T h u s 
sm 
Form II s a m m a m a 
cvccvcv 
(iii) It m e a n s t h a t the root is four c o n s o n a n t a l from 
which the base form is derived. T h u s 
h n d s 
t 
h a n d a s a 
cvccvcv 
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A rela t ion as such is sens i t ive in the language and we 
have to be cau t ious in t r ea t ing it. It not hand le with cau t ion 
t hen p e r h a p s one may land up giving ent irely different 
m e a n i n g which is not in t ended o therwise . A clearer example 
can be t a k e n as evidence from Ka tamba (1993). 
He gives the root klm with the pass ive vocalic melody u ia 
a n d the pass ive skeletal t empla te CVCVCV as it m e a n s , 'it was 
spoken ' , whereas it m e a n s , 'he was wounded ' i.e. /kulima/. For 
the root to give the mean ing , 'it was spoken ' , the passive 
t empla t e shou ld be CVCCVCV i.e. /kullima/. 
k. Roots are consonan t a l and can be grouped u n d e r two 
h e a d s . 
(i) Strong or s o u n d , and may be t r i - consonan ta l , 
b i - consonan ta l or even four or more consonan t a l 
root. The majori ty are t r i - consonan ta l roots ; 
roots as such p roduce s t rong or sound verbs . 
(ii) Weak roots a re those which have e i ther one or 
both of the semi-vowels /w/ , /y/ in the 
under ly ing s t r u c t u r e s , b u t none of these semi-
vowel a p p e a r s in the derived s t r u c t u r e . Weak 
roots produce weak verbs . 
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Finally, a root is jus t like a piece of wet clay. It can be 
shaped as we want it to be, depending on the vowel pat terns 
that it is fed with and some other morphological processes 
such as affixation and gemination. Thus, the root bhe can 
produce the following verbal, nominal and adjectival 
morphological pat terns through inserting of different types of 
vowel pa t terns . 
Vowel pat terns 
/-a-a-/ 
/ - a - / 
/ - a - i - / 
/ - a - a / + gemination 
ma-prefix + / -a / 
/ - a - a / 
mu-prefix+/-a-i/ 
/ - a - i / 
mu-prefix+/-a-a-/ 
+ ah suffix 
Morphological 
pat terns 
/baha0a/V 
/bahe /N 
/bahie /N 
/bahha9/N 
/mabhaG/N 
/bahaGa/V 
/mubahie /N 
/bahGi/ADJ. 
/mubahaGah/N 
Meaning 
'to do research' 
'research, investigation' 
'researcher, 
investigator' 
'research worker' 
'field of investigation, 
'object of research ' 
'to discuss, investigate' 
'investigator' 
'related to research ' 
'negotiation, 
discussion, 
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ta-prefix+/-a-a-/ 
ta-prefix+/-a-u-/ 
/ tabahaGa/V 
/ tabahue /N 
investigation' 
'to have a discussion, 
discuss together' 
'negotiation, discussion' 
This sensitive issue would be the subject matter of the 
coming chapters . '' 
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Diagram 7 
fel 
facala 
T T V T Y Y T T Y 
faeeala fSeala ?af£ala tafaceala tafacala ?infa£ala ?ifta£ala ?lfealla ?istafeala 
?infa£ala 
?istaf£ala 
?af£ala ><- fa£ala 
?if£alla 
faEEala 
T 
tafaEcala 
?ifta£ala 
- ^ fa£ala 
tafa£ala 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE STRUCTURE OF NOUN FORMS 
4.0. Traditional grammars, often referred to as Normative or 
Prescriptive grammars, define parts of speech by their 
meaning and function. Thus; a verb is an action word. A 
noun is the name of a person, place or thing. 
4 .1 . In Linguistics words are grouped on the basis of their 
form and function i.e., on the basis of their phonological, 
morphological and syntactic properties. For example, the 
class called 'noun' in Arabic is marked in the following way: 
(i) The presence of certain types of derivational affixes by 
means of which the noun is derived Form a root. Thus, 
/eamil/n. Form the root eml. 
(ii) The dual inflections/-an/ and /ayn/. 
T h u s /eami lan / , / eami layn/ . 
(iii) The plural inflections /-un/, /-in/ and /-at/ /eamilun/, 
/eamil ln/ a n d /eami la t / . 
(iv) The nominative, accusative and genitive case markers 
/-u/, /-un/, /-a/, /-an/, and /-i/, /-in/ are used for definite 
and indefinite nouns, respectively. 
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(v) The position after a class called determiner /?alkitabu/ 
'the book' /ha6a kitabun/, 'this is a book' /filkitabi/ 'in the 
book'. 
(vi) The position after the verb in the verbal sentences and 
the initial position in the nominal sentences. 
(vii) Their occurrence in annexation constructions. The idea 
of 'possession' or 'ownership' is conveyed in Arabic by 
annexation, i.e. one noun follows the other in such a 
manner that the former governs the latter in the genitive 
case. e.g. bintulmaliki 'the king's daughter ' 
(viii) The agreement pattern between the nouns and 
adjectives. 
For more details about the structure of nouns in the 
language the following data should be observed. 
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T A B L E : 1 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/qa taea / 
/ qa t e / 
qatie 
maqtUE 
'to cut ' 
'cutting' 
'sharp ' ; 
'partition' 
'chopped 
off 
Root qte 
2nd 
Form II 
/qatjtaea/ 
/ taq t le / 
muqattie 
mugattae 
5**^  b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ t aqa t taea / 
/ taqa^tue/ 
'to be cut off, be 
chopped up ' 
'broken; 'broken 
b i n y a n 
'to cut in 
pieces' 
'cutting-up, 
fragmenta-
tion' 
's.o. who cuts ' 
'torn, 
shredded' 
off 
3^^ b i n y a n 
Form III 
/qa taea / 
muqataeah 
muqaiie 
'to 
interrupt ' 
'Interr-
uption, 
broken 
(with s.c)' 
's.o. who 
interru-
pts ' 
6th b i n y a n 
Form VI 
/taqat.aea/ 
/ t aqa tue / 
'to get separated 
Form each other ' 
'crossing 
intersection'; 
'severance of mutual 
relation' 
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/mutaqa t i i e / 
7th b i n y a n 
Form VII 
/? inqataea / 
/? inqi tae / 
/munqa i ie / 
' intermittent 
discontinuous, 
following 
intermittently (of 
electric current) ' 
'to be torn apart; be 
cut off 
'disjunction, break; 
power shutdown' 
'disjoined', 'chopped 
off 
/mutaqat ie / 
8^^ binyan 
Form VIII 
/?iqtat.aea/ 
/?iqt i tae/ 
/muqtaUe/ 
'separated' 
'to take part, borrow 
Form s. th. a story, 
book' 
'cut, remove, 
removing' 
'one who borrows 
Form s.th. storey' 
IQth b i n y a n 
Form X /Pistaqtaea/ 
/?ls t iqtae/ 
/mus taqde / 
/ raustaqtae/ 
'to deduct ' 
'cut, deduction (Form a salary)' 
's.o. who cuts Form a salary of s.o. 
else' 
'cut, deducted Form salary' 
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TABLE: 2 
1st b inyan 
Form I /qa ta la / 
qati -» /maqtal/ 
/qa t i l / 
/ qa t l l / 
'to kill' 
'killing' 
'killer, deadly' 
'killed' 
3'<* binyan 
Form III /qa ta la / 
/q i ta l / or 
/muqa ta l ah / 
/muqat i l / 
'to combat, battle, 
(s.o.), fight s.o. or 
against some one' 
'fighting, killing' 
'fighter' 
7<^ h b i n y a n 
Form VII 
/ ? inqa ta la / 
'to be killed' 
Root qtl 
2"^ b inyan 
Form II 
/qa t ta la / 
/ taq t i l / 
/muqat t i l / 
'to massacre; cause 
carnage' 
'carnage, massacre ' 
'one who commits 
the carnage crime' 
6^^ binyan 
Form VI 
/ taqatala/ 
/ t aqa tu l / 
'to fight with one 
another ' 
'mutual struggle' 
8th b inyan 
Form VIII 
/? iqta ta la / 
Piqtital 
'to combat each 
other' 
'fighting each other' 
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TABLE: 3 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I / ka t aba / 
/ k a t i b / 
/ m a k t u b / 
/ k i t a b / 
maktab 
/mak tabah / 
'to write' 
'writer, clerk' 
'written' 
'book' 
'office' 
'library' 
S''^ b i n y a n 
Form III 
/ ka t aba / 
/muka t ib / 
/muka t abah / 
'to correspond 
exchange letters ' 
'correspondent' 
'correspondence' 
VII b i n y a n 
/ ? inka taba / 
/munka tab /* 
'to be written' 
Root ktb 
2^^ b i n y a n 
Form II 
/ka t t aba / 
'to make s.o. 
write' 
6**^  b i n y a n 
Form VI 
/ t aka t aba / 
'to write to each 
other ' 
VIII b i n y a n 
/? ik ta taba / 
/? ik t i tab/ 
'to be registered' 
'registration' 
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Form X /? ls taktaba/ 
/? ls t ik tab/ 
10**^  b i n y a n 
'to ask s.o. to write' 
'asking some one to write' 
l^t b i n y a n 
TABLE: 4 
Form I 
/ da r aba / 
lA&vhl 
/ d a r i b / 
/mad.rub/ 
/mad.rab/ 
'to beat, 
hit, strike' 
'beating, 
striking ' 
's.o. who 
beats ' 
'beaten; 
appointed, 
fixed 
determined 
(time, 
place, date ' 
'bat ' 
2)"^^ b i n y a n 
Root drb 
Form III 
/ da raba / 
/mudarabah / 
/muda r ib / 
'to fight 
with S.O.' 
'fight' 
'fighter' 
4*1^  b i n y a n 
Form IV 
/?ad.raba/ 
/ ? id rab / 
/mud.rib/ 
'to stop work, 
strike; to go 
on hunger 
strike' 
'strike' 
'striker' 
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6th b i n y a n 
Form VI 
/ t a d a r a b a / 
/ t u d a r u b / 
/mutad.arib/ 
'to strike one 
another; be 
contradictory 
opinions and the 
likes' 
'contradiction, 
clash of opinions' 
'conflicting, 
contradictory' 
7th b i n y a n 
Form VII 
/?ind.araba/ 
/mund^arib/' 
'to be beaten' 
'beaten' 
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TABLE: 5 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I / i abaea / 
/ i a b e / 
/ t ibaeah/ 
/ t abbae / 
/ t ab le / 
/mat.buE/ 
mat.abaeah 
'to print, s tamp' 
'art of printing, 
printing' 
'printer' 
'printer; s tamp' 
'printed' 
'printing 
machine' 
Root tbe 
2nd binyan 
Form II /t.abbaEa/ 
/ ta tb le / -
/mutabbie / 
/mutabbae / 
'to tame, 
domesticate, train 
(an animal) 
normalize' 
'normalization of 
ralation' 
'one who normalizes, 
t rains an animal ' 
'normalizes relations 
between countries 
etc' 
'domesticated; 
normalized' 
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5^^ b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ t a tabbaea / 
/ t a i abbue / 
/muta tabbie / 
'to receive s.o. 's. 
peculiar 
character ' 
'receiving of 
s.o.'s. peculiar 
character ' 
's.o. who 
received the 
peculiar 
character of s.o. 
else' 
7'h b i n y a n 
Form VII 
/Pintabaea/ 
/?lnt ibae/ 
/muntabie / 
'to be printed' 
' impression' 
'.printed, stamped' 
^ * ^ ' -
^ ( A c e . N'. . .... •> 
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TABLE: 6 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ ka sa r a / 
/ k a s r / 
/kas i r / 
/maksur / 
/ k u s r / 
'to break' 
'breaking' 
'one who 
breaks, 
bird of 
prey' 
'broken' 
'fracture' 
Root ksr 
2"d b inyan 
Form II 
/ kas sa ra / 
taksir 
/mukass i r / 
/mukassa r / 
'to break 
into pieces' 
'breaking in 
pieces' 
's.o. breaks 
in pieces' 
'smashed 
fragmented; 
broken' 
3rd b i n a n 
Form III 
/ ka sa ra / 
mukasarah 
/mukas i r / 
'to cut, 
break, 
prices, 
bargain' 
'price-
cutting 
bargaining' 
'price-
cutter ' 
5'h b inyan 
Form V 
/ t akas sa ra / 
'to be broken to 
pieces' 
6^^ b inyan 
Form VI 
/ t akasara / 
'to break with one 
another ' 
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/ t a k a s s u r / 'breaking' / t a k a s u r / 'price-cutting 
bargaining' 
7^'^ binyan 
Form VII 
/ ? inkasa ra / 
/Pinkisar / 
/munkas i r / 
'to get broken, to 
be defeated' 
'state or process 
of being broken' 
'broken; broken 
heartedness ' 
8th binyan 
Form VIII 
/ ? ik tasa ra / 
/?iktisar/ 
'to be broken' 
'brokenness ' 
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T A B L E : 7 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I / za raea / 
/ za re / 
/ z i raeah / 
/za.rie=muza.rl£/ 
/mazrue / 
/muzraeah / 
'to saw, plant ' 
'sowing, young 
standing crop' 
'agriculture' 
'farmer 
seedsman 
planter ' 
'cultivated 
planted' 
'farm' 
7th b i n y a n 
Form VII 
/? inzaraea/ 
/munzar ie / 
'to be planted' 
'planted' 
Root zre 
2'^ d b i n y a n 
Form II /zar raea / 
/ tazr ie / 
/muzarr ie/ 
/muzarrae / 
'intensifying of I' 
'sowing' 
farmer, seedsman' 
'cultivated planted' 
IQth b i n y a n 
Form X 
/Pis tazraea/ ' 
/?istizrae/* 
/mustazr ie / 
/mus tazrae / 
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T A B L E : 8 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I /fataha / 
/ fa th / 
/ fa t ih/ 
/maf tuh/ 
'to open' 
'opening' 
'opener; beginner, 
victor' 
'opened' 
S^d b i n y a n 
Form III 
/ fa taha / 
/mufa tahah/ 
/mufat ih/ 
'to disclose, to speak 
'opening of 
conversation; frank 
conversation' 
'one who speaks first 
Root fth 
2nd b i n y a n 
Form II 
/ fa t taha / 
/ taf t lh/ 
/mufat t ih/ 
/mufa t tah / 
'to open (of a flower) 
to cause to open' 
'opening' 
'one who opens' 
'opened' 
5*^ b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ ta fa t taha / 
/ t a fa t tuh / 
mutafattih 
'to be opened' 
'opening' 
'opened (e.g. 
flower)' 
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6th 
Form VI 
/ t a fa taha / 
/ t a fa tuh / 
/mutafa t ih / 
h )inyan 
'to speak frankly 
with each other' 
'speaking frankly 
with each other' 
'one who speaks 
first frankly with 
some one elsae' 
8^ h b inyan 
Form VIII 
/Piftataha/ 
/?ift i tah/ 
/muftat ih/ 
/muf ta tah/ 
'to inaugurate ' 
' inauguration' 
's.o. inaugurates ' 
'activity which is 
inaugurated' 
7th 
Form VII 
/? infataha/ 
/? inf i taha/ 
/munfa t ih / 
10th 
Form X 
/ i s ta fa taha/ 
/?is t i f tah/ 
/mustaf t ih / 
binyan 
'to be opened' 
'opening, 
globalisation' 
'open-minded' 
binyan 
'to begin' 
'beginning' 
'commencement' 
'one who begins' 
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T A B L E : 9 
l^t b i n y a n 
Form I 
/s.anaea/ 
/ s u n e / 
/ san ie / 
/inas.nue/ 
/ s inaeah / 
'to do (a 
favor) to 
make, 
manufact-
u re ' 
'making' 
'maker, 
manufact-
urer ' 
'manufactur 
ed, 
industrial 
product ' 
' industry ' 
Root s^ ne 
2'^^ b i n y a n 
Form II 
/s.annaea/ 
/tas.nie/ 
/mus.annie/ 
mus.annae 
'to 
industri-
alize' 
'to 
industri-
alize' 
'maker 
manufac-
turer ' 
'manufactu 
red, made' 
5th b i n y a n 
Form V 
tas.annaea 
/ tas.annue/ 
/mutas.annle/ 
/mutas.annae/ 
'to feign, 
pretend' 
'pretense' 
'hypocrisy' 
'affected-
ness ' 
'pretender' 
'stilled' 
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8th b inyan 
Form VIII /is^tanaea/ 
[JstanaE] 
[istinae] 
[mustanie] 
[mus^tanae] 
'to fabricate, fake, assume 
falsely; invent; synthesize' 
'production, making synthesis ' 
'pretender' 
'synthetic ' 'artificial' 
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TABLE: 10 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ hakama / 
/ h u k m / 
/hak im/ 
/ h a k a m / 
/mahkum/ 
/mahkamah/ 
'to judge, 
to 
sentence, 
judgement ' 
'ruler' 
'referee' 
'senten-ced 
to ' 
'court ' 
Root hkm 
2nd bi 
Form II 
/hakkama/ 
/ t ahk im/ 
/muhakkim/ 
muhakkam 
nyan 
'to make 
s.o. the 
judge 
between 
two person, 
parties* 
'appoint-
ment of an 
arbitrator ' 
'referee, 
arbitrator ' 
'umpire' 
3^^ b inyan 
Form III 
/hakama/ 
/muhakamah/ 
/muhakim/ 
muhakam 
'to 
persecu-
te, bring 
to trial ' 
' trail ' 
's.o. 
makes 
allegat-
ion' 
s.o. 
under 
the 
process 
of trail ' 
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4th b i n y a n 
Form IV 
/ ?ahkama/ 
/? ihkam/ 
/muhkim/ 
muhkam 
'to do well, 
master (field, 
work)' 
'doing weir 
'one who is doing 
well, master ' 
'strengthened; 
right; well 
planned' 
5th b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ t ahakkama/ 
/ t ahakkum/ 
/mutahakkim/ 
'to rule, reign, 
dominate' 
'domination, 
control ' 
'dominant' 
6^^ binyan 
/ t ahakama / 
/ t a h a k u m / 
'to bring one 
another before 
the judge' 
'judging one 
another' 
8th b i n y a n 
/? ih takama/ 
/? ih t ikam/ 
/muhtak im/ 
'to be in control, be 
in possession, obey' 
'obedience' 
'obedient' 
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IQth b i n y a n 
Form X /? is tahkama/ 
/? i s t ihkam/ 
/mus tahk im/ 
'to be or become deep-rooted' 
'strengthening; consolidation 
fortification' 
'over powerful' 
TABLE: 11 
1st b inyan 
Form I /haraGa/ 
/ h a r e / 
/hiraGah/ 
/ h a r i e / 
/ h a r r a 6 / 
/ m a h r u 9 / 
/mihraG/ 
'to plough, cultivate, till' 
'ploughing, tilling' 
'art of ploughing, tilling' 
'ploughman' 
'cultivated' 
' instrument by means of 
which ploughing is made', 
a plow 
Roo t hre 
7th b inyan 
Form VII 
/?inharaGa/ 
/ m u n h a r a 6 / 
'to be 
cultivated' 
'cultivated' 
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TABLE: 12 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ d a r a s a / 
/ d a r s / 
/ d i r a sah / 
/ m a d r u s / 
/madra sah / 
'to study, learn 
extinguished' 
'lesson' 
'study' 
'studied 
carefully' 
'school' 
Roo t drs 
2^^ b i n y a n 
Form II 
/ da r r a sa / 
/ t ad r l s / 
/mudar r i s / 
'to teach' 
' teaching' 
' teacher' 
5th b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ t a d a r r a s a / 
/ t a d a r r u s / 
/mu tada r r i s / 
'to be or become 
a pupil 
apprentice of 
S.O.; to be 
extingusished' 
'training, 
learning' 
' trainer, learner; 
extinguished' 
6th b i n y a n 
Form VI 
/ t ada ra sa / 
/ t a d a r u s / 
/mu tada ra s / 
'to study s.th. 
carefully, together' 
'studying, 
discussion* 
'studied' 
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T A B L E : 1 3 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/dahaba / 
/ a i hab / 
/ a a h i b / 
/ a a h a b / 
/madhab / 
'to go' 
'going' 
'one who 
goes' 
'gold' 
'religious 
creed; 
manner 
followed' 
Root dhb 
2nd b i n y a n 
Form 11 
/dahhaba / 
/ t adh ib / 
/mudahhab / 
'to gild' 
'gilding' 
•gilded' 
3rd bi 
Form III 
/?adhaba/ 
/? iahab/ 
n y a n 
'to lose' 
'wasting, 
losing' 
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T A B L E : 1 4 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/ n a k a h a / 
/ n ikah / 
'to marry' 
'marriage 
contract ' 
Root nkh 
4th b i n y a n 
Form IV 
/ ?ankaha / 
/ ? inkah / 
'to give a girl in 
marriage to s.o.' 
'marriage a girl' 
T A B L E : 1 5 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/eal ima/ 
/ei lm/ 
/eal im/ 
/ea lam/ 
/maelum/ 
'to know' 
'science' 
'scientist ' 
'flag' 
'known' 
4th b i n y a n 
Form IV 
/?aelama/ 
'to let know' 
Root elm 
2"<i b i n y a n 
Form II 
/eal lama/ 
/ tael lm/ 
/mueall im/ 
/mueal lam/ 
'to teach' 
' teaching' 
' teacher' 
' taught, trained, 
marked' 
5th b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ taeallama/ 
'to learn' 
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/ ? I e i a m / 
/ m u e l i m / 
' information; 
not i f icat ion ' ' 
' informer ' 
/ t a e a l l u m / 
/ m u t a e a l l i m / 
' l ea rn ing ' 
e d u c a t e d ' 
IQth b i n y a n 
Form X / ? i s t a e l a m a / 
/ P i s t i e l a m / 
/ m u s t a e l i m / 
'to inqu i re ' 
' inquiry ' 
'one who i n q u i r e s ' 
TABLE: 16 
1st b inyan 
Form I / s a l i m a / 
/ s a l i m / 
/ s a l a m a h / 
/ s a l a m / 
/ s a l l m / 
/ s i lm / 
'to be safe ' 
'safe ' 
'safety, secur i ty ' 
'peace ' 
' safe ' 
'peace ' 
R o o t slm 
2nd b inyan 
Form II / s a l l a m a / 
/ t a s l i m / 
/ m u s a l l i m / 
/ m u s a l l a m / 
'to p rese rve , 
p ro tec t Form 
ha rm; s u r r e n d e r ' 
' h a n d i n g over ' 
' s u r r e n d e r ' 
'paid, accep ted ' 
• 
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S'"'^  binyan 
Form III / sa lama/ 
musalim 
'to make one's 
peace' 
'peaceful, peace-
loving' 
5th b inyan 
Form V / tasa l lama/ 
/ t asa l lum/ 
'to receive' 
'reception; 
'taking over' 
4th b inyan 
Form IV /Paslama/ 
/Pislam/ 
/musl im/ 
'to embrace, 
islam' 
'religion of 
Muslims' 
'some one 
embraces the 
religion of Islam' 
IQth b inyan 
Form X/?is tas lama/ 
/Pist islam/ 
/mustas l im/ 
'to surrender ' 
'surrender ' 
'surrendered' 
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T A B L E : 1 7 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/ r ak iba / 
/ r u k u b / 
/ r a k i b / 
/ r u k u b a h / 
/ m a r k a b / 
/markabah / 
'to ride' 
'mount; 
riding 
animal' 
'rider' 
'female 
riding 
animal' 
'ship' 
'vehicle; cai 
Roo t rkb 
2^1^ b i n y a n 
Form 11 
/ r akkaba / 
/ t a rk lb / 
/murakkib / 
/murakkab / 
'to make s-
o-rides' 
'fitting in, 
setting; 
building in' 
'one who 
composes' 
'composed' 
« 
riage' 
S^h b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ t a rakkaba / 
'to be 
composed' 
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T A B L E : 1 8 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/xaraaa / 
/ x u r u 3 / 
'to gout' 
'exit; 
egression' 
/ x a r a / 
/xa r i s / 
/maxrua/ 
/maxras / 
'outer, 
exterior' 
'place of 
exit; way 
out (of 
difficult 
situation)' 
Root xr3 
2"^ b i n y a n 
Form 11 
/xarraaa/ 
/ taxria/ 
'to 
graduate; 
'cause to go 
out, move 
out; expel' 
'graduat-
ing' 
'expenditure' 
muxarris 
muxarraa 
3'^'^ b i n y a n 
Form III 
/xaraaa / 
/muxaraaah/ 
muxaris 
muxaras 
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4th b inyan 
Form IV 
/?axra3a/ 
/? ixra3/ 
/muxr i s / 
'to send out; 
exile; produce (a 
film)' 
'finding out; 
production' 
'director' 
5*^ h b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ taxar raaa / 
/ t axa r ru3 / 
/mutaxar r i s / 
'to be educated, 
graduate ' 
'graduation' 
'graduate ' 
IQth b inyan 
Form X /Pis taxrasa/ 
/Pis t ixras/ 
/mus tax i r s / 
/mus t ax ra s / 
'to deduce, find out, extract ' 
'deduction; extraction' 
'deducer' 
extract, deduced' 
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TABLE: 19 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/marid.a/ 
/marad / 
/mar id / 
'to be or 
become 
sick' 
'sick' 
'sick; 
patient ' 
Root mrd 
2^^ b inyan 
Form II 
/marrad.a/ 
/ tamrid/ 
/mumarr id/ 
'to nurse ' 
'sick-
nursing' 
's ick-nurse' 
6*"^  b inyan 
Form VI 
/tamarad^a/ 
/mutamar id / 
'to feign 
illness, 
malinger' 
's.o. feigns 
illness' 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/fasi la/ 
/ fasa l / 
/ fasi l / 
'to fail' 
'failure' 
'failed, 
unsuccess-
ful' 
2"d b inyan 
Form II 
/ fassala/ 
/mufassil / 
'to cause to 
fair 
'some one 
who causes 
the failure 
of some one 
else' 
4th b inyan 
Form IV 
/?afsala/ 
/?ifsal / 
/mufsi l / 
'to frustrate; 
cause to fail' 
'failing' 
's.o. causes 
failing to s-o-
else' 
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TABLE: 2 0 
1st b inyan 
Form I / far iha/ 
/ fa rah / 
/farih=farhan/ 
'to be glad' 
gladness, joy 
'glad' 
Root frh 
2nd b inyan 
Form II / fa r raha/ 
/ tafr lh/ 
/mufarr lh/ 
/mufar rah/ 
'to gladden' 
'amusement' 
's.o. who causes 
gladness' 
's.o. who becomes 
glad' 
4th b inyan 
Form IV /?afraha/ 
/Pifrah/ 
/mufr ih/ 
'to cause gladness' 
'causing gladness' 
'one who causes gladness' 
TABLE: 2 1 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ qabuha / 
'to be ugly' 
Root qbh 
2"^ ^ b inyan 
Form II 
/qabbaha / 
'to make 
ugly' 
5*^ b inyan 
Form V 
/ t aqabbaha / 
'to be or 
become ugly' 
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/ q u b h / 
/ q a b l h / 
/ q a b a h a h / 
' ug l iness ' 
'ugly' 
' ug l iness ' 
/ t a q b i h / 'making 
ug lynes s ' 
/ t a q a b b u h / ' ug l ines s ' 
TABLE: 2 2 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ h a s u n a / 
/ h u s n / 
/ h a s a n / 
'to be 
beaut i ful , 
h a n d s o m e ' 
' beau ty ' 
"beautiful, 
handsome' 
Root h s n 
2^^ b inyan 
Form II 
/ h a s s a n a / 
/ t a h s i n / 
/ m u h a s s i n / 
/ m u h a s s a n / 
'to beaut i fy ' 
' improve ' 
'beaut i f i -
ca t ion , 
improve-
m e n t ' 
' improver , 
beautifier' 
' improved, 
beautified' 
4th b inyan 
Form IV 
/ ? a h s a n a / 
/ ? i h s a n / 
/ m u h s i n / 
'to do r ight , 
ac t well; 
t r e a t - s - o -
well ' 
' char i ty , 
a lms-g iv ing ' 
'beneficent' 
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5th b inyan 
Form V 
/ t a h a s s a n a / 
/ t a h a s s u n / 
/ m u t a h a s s i n / 
'to be or become 
improved, beauty, 
handsome' 
'improvement' 
's-o-gets 
improvement' 
IQth b i n y a n 
Form X 
/ ? i s t ahsana / 
/ ? i s t ihsan / 
/mus t ahs in / 
/ m u s t a h s a n / 
'to deem nice, to 
regard as right' 
'approval, consent' 
's-o-gives 
approval, consent, 
agreement' 
'approved' 
TABLE: 2 3 
l^t b inyan 
Form I / s a h u l a / 
/ s u h u l a h / 
/ s a h l / 
'to be or become 
easy' 
'easiness' 
'easy' 
Root shl 
2"'^ b inyan 
Form II 
/ s ahha la / 
/ t a sh l l / 
/musahh i l / 
'to cause to be easy; 
facilitate' 
'causing easiness; 
facility' 
's-o-causes easiness ' 
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4th b inyan 
/Pashala / 
/ ? i sha l / 
/mush i l / 
'to have a bowel 
movement, have 
diarrhoea' 
'diarrhoea' 
'having diarrhoea' 
IQth b i n y a n 
/? i s tasha la / 
/? is t i shal / 
/mus tash i l / 
'to deem easy, think 
to be easy' 
'taking as easy' 
'one who takes 
things easily' 
TABLE: 24 
1st binyan 
Form I 
/ x a s u n a / 
/ x u s u n a h / 
/xas in / 
'to be 
rough' 
' roughness ' 
'rough' 
Root xsn 
2'^^ binyan 
Form II 
/xassana / 
/ taxs in / 
/muxass in / 
'to cause 
rough-
neess ' 
'making 
rough-
ness ' 
's-o-makes 
rough-
ness ' 
5*^ binyan 
Form V 
/ t axassana / 
/ t axa s sun / 
/mutaxass in / 
'to be 
rough' 
'getting 
rough-
ness ' 
's-o-or 
s.th. 
getting 
rough' 
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TABLE: 2 5 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ i abaxa / 
/ i a b x / 
/ i a b i x / 
/ t abbax/ 
/ t ibaxah/ 
/mut.bax/ 
/ma tbux / 
'to cook' 
'cooking' 
'cook' 
•cook' 
'culinary art , 
cookery' 
'kitchen' 
'cooked' 
Root tbx 
7th b inyan 
Form VII 
/? in tabaxa/ 
/munt.abix/ 
'to be or get 
cooked' 
'cooked' 
TABLE: 2 6 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/rabat.a/ 
'to tie, bind' 
Root rbt 
2^^ b inyan 
Form II 
/ r abba ta / 
'to cause 
tie' 
3rd b inyan 
Form III 
/ r a b a t a / 
'to be 
stationed 
(troops)' 
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/rabty. 
/ rabi t*/ 
/marbu t / 
'binding' 
'band, tie 
link' 
'bound, tied' 
/ r abba ta / 
/ tarbi t / . 
/murabbi t / . 
'to tie 
carefully 
and 
strongly' 
'tying 
strongly' 
's-o-ties' 
/ r aba t a / 
/muraba tah / 
murabitX 
'to be 
lined up, 
posted, 
station-
ned' 
'station-
ing' 
'posted, 
station-
ed' 
8*^  binyan 
Form VIII / ? i r t aba ta / 
/? i r t ibat / . 
/mur tab i t / 
'to be tied, linked, be bound' 
'connectedness, link, binding' 
'bound, connected' 
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TABLE: 2 7 
1st b inyan 
Form I / r a m a / 
/ r amy/ 
/ r a m i / 
/ m a r m a / 
/ r imayah / 
(to throw) 
'throwing 
'rifleman' 
'goal, place or 
range of a gun' 
'art of throwing' 
Root rmy 
4th b inyan 
/ ? i r tama/ 
/? i r t ima/ 
'to have fallen 
down, to fall to 
the ground' 
'falling' 
TABLE: 2 8 
l^t b inyan 
Form I -
/waeada/ 
/waed/ 
'to make a 
promise' 
'promise' 
Root wed 
3""^  b inyan 
Form III 
/waeada/ 
/muwaeadah/ 
'to arrange for 
meeting' 
'arrangement; 
appointment ' 
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/miead/ 
/waeid/ 
/mawEtid/ 
'promise' 
'promised' 
'appointed' 
4th b inyan 
Form IV 
/?aweada/ 
/mueid/ 
/muead/ 
'to make 
appointment' 
'one who gives a 
promise' 
's.o. to whom the 
promise is given' 
/muwaeid/ 
/muwaead/ 
's-o- who gives s-
0- else a word to 
meet him' 
'one to whom a 
promise is made' 
5th b inyan 
Form V 
/ tawaeeada/ 
/ tawaeeud/ 
/mutawaeeid/ 
'to threaten ' 
' threatening' 
'one who is 
threatening' 
6th b inyan 
Form VI tawaeada 
/ tawaeud/ 
/mutawaeid/ 
'to promise each other' 
'promising each other' 
'one who is on a promise with s.o. 
else' 
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T A B L E : 2 9 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I / t a r aqa / 
/ t a r q / 
/ t a r q a h / 
/ i a r i q / 
/ma t ruq / 
/mii raqah or 
mat.raqah/ 
'to knock, rap, 
hammer' 
'knock, discuss (a 
topic)' 
'knock, rapping (e.g. 
at a door one time)' 
'road' 
'knocked; a much 
discussed, 
frequently treated 
subject' 
hammer 
Roo t trq 
5**^  b i n y a n 
Form V 
/tat .arraqa/ 
'to seek to gain 
access, discuss, 
touch (on a 
subject)' 
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TABLE: 3 0 
1st b inyan 
Form I 
/ n a s a r a / 
/ n a s r / 
/ n a s r a h / 
/ n a s i r / 
/ m a n s u r / 
/minsa r / 
/ n u s u r / 
to spread out; 
publish (e.g. a 
book); saw 
'spreading; 
publishing' 
'news' 
'sawyer, 
publisher' 
'published' 
'a saw' 
'resurrection' 
Roo t nsr 
8th b inyan 
Form VIII 
/ ? in t a sa ra / 
/ ? in t i sa r / 
/mun tas i r / 
to be spread out 
'spreading' 
'widespread' 
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TABLE: 31 
1st binyan 
Form I /naxa la / 
/ nax l / 
/nax i l / 
/manxu l / 
/munxu l / 
'to sift, sieveout' 
'sieving; date 
palm' 
'date palm plural ' 
'sieved' 
'sieve' 
Root nxl 
2"'' binyan 
Form II 
/naxxala / 
/ t anx l l / 
/munaxxi l / 
/munaxxal / 
'to sieve strongly' 
'sieving' 
'one who is 
sieving' 
'sieved' 
8th b inyan 
Form VIII /? intaxala/ 'to be sieved' 
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T A B L E : 3 2 
1^^ b i n y a n 
Form I / k a n a s a / 
/ k a n s / 
/kan is* / 
/ m a k n u s / 
/ m u k n u s / 
/ m i k n a s / 
/m iknasah / 
J 
'to sweep (a 
house)' 
'sweeping, 
cleaning' 
'sweeper' 
'cleaned' 
'an instrument of 
sweeping, 
cleaning (e.g. 
broom, vacuum 
cleaner)' 
Root kns 
2^1^ b i n y a n 
Form II 
/ kannasa / 
/ t akn i s / 
/mukann i s / 
/ m u k a n n a s / 
'to sweep' 
'sweeping, 
cleaning' 
'sweeper' 
'clean, swept' 
T A B L E ; 3 3 
l^t b i n y a n 
Form I /hafara / 
/hafar / 
'to dig; drill' 
'digging; drilling' 
Root hfr 
2nd b i n y a n 
Form 11 
/haffara/ 
/ tahfir/ 
'to dig' 
(intensively) 
'digging' 
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/hafir / 
/mahfur/ 
/mihfar / 
/haffar/ 
/hufrah/ 
'hoof 
'dug; engraved' 
/muhaffir/ 
/muhaffar/ 
'one who digs' 
'dug, engraved' 
Spade 
'digger; driller; 
gravedigger' 
'pit; hollow; 
excavation' 
yth b inyan 
/? ihtafara/ 'reflexive of I' 
5th b inyan 
Form V 
/ tahaffara/ 
/mutahaffir / 
'to be dug, 
excavated' 
'excavated' 
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T A B L E : 3 4 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/ aa raha / 
/3arh/ 
/3urh/ 
/aarih/ 
'to wound; 
injure, 
hurt ' 
'injuring (of 
feelings)' 
'wound, 
injury' 
'injuring, 
wounding' 
Roo t 3rh 
2nd bi 
Form II 
/aar raha/ 
/ taar lh/ 
/muaarr ih/ 
/musar rah / 
n y a n 
'to invalid-
ate ' 
'surgery; 
defama-
tion, 
disparage 
ment' 
'injured' 
3'"'^  b i n y a n 
Form III 
/aaraha/ 
/muaarahah/ 
/muaarih/ 
'to operate. 
cure 
through 
surgical 
operation' 
'surgical 
operation' 
'surgeon, 
one who is 
treating by 
means of 
surgical 
operation 
means' 
(instrument 
s) 
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/mas ruh / 
/aarlh/ 
/aarrarh/ 
'wounded, 
injured' 
'wounded' 
'surgeon 
6*^  binyan 
Form VI 
/ t aaa raha / 
/ t aaa ruh / 
'to injure 
one 
another ' 
(Feelings) 
injuring (of 
feelings) 
8*1^  binyan 
1 
Form VIII /? i3tarah/ 
/?i3t irah/ 
/mu3tar ih/ 
7^ ^^  binyan 
Form VII Pinsarah 
/?in3irah/ 
/mun3arih/ 
'to be injured' 
'injured' 
'to commit (an outrage, a 
evil things ' 
'committing an outrage, a 
doing evil thing' 
Agent (one who commits -
evil things. 
crime; do 
crime. 
—; does 
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TABLE: 3 5 
1^*- b i n y a n 
Form I / saaana / 
/saain/ 
/mas3un/ 
/si3n/ 
/sa3In/ 
'to jail, imprison' 
Root ssn 
yth b i n y a n 
Form VII 
/?insa3ana/ 
'to be jailed' 
'prisoner' 
'jailed, imprisoned' 
'prison, jai l ' 
8th b i n y a n 
'jailer Form VIII 
/?ista3ana/ 
'to be jailed' 
TABLE: 3 6 
1s t b i n y a n 
Form I /daqqa / 'to ring (a bell, 
grind, hammer; 
knock, bang' (on 
the door) 
Root dq 
2'^^ b i n y a n 
Form II 
/daqqaqa/ 
'to be precise; 
investigate 
carefully; watch 
attentively' 
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/daqq/ 
/midaq/ 
/daqlq/ 
'knocking 
grinding' 
'beetle, founder' 
'thin; accurate; 
flour' 
/ tadqiq/ 
/mudaqqiq/ 
/mudaqqaq/ 
'accuracy, 
precession' 
'strict, accurate ' 
'precise, exact' 
(e.g. data) 
3'^^ b i n y a n 
Form III /daqdaqa/ 'to knock (at ad door 
continuously; reduce to 
powder, affect extremely 
emotional feelings' 
TABLE: 3 7 
1st b i n y a n 
Form I 
/ s a d d a / 
'to pull. 
drag; 
make 
firm' 
Roo t sd 
2"^ b i n y a n 
Form II 
/ saddada / 
'to exert 
pressure ' 
3^^ b i n y a n 
Form III 
/ sadda / 
'to argue. 
have an 
argument, 
an 
exchange of 
words with 
S . O . ' 
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/ s a d d / 
/ s a d / 
/masdud / 
/ sad id / 
/ s i ddah / 
/ s a d d a h / 
/musaddid / 
'pulling' 
' tense, 
tight' 
'strong, 
stern' 
'strength' 
'doubling 
sign over 
a 
consonant 
'stern' 
/ t a sd id / 
/musaddid / 
'streng-
thening, 
intensi-
fication' 
/musadah / 'exchange 
of words' 
5th b inyan 
Form V / t asaddada / 
/ t a s addud / 
'to be hard, stern, to be or become 
violent, intense ' 
'intensifying, strengthening; 
extremism' 
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/mutasadd id / 'Proponent of astern view point; 
extremist ' 
TABLE: 38 
l^t binyan 
Form I 
/dahrasa / 
/dihraa/ 
/dahraaah / 
/mudahria/ 
/mudahraa/ 
'to roll' 
'rolling' 
'rolling' 
'one who rolls' 
s.th. that is 
rolled' 
Root dhra 
5th b i n y a n 
Form V 
/ tadahraaa/ 
/ tadahrua/ 
/mutadahria/ 
'to be rolled down' 
'rolling down' 
's. th. that is 
rolled' 
8*^  binyan 
Form VIII /?idthra3a/ 
[Pitdhraaa] 'metathesis ' 
[?iddhra3a] 
[muddahrria] 
'to be rolled' 
'one who rolls' 
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4.2. Note on the term 'binydn* 
The Arabic term binyan, literally means building or 
construction, is employed linguistically because of the partial 
resemblance between the structure of the language and that of 
a building consisting of several floors or storeys. The Arabic 
language is built up Form several binyans in which the first 
binyan functions as the ground floor in a building, therefore, 
there is no exaggeration in regarding the third person 
masculine singular of the perfect as the ground form upon 
which the other verbal binyans are built up. 
4.2.1. Morphological Analysis 
There is a consensus among scholars that for discovering 
the s tructure of words there exists reasonably reliable and 
widely accepted techniques that have been evolved by linguists 
working on Morphology. These techniques are outlined below: 
The main principle used in the analysis of words is the 
principle of contrast. We contrast forms that differ (i) in 
phonological shape due to sound used and (ii) in meaning 
broadly defined to cover both lexical meaning and grammatical 
function. 
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An inspection of the data in the light of the previous 
mentioned principle reveals the following resul ts . 
(i) There are ten binyans which are in use in Modern Arabic. 
The number may be increased in the classical Arabic 
upto fifteen. 
(ii) Each binyan is headed by the third person masculine 
singular of the perfect and each binyan brings with it its 
own prefixes, vocalism (i.e., vowels) and sometimes 
further consonants. 
(iii) The third person masculine singular form of the perfect 
which heads the first binyan should be considered as the 
derivational source to which all the other third person 
masculine singular forms heading the other binyans are 
referred. Therefore, it is the head of all the verbal heads 
whereas a root is the prime head Form which different 
forms in one or more binyans emanate. 
(iv) Traditionally, the verbal forms are numbered by the 
Roman numerals Form I-X. 
(v) Most importantly is that , word-formation in Arabic takes 
place root internally, therefore, for the time being 
declensional and case suffixes in the category of verbs, 
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nouns and adjectives will be ignored and our attention 
will be restricted on what happens in the root itself. 
4.2.2. The first binydn 
There are six-vowel pat terns that play role in the 
formation of the ground form (i.e., form I). They are /-a-a-/, /-
a-i-/, /-a-u-/, /-a-/, /-a-/ and /-a-a/. The location of these 
vowels in relation to consonants can be clearly seen by means 
of the following templates: 
(i) cvcvc-v, represents the tr i-consonantal verbs like 
[kataba], [sariba] and [sahula] in which the variation of 
vowels is a characteristic of the vowel in the middle 
position. It may be /a / , / i / or /u / . 
(ii) cvccvc-v, represents four consonantal verbs like 
[dahraSa]. 
(iii) cvcc-v represents geminated verbs like /dabba/, [sadda]. 
(iv) cvc-v represents weak verbs with two consonants like 
[sara], [qala] which are coming Form the tri-
consonantal roots syr and qwl respectively. 
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(v) cvcv represents weak verbs with two consonants like 
[rama] and [3ara] which are coming Form the tri-
consonantal weak roots rmy and 3ry respectively. 
(vi) The vowel pattern /-a-a-/ functions in transitively and 
intransitively used verbs and mostly denoting actions. 
(vii) The vowel pattern /-a-i-/ has generally an intransitive 
signification, /-a-u-/ is invariably so. The distinction 
between them is that , / i / indicates a temporary state, 
condition or merely accidental quality in persons or 
things, where /u/ indicates a permanent or naturally 
inherent quality. 
(viii) The vowel pattern /-a-/ is used in geminated transitive 
and intransitive verbs. 
(ix) Finally, the vowel pal.te-ns /-a-/ and /a-a/ are always 
indications that the verb is weak and having generally 
intransitive significations. 
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4.3. Productivity and the ground form 
4 .3 .1 . Productivity is a matter of degree, with some word-
formation processes being productive and others being less 
productive. A process is said to be productive if it is very 
general i.e. affects a vast number of forms and creates very 
many words. In this sense, the vowel pattern /-a-a-/ is the 
most productive one since an overwhelming of tri-consonantal 
roots can be turned into verbs by this vowel pat tern. It 
certainly is more productive than the other five vowel pat terns 
by means of which we can produce some hundred or dozens of 
verbs. In the Arabic language as a whole the first binyan is 
most productive in comparison with the other binyans. To 
show, let us begin by observing that most of the abstract and 
common nouns are produced in this binyan. 
4.3.2 For the present discussion let us recall Form the last 
chapter the typical root fel and see all the possible nouns that 
can be produced Form this root, with noticing that the root fel 
will be used as a measure to which real words are referred. 
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Root fel 
1. fael as d.arb, qatl 
2 . faeal as talab, harab 
3 . faeil as ka6ib, d.ahik 
4 . fiel as eilm, dikr 
5 . fieal as Eid.am, kibar 
6 . fuel as sukr, surb 
7 . faelah as rahmah, ka9rah 
8. faealah as yalabah, eaflamah 
9 . faeilah as sariqah 
10 . fielah as eis.mah 
1 1. fuelah as sumrah 
12 . faela as taqwa, daewa 
1 3 . fuela as busra 'good news' 
14. faealan as t.awafan, hayaan 
15 . fielan as nisyan, hirman 
16. fuElan as yufran 
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17 . faeal as fasad, s^alah 
1 8 . fieal as hiaab, nikah 
19 . fueal as zukam, sueal 
2 0 . faealah as naS^afah, 3.arafah 
2 1 . fiealah as eibadah, s^iyanah 
2 2 . faealiyah as karahiyah 
2 3 . faeil as sahlq, zafir, nahiq 
(i) The nouns above are abstract nouns , which express 
the action, state or quahty indicated by the 
corresponding verbs on the basis of semantic 
relations. 
(ii) These abstract nouns cannot, however, be derived 
Form every tri-consonantal root. The majority of roots 
admit of but one noun, very few of more than two or 
three. 
(iii) As mentioned earlier, word-formation in the language 
involves changes in the root vowels with possibly 
suffixation, pre-fixation and in-fixation in certain 
cases. To explore the general morphological processes 
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of word-formation in the category of n o u n s in the first 
b inyan , the following ana lys i s shou ld be observed. 
(iv) For t u rn ing a t r i - consonan ta l root in to a b s t r a c t n o u n s , 
the following vowel p a t t e r n s shou ld be p resen t . The 
locat ion of vowels in re la t ion to c o n s o n a n t a l roots can 
be d i s t inguished Form the n o u n t e m p l a t e s . 
1. / a / cvcc qatl 
2. / i / cvcc 5ikr 
3 . / u / cvcc surb 
4 . /a-a/ Cvcvc harab 
5. /a- i / cvcvc kaSib 
6. / i-a/ cvcvc kibar 
7. / i-a/ cvcvc hiazab 
8. /a-a/ cvcvc fasad 
9. /u-a/ cvcvc zukam 
10. /a-I/ cvcvc sahlq 
1 1 . / u / + ah cvccvc sumrah 
12. / i / "*" ah cvccvc eis.mah 
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13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
2 0 . 
2 1 . 
2 2 . 
2 3 . 
/ a / + a h 
/ a - a / + a h 
/ a - i / + ah 
/ i - a / + a h 
/ a - a / + a h 
/ a - a - i / + a h 
/ i / + a n 
/ u / + an 
/ a - a / + an 
/ a - a / 
/ u - a / 
cvccvc 
cvcvcvc 
cvcvcvc 
cvcvvcvc 
cvcvcvc 
cvcvcvcvc 
cvccvc 
cvccvc 
cvcvc vc 
cvccv 
cvccv 
kaSrah 
eadamah 
sariqah 
eibadah 
na6.afah 
karahiyah 
nisyan 
yufran 
hayaaan 
daewa 
busra 
(v) As seen, there are at least twenty-three vowel pat terns 
that are used in deriving abstract nouns Form roots. 
In certain cases two prefixes are present which are /-
ah / a n d / - a n / . 
(vi) The participles. 
In the first binyan the participles are produced by means 
of two vowel pat terns; 
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(i) The active participle is produced by means of the 
vowel pattern /a-i/, Thus [katib]. 
(ii) The passive participle is produced by means of the 
prefix /ma-/ and the vowel /u/ which is located after 
the second root consonant. Thus, [maksur]. 
(iii) Adjectives are produced by means of the vowel pattern 
/ a - i / t h u s [qatll]. 
(iv) The vowel pattern /i-a/ is used in producing some 
common concrete nouns. Thus [kitab]. 
4.3 .3 Nouns of place and time and nouns of ins t ruments are 
also belonging to the first binyan. 
1. Nouns of place and time 
Verbs 
/xarasa/ 
/daxala/ 
/sanaea/ 
/xazana/ 
/sakana/ 
'to go out ' 
'to enter ' 
'to make, 
manufacture' 
'to store' 
Nouns 
/mazraa/ 
/madxal / 
m a s n a e / 
'place of exit' 
'entrance ' 
'factory' 
/maxzan/ 'storeroom' 
'to inhabit, 'to be or /maskan / 'habitation; 
become still, t ranquil ' house ' 
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/ e a r a d a / 'to show; exhibit' / m a e r a d / 'exhibition' 
/ ka t aba / 
/ r a b a t a / 
/ nabaea / 
/ t a b a x a / 
/ s a r iba / 
/ s a s a d a / 
/ rami . / 
/ d a r a s a / 
/ za raea / 
'to write' 
'to tie' 
/ m a k t a b / 
'to spring', 
'gushforth' 
'to cook; 
'to drink' 
'to bow down in 
worship', 
'prostrate ' 
/waeada/ 'to promise' 
'to throw' 
'to study' 
'to cultivate, 
'sow' 'plant' 
/ma rba t / 
'office' 
'place where 
animals are tied 
up ' 
/ m a n b a t / Spring, source. 
/ m a t bax/ 
/ m a s r a b / 
/mass id / 
/maweid/ 
/ma rma / 
/madrasah / 
/mazraeah/ 
'kitchen' 
'place of 
drinking' 
'mosque' 
'engagement, 
time of meeting, 
promises 
'place to which 
gun shot is 
directed' 
'school' 
'farm' 
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/ h a k a m a / 'to judge, rule, 
sentense s.o.' 
/mahkamah/ 'court ' 
4.3.4 Nouns of instruments 
/ k a n a s a / 
/ b a r a d a / 
/ ha fa r a / 
/ d a r a b a / 
/ s a r a t a / 
/ fakka/ 
(1) 
'to sweep', 
'clean' 
'to file' 
'to dig' 
'to hit ' 
'to tear; make 
incisions; 'slit 
open, rip open' 
'to loose, open, 
unfasten, 
unbutton' 
/ m i k n a s / , 
/muknus , 
/miknasah / 
/mibrad/ 
/mihfar/ 
/ m i d r a b / 
/mis ra t / 
/mifakk/ 
' instruments of 
cleaning, 
sweeping' 
'file' 
' instrument of 
digging (spadel)' 
'bat ' 
' lancet', 'scalpel' 
'screw driver' 
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(2) 
/ r awaha / 'to fan', 'to go /mirwahah/ 
away' 
/ t a r a q a / 'to hammer' /mi i raqah/ 
'fan' 
'hammer' 
(3) 
/ n a s a r a / 
/haraGa/ 
'to saw' 
'to plow' 
/minsa r / 
/mihraG/ 'plow' 
(4) 
/naxa la / 'to sieve out, 
sift' 
/munxu l / sieve 
(i) The data clearly indicate that there are three prefixes 
working in deriving nouns of place and time and nouns 
of ins t ruments . They are /ma-/, /mi-/ and /mu-/. 
(ii) /mi-/ is the prefix associated with nouns of place and 
time. 
(iii) /mi/ and /mu-/ are associated with nouns of 
instrument . The former is more productive than the 
latter. By comparing the verb and the noun forms in 
respect of their root vowel pat terns, we can easily 
observe that the prefixes /ma-/, /mi/ and /mu-/ reject 
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the first vowel that comes immediately after the first 
root consonant in.the verbs, and retain only one vowel 
after the second root consonant in nouns. This vowel 
is variable. It may be /a/ or /u/ in nouns of 
instruments . Most productive is the vowel /a/ in both 
cases. 
(iv) In certain nouns of place/time and nouns of 
instruments the suffix /-ah/ is present. 
Thus: 
1. /maktabah / 
2. /mazaraeah/ 
3. /madrasah / 
4. /mahkamah/ 
5. /masrafah/ 
'library' 
'farm' 
'school' 
'court ' 
'Spader 
(v) The prefix /ma-/ is also active in deriving nouns that 
are semantically equivalent to the nouns of action, 
thus . 
Verbs 
qatala 
nouns of action 
qatl 
ma-/nouns 
maqtal 
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talaba talab = mat lab 
saraea sare - mas are 
qadama qudum = maqdam 
4.3.5 The binydns Form II - X 
We shal l perform an ana lys i s s imi lar to the one t h a t we 
have j u s t done in the first b inyan . The root is fel. 
4.3.6 The second binydn 
(i) In th i s b inyan , doubl ing of the second root c o n s o n a n t 
p r o d u c e s verbs . The vowel p a t t e r n is /-a-a-/ , t h u s , 
/faeeala/. 
(ii) There is no geminat ion in the verbal n o u n s p roduced in 
th i s b inyan . The prefix / ta- / is p r e s e n t and the vowel / i / 
is inse r t ed after the second root c o n s o n a n t . Thus /tafeil/. 
(iii) The active and pass ive par t i c ip les are geminated forms. 
They differ only in the vowel of the i r final syl lables . In 
the active part ic iple the vowel is / i / , and in the pass ive 
par t ic ip le it is / a / . T h u s /mufaeeil/, /mufaeeal/. 
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4.3.7 The third binyan 
(i) Verbs are produced by means of the vowel pattern 
/ - a - a - / . T h u s / f a e a l a / . . 
(ii) There are two possibilities in deriving verbal nouns. 
(a) By means of the vowel pattern /i-a/- thus /fieal/. 
(b) By adding the prefix /mu-/ and the suffix/-ah/. In 
between is the root with the vowel pattern /a-a/. 
/mufaealah/. 
(iii) Te prefix /mu-/ is also present in the formation of the 
participles. The active participle differs Form the 
passive in the vowel of the final syllable. In the active 
the vowel is / i / . In the passive it is /a / . Thus 
/mufaEil / /mufaeal / . 
4.3.8 The fourth binydn 
(i) The prefix /?a-/ is present in case of verbs. The vowel 
pat tern is /-a-/. Thus /?afeala/. 
(ii) For verbal nouns the prefix is /?i-/. The vowel /a/ is 
inserted after the second root consonant. Thus 
/ ? i f e a l / . 
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(iii) The participles are produced by means of the prefix 
/mu-/. They differ only in the vowel of their final 
syllables. In the active the vowel is / i / . In the passive 
it is /a / . Thus, /mufeil/, /mufeal/. 
4.3 .9 The fifth binyan 
(i) The prefix /ta-/is present in all cases (i.e. in verbs, 
verbal nouns and participles). 
(ii) Gemination is also present in all cases. 
(iii) The prefix /mu-/ is added only in case of the 
participles. 
(iv) The verb vowel pattern is /-a-a-/. Thus /tafaeeala/. 
(v) The verbal noun vowel pattern is /-a-u-/. Thus, 
/tafaeeul/. 
(vi) The participles differ only in the vowel of their final 
syllables. In the active participle the vowel is / i / . In 
the passive it is /a / . Thus, /mutafaeeil/, /mutafaeeal/. 
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4.3.10 The sixth binydn 
(i) The prefix /ta-/ is present in the verbs, verbal nouns 
and the participles. The additional prefix /mu-/ is 
added only to the participles. 
(ii) The verb vowel pattern is /-a-a-/- Thus /tafaeala/. The 
noun vowel pattern is /a-u/. Thus /tafaeul/. 
(iii) The participles differ only in the vowel of their final 
syllables. In the active the vowel is / i / in the passive 
t h e vowel is / a / . T h u s /mutafaei l / , /mutafaea l / . 
4.3.11 The seventh binydn 
The prefix /?in-/ is present in the verbs and verbal 
nouns . In the participles the prefix is /mu-/ where ?i which 
appears in the verbs and the verbal nouns gets deletion when 
/mu-/ is present. In the verbs the vowel pat terns is /-a-a-/. 
T h u s , /? infaeala/ . 
In the verbal nouns the vowel pattern is /i-a/. Thus 
/Pinfieal/ . 
In this binyan, we have only the active participle in 
which the vowel pattern is /a-i/ thus , /munfaeil/. However, 
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there is no technical difficulty in the construction of the 
missed passive participle but it is not used. 
4.3.12 The eighth binydn 
(i) The prefix /?i-/ is found in the verbs and verbal nouns. 
In addition, the infix /-t-/ is inserted after the first 
root consonant. The prefix /mu-/ is added only in case 
of participles. 
(ii) The verb vowel pattern is /-a-a-/. Thus /?iftaeala/. 
(iii) The verbal noun vowel pattern is /i-a/. Thus /?iftieal/. 
(iv) The participles differ only in the vowel of their final 
syllables. The active participle has the vowel / i / , 
whereas the passive participle has the vowel /a / . Thus 
/muftaeil / , /muftaeal / . 
4.3.13 The ninth binydn 
(i) This binyan is specifically used for colours and 
defects. The prefix /?i-/ is present in verbs and names 
of colours. Doubling their final consonants geminates 
verbs. But nouns in this binyan are not geminated. 
There is only one form of the participles in this binyan 
produced by prefix /mu-/. 
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(ii) The verb vowel pattern is /-a-/. Thus /?ifealla/. 
The noun vowel pattern is /i-a/. Thus /?ifEilal/. 
(iii) In the participle we have the prefix /mu-/ and the 
vowel /a/ which is inserted after the second root 
consonant. Thus /mufeal/. 
4.3.14 The tenth binydn 
(i) In verbs the prefix is /?ista-/. 
(ii) In verbal nouns it is /?isti-/. 
(iii) In the participles it is /mu-/. ?i that appears in the 
verbs and nouns gets deletion in the presence of prefix 
/ m u - / . 
(iv) The verb vowel pattern is /-a-/ thus /?istafeala/. In the 
abstract nouns the vowel /a/ is inserted after the 
second root consonant. Thus, /?istifeal/. 
(v) The participles differ only in the vowel of their final 
syllables. In the active participle the vowel is / i / . In 
the passive it is /a / . Thus /mustafeil/, /mustafeal/. 
4.4 Case and nouns: In Arabic nouns are inflected for case. 
This is done through different case markers . The case marker 
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follows the head n o u n . If the adjective is p r e s e n t it follows 
the adjective. 
The case m a r k e r s t h a t are found in the l anguage are 
l is ted below: 
definite indefini te 
Nominat ive u un 
Accusat ive a an 
Genitive i in 
The sho r t vowels / -u / , / -a/ and / - i / are employed for the 
definite n o u n s , and the na sa l vowels / -un / , / -an/ and /-in/ 
succeeded for the indefinite n o u n s . 
(i) The nominat ive is used: 
(a) For the subjec t of a nomina l s en tence which t a k e s the 
ini t ia l sen tence posi t ion. Semant ica l ly , it h a s not the 
role of agent , never the less , it is marked with / -u / , e.g. 
?alkitabu mufldun "the book is useful". 
(b) As the pred ica te of a nomina l s en tence . T h u s 
/mufldun/ is the predica te of the above s en t ence a n d 
m a r k e d with /-un/ because it is indefini te . 
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(c) After the vocative pa r t i c l e s /ya/ /?ayaha/ e.g. ya waladu. 
(d) After /kana/ 'to be ' or any one of i ts s i s t e r s like 
/?as.baha/ 'to be in the morning', / ? amsa / 'to be in the 
evening', /bata/ 'to become or p a s s the n igh t ' e tc . 
kana-1 mataru sadidan. 
(e) For the subjec t of a verbal s en t ence which occup ies 
the second posi t ion. Semant ica l ly , the subjec t of the 
verbal sen tence h a s the agen t role and marked with 
/ - u / , and the object h a s the p a t i e n t role and marked 
with /-a/ e.g. daraba-1 waladu-1-himara 'the boy hit the 
donkey'. 
(f) For the subjec t of the pass ive , e.g. kusiral babu, 
' the door was broken ' . 
(ii) The accusa t ive is used: 
(a) As the object of a verb . In the above active s e n t e n c e 
the noun/himara/ is the object of the s e n t e n c e , 
therefore, it is ma rked with / -a / . Some ve rbs , 
however, may take more t h a n one object, e.g. ?aetaytu 
waladan kitaban 'I gave a boy a book'. 
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Both /walad/ and /kitab/ are indefinite n o u n s , therefore , 
they are marked with l-&nl. 
(b) As the abso lu te object, the n o u n is ma rked with / -an / . 
e.g. Fariha farahan, 'he rejoiced'. If the abso lu te object 
is qualified with an adjective specifying the type of 
ac t ion , then the adjective m u s t have the same case 
marke r , e.g., Fariha Farahan eaSlman. 
(c) Adverbially for t ime and place, e.g., 
nahad.tu s.abahan, 'I awoke in the morn ing ' . 
Safara barran wa bahran, he t ravel led by land and sea . 
(d) To de te rmine /hal/ i .e., to descr ibe the condi t ion or 
c i r c u m s t a n c e ob ta in ing at the t ime when the act ion of 
the main verb t akes place, e.g. wa^alal waladu rakiban. 
(e) For specification with the mean ing of "in regard to", 
e.g. Zaid ?ak0aru eilman min Ali, 'Zaid is grea ter in 
knowledge t han Ali'. 
After /kam/ 'how much', 'how many'. 
e.g. kam kitaban maeaka? 'how many books with you'. 
After /?illa/ which is used for except ion. 
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dahabal ?awladu ?illa zaidan. 
The noun is also marked with /-a/ if it is preceded with 
/ ? i n n a / o r a n y o n e of i t s i s t e r s l ike / ? a n n a / , ka?anna / , / l ay ta / 
a n d / laea l la / . 
e .g . 
?innal matara sadldun. ( c o m p a r e w i t h / k a n a / ) . 
(iii) The genitive is used: 
(a) After a preposition, e.g. 
katabtu bil qalami '1 wrote with the pen' 
marartu bi madinatin aamllatin. 
(b) In annexation constructions. 
The Arab grammarians say that the annexation has the 
force of one of the prepositions, and indeed it may be replaced 
by a prepositional phrase. Thus: eaubu haririn = Gaubun min 
haririn 'garment of silk'. 
The dual and sound masculine plural lose their final /n/ 
d u e to a n n e x a t i o n . T h u s yadal waladi 'TJie boy's hand' . 
However, soraie Arabic nouns and adjectives are not fully 
inflected and have only two case endings when they are 
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i n d e f i n i t e : / - u / in t h e n o m i n a t i v e a n d / - a / in t h e a c c u s a t i v e 
a n d g e n i t i v e . 
E u r o p e a n g r a m m a r i a n s ca l l t h e s e n o u n s ' d i p t o t e s ' a s 
o p p o s e d to r e g u l a r t r i p t o t e s w h e r e n o u n s a r e fully i n f l e c t e d . 
D i p t o t e s a r e i n f l e c t e d a s follov^s: 
n o m . madarisu 
a c c a n d g e n . madarisa 
Schools 
n o m . kaslanu 
a c c a n d g e n . kaslana 
Lazy 
W h e n n o u n s a n d a d j e c t i v e s s u c h a s /madar i s / a n d 
/ ka s l an / a r e d e f i n e d . W h e t h e r by t h e d e f i n i t e a r t i c l e or b e i n g 
p u t in c o n s t r u c t , t h e y t a k e t h e u s u a l t h r e e c a s e e n d i n g s , e .g . 
n o m i n a t i v e ?al kaslanu 
a c c u s a t i v e 
G e n i t i v e 
?al kaslana 
Pal kaslani 
T h e c o m p a r a t i v e form of t h e ad j ec t i ve is t h e s a m e for a l l 
g e n d e r s a n d n u m b e r s . All c o m p a r a t i v e s a r e d i p t o t e s , e .g. 
/ h a s a n / o r / h a s a n u n / good 
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/ ? ahsanu / better 
huwa - ?ahsanu min ?ax!hi 'he is better than his brother ' 
hiya - ?ahsanu min ?uxtlha 'she is better than her sister ' 
fi - ?awqatin ?ahsana 'in better times' 
Some proper n a m e s e i ther mascu l ine or feminine are 
d ip to tes . 
nom. euGmanu 
acc and gen. suGmana 
Othman 
nom. Zainabu 
acc and gen. Zainaba 
Zcinab 
But 
Nom. 
acc. 
gen. 
zaidun 
zaidan 
zaidan 
nuhun 
nuhan 
nuhin 
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The dual and sound plurals are having two endings: 
thus : 
dual 
nom. eamilan 
ace and gen. eamilayn 
Plural 
n o m . eamilGn 
ace and gen. eamilin 
A few nouns and adjective are not inflected at all. 
e.g . maqhan (for a l l c a s e s ) 'a Coffee-house'. 
4.5. Gender and Nouns: Arabic nouns either animate or 
inanimate are obligatory masculine or feminine since the 
language has only these two genders; some words, however, 
have only one form for both, and may therefore be called of the 
common gender. The neuter does not exist, but its place is 
most commonly supplied by the feminine. Thus, /qalm/ 'pen' 
is masculine as does /raaul/ 'man', and /nar/ is feminine as 
does /?imra?ah/ 'woman'. This reveals that the classification of 
the gender system in the language on the semantic basis 
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(where the gender of a word reflects the sex of its denotation) 
should be avoided. It is true that the sex gender of an entity 
referred to by an expression may play a role and may indeed 
have been the original motivation for the classification as 
there are certain nouns which are inherently masculine or 
feminine by nature or signification. But meaning is not 
always paramount, since there are many nouns , which refer to 
inanimate objects and are either masculine or feminine. For 
example /samss/ ' sun ' is feminine and /qamar/ 'moon' is 
masculine. Linguistic gender is grammatical rather than 
semantic; therefore, it does not necessarily reflect sex gender. 
In Arabic, there are certain types of suffixes that make 
feminine as /eamilah/fem. Form /Eamil/ masc. 'worker'. The 
suffix /-ah/ is evidence that the feminine is marked with 
respect to masculine since the feminine requires a suffix while 
the masculine has none. 
(i) The regular pattern of gender marking is done through 
the suffix / - a h / . 
/eamm/ 'father's brother' / eammah/ 'aunt ' 
/xa l / 'mother's brother' /xa lah/ 'mother's sister ' 
/aadd/ 'grand father' / s addah / 'grandmother' 
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/ t i n / 'infant' 
/walid/ 'father' 
/ k a t i b / 'writer' 
/ t a l i b / 's tudent ' 
/i .abbax/ 'cook' 
/muzar ie / 'farmer' 
/mueal l im/ 'teacher' 
Adjectives 
/laiif/ 
/ sad id / 
/haz in / 
/ nad im/ 
/ s ah i l / 
'kind' 
'sad' 
/ t if lah/ 'little girl' 
/walidah/ 'mother' 
/ka t ibah / 
/ ta l ibah/ 
/J^abbaxah/ 
/muzarieah/ 
/mueall imah/ 
/ lat lfah/ 
/ aadidah/ 
/haz inah / 
'drinking companion' /nad lmah/ 
'illiterate' /aahi lah/ 
The productivity of the suffix /-ah/ in marking feminine 
extends to cover a large number of proper names that denote 
females. 
Note: English spelling is a poor guide to the right 
pronunciation of the Arabic proper names, for that 
phonological transcription is preferable, since the following 
proper names are also adjectives. 
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masc. fem. 
/salim/ /salimah/ 
/salih/ /salihah/ 
/saeld/ /saeldah/ 
/karim/ /karlmah/ 
By and large, the suffix /-ah/ should be taken as a 
feminine marker, unless known to be otherwise. Thus: 
/rawlyah/ 'a tradition' 
/eallamah/ 'very learned' 
/xalifah/ 'Caliph' 
The three nouns above are masculine, because they apply 
to males. 
(ii) By changing HI to /u/ 
/earls/ 'bride' lza.vvLsl 'bride groom' 
(iii) Another way of marking the gender is done through 
shifting of /?a/ in words that have it Form the initial 
position into the final position. The process takes place 
in colours and deformity. 
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Masc. Fern. 
/ ? a h m a r / 
/?as.far/ 
/ ?az raq / 
/Pabyad./ 
?aswad/ 
/ ? a h d a b / 
/ ?ahwal / 
/ ?aema/ 
/ P a t r a s / 
/ ? a x r a s / 
/Paeraa/ 
'red' 
'yellow' 
'blue' 
'white' 
'black' 
'hunch backed' 
'cross-eyed' 
'blind' 
'deaf 
'dumb' 
'lame' 
/ h a m r a ? / 
/s.afra?/ 
/ za rqa? / 
/bayd.a?/ 
/ sawda? / 
/ h a d b a ? / 
/hawla? / 
/eamya/ 
/ i a r s a ? / 
/ xa r s a? / 
/earaa? / 
The suffix /-a?/ is mostly a feminine marker even if there 
is no base word to compare or match. Thus 
/kibriya?/ 'pride (of man) glory of God'. 
/ s .ahra?/ 
/bayda? / 
/ s a m a ? / 
'a plain or dcscrl' 
'Sky' 
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(iv) Nouns ending in /a / or the semi-vowel y require 
l eng then ing of t he i r final vowels and t hen addi t ion / -h/ 
or /-ah/ a s follows: 
Examples : 
/fata/ 'young boy' - /fatah/ 'young girl' 
/s.abiy/ 'little boy' - /s.abiyah/ 'little girl' 
(v) Nouns ending in / a / or a l ternat ive ly / a / a re most ly 
feminine. T h u s : 
/busra/ or /busra/ 'good news' 
/dikra/ or /flikra/ 'remembrance' 
/dunya/ or /dunya/ 'worldly existence' 
(vi) By applying the rule of supple t ion . 
/0awr/ 'ox' /baqarah/ 'cow' 
/raaul/ 'man' /?imra?ah/ 'women' 
/baeir/ or 
/aamal/ 'camel' /naqah/ 'she-camel' 
(vii) Nouns or adject ives, which by thei r n a t u r e apply to 
females , ne i the r require nor take a feminine t e rmina t ion . 
/?umm/ 'mother' 
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a 'girl wilh swelling brcasl' 
/ ? u x t t / 'sister' 
/ h a m i l / 'a pregnant'-
/ i a l iq / 'a divorced wife'. 
/ nah id / 
/kae ib / 
/ha?id./ 'menstruating' 
There are some other nouns, which do not undergo any of 
the head rules, which we have already mentioned, but they are 
feminine by usage. Such nouns are as follows: 
(a) Parts of the physical body, which occur in pairs, 
/yadd / 'a hand' 
/ eayn / 'an eye' 
/ r i a l / 'a foot' 
/Si rae/ 'an arm' 
/ ? u 3 n / 'an ear' 
/ s a q / 'a leg' 
but 
/ h a s i b / 'Eye-brow is masculine' 
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(b) names of countries, towns and villages are mostly 
feminine. 
London 
Bombay 
Aden 
Syria 
but 
Iraq 'is masculine' 
4.6. Grammatical concord: Knowing the gender of the noun is 
very essential in the grammar of Arabic since verbs and 
adjectives have to agree in respect of the gender of their 
subjects and the noun qualified. 
1. kataba salihu d darsa 'salih wrote the lesson' 
2. katabat salihatu d darsa 'salihah wrote the lesson' 
Whereas for /salifi/ 'male proper name' the verb is /kataba/. 
For /salihah/ 'Female proper name the same verb has the 
Feminine marker /-t/ 'she' as evidence of agreement between 
the verb and the subject. 
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a. In the verbal sentence with the normal order verb; 
subject; and object the verb form agrees in gender with 
the subject. 
safaral mueallimu 'the teacher travelled' 
safaral mueallimani 'the two teachers travelled' 
safaral mueallimuni 'the two teachers travelled' 
safaratil mueallimatu 'the lady teacher travelled' 
The above examples show that the verb is always 
singular even if the noun is dual or plural. Gender agreement 
is clearly seen in the examples. 
b. If for any reason the subject precedes the verb, the verb 
agrees with the subject in gender and number. 
?al mueallimu safara 
?al mueallimani safara 
?al mueallimuna safaru 
?al mueallimatu safarna 
c . If t h e s u b j e c t i s p l u r a l a n d d e n o t e s t h i n g s o r a n i m a l s , 
t h e v e r b i s f e m i n i n e s i n g u l a r : 
was.alatil k u t u b u ' the books a r r ived ' 
?aka la t i l k i labul l ahma ' the dogs ate the mea t ' 
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Agreement of the adjective with the noun qualified. 
The adjective has to agree with the noun in respect of 
gender, number and definiteness and in respect of case 
endings. 
If the noun is indefinite, the adjective must be indefinite 
and vice-versa. 
e.g. 
kitabun mufidun 'a useful book' 
?al kitabul mufldu 'the useful book' 
If the noun is feminine the adjective must be feminine. 
fatatun samllatun 'a beautiful girls' 
If the noun is dual or plural the adjective must be dual 
or plural. 
kitabani mufldani 'a two useful books' 
?al kitabanil mufldani 'the two useful books' 
kutubun mufldatun 'useful books' 
mudarrr isuna muxlisuna 'sincere teachers ' 
mudarr isatun muxlis.atun 'sincere (Fern) teachers ' 
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CHAPTER V 
NUMBER AND NOUNS 
5.0. A tailor in order to make a suit, has to take the lengths 
and the widths of the body to which the suit is made. 
The right suit carried out is of the measures that had 
been taken and vice-versa. Similarly, the forms shown 
diagrammatically in Diagram 7 are working as basic 
measures out of which several other measures are 
derived to serve as references on whose pat terns several 
other pat terns are built up. 
What does this mean? 
(i) It means that we can perform the tailor's job by 
looking for measures to which real words in the 
language can be referred. In this sense, the measures 
can be thought of as they represent an abstract 
system to which the real system of the language is 
traced back. For example, the concrete words /s.anaea/ 
'he made' / d a r a b a / 'he hit ' / s a r aha / 'he explained' a r e v e r b s 
which are built up on the measure 'pattern' /faeala/ 
verb. Whereas /katib/ 'one who writes', /mueallim/ 'one 
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who teaches ' a n d /muqat i l / 'one who fights' a r e b u i l t Up on 
t h e m e a s u r e s . / faeil / , /mufaeeil/ a n d /mufaeil/ 
respectively. In the system there is always a reference 
to which words are referred and it is not permissible 
to invent words that do not exit within the bounds of 
the s t ructural balance. 
(ii) From the technical point of view, the use of these 
measures in doing linguistic analysis for the s t ructure 
of the language is of a big value for two clear reasons. 
a. Collecting data on the basis of measures will be 
quicker and easier. 
b. Working with measures in the phase of linguistic 
analysis is more economical and gives great help in 
arriving at conclusions and making generalisations. 
(iii) What needs to be listed now is a set of measures that will 
guide us in the study of the number category in Arabic. 
Measure 1 /faeil/, /mafeul/ 
Measures II /mufaeeil/ 
Measures III /mufaeil/ 
Measure IV /mufeil/ 
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Measure V /mutafaeEil/ 
Measure VI /mutafaeil/ 
Measure VII ymunfaeil/ 
Measure VIII /muftaEil/ 
Measure IX /mustafeil/ 
Measure X /faeeal/ 
S . l . l A s seen, these noun measures are s tructured round a 
root consisting of three consonants i.e. fel and a number 
of vowel pat terns inserted within the root and each 
measure brings with it its own prefixes and sometime 
further consonants to meet the various requirements in 
the real s tructure system of the language. The measures 
are invariant and the real words, which are referred to 
these measures, are variable. 
Furthermore, the measures are working as filters each of 
which allowing entry only to forms of the same type s t ructure , 
for example, under the measure /faeil/ we can get forms like 
/katib/, /sanie/, /hakim/ and under the measure /mafeul/, we 
find forms like /maktub/, /mas.nue/, /mahkam/ and so on. The 
relation between the measures and the words referred to them 
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tends to be symmetrical and there is a neatness of pattern in 
both. However, the data below include nouns and adjectives 
belonging to the grammatical category, which is called 
participles. In Arabic, the participle contains no idea of tense. 
They are thought of as nouns and adjectives, therefore, they 
have sound plural. 
Measure I faeil-faeilan- faeilayn faeilun- faeilln faeilat 
TABLE: 38 
Singular 
masc. / hak im/ 
fern, /hak imah/ 
masc. /s.a?im/ 
fem. /s.a?imah/ 
masc./xa?if/ 
fem./xa?ifah/ 
masc./Gabit/ 
fem./9abi tah/ 
masc. /naq i l / 
fem. /naqi lah / 
Meaning 
"ruler" 
"faster" 
afraid 
fixed, 
firm 
bearer, 
translate 
r, copyist 
Dual 
/ h a k i m a n / / h a k i m a y n / 
/hak imatan / 
/hakimatayn/ 
/ sa? iman/ / sa?imayn/ 
/s^a?imatan/ 
/s.a?imatayn/ 
/xa?ifan/ /xa?ifayn/ 
/xa?ifatan/ 
/xa?ifatayn/ 
/ 9ab i t an / /9ab i t ayn / 
/Gabitatan/ 
/Gabitatayn/ 
/naqi lan / /naqi layn/ 
/naqi la tan / 
/naqi la tayn/ 
Masc. 
Plural 
/ hak imun / 
/hakimin/ 
/ sa? imun/ 
/s.a?imln/ 
/xaPifun/ 
/xa?ifln/ 
/Gabitun/ 
/Gabitin/ 
/naq i lun / 
/naqi l in / 
Fem. 
Plural 
/hak imat / 
/sa?i3mat/ 
/xa?ifat/ 
/Gabitat/ 
/naqi la t / 
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M e a s u r e II mafeul-mafEulan/mafeulayn-mafeulun/mufeulIn/mufeulat 
TABLE: 3 9 
Singular 
masc. / m a s r u r / 
fern, / m a s r u r a h / 
masc. /mayrur / 
fern, /mayrurah / 
masc. Ira.ai\\inil 
fem. /mahfufah/ 
masc. / m a s h u l / 
fem. /mashu lah / 
masc. /maw3ud/ 
fem. /maw3udah/ 
Meaning 
happy 
egotist 
light-
headed 
un known 
found, 
available 
Dual 
/mas ru ran / 
/masrurayn/ 
/mas ru ra t an / 
/masrura tayn/ 
/mayruran/ 
/mayrurayn/ 
/mayruratan/ 
/mayruratayn/ 
/mahfufan/ 
/mahfufayn/ 
/mahfufatan/ 
/mahfufatayn/ 
/mashulan / 
/mashulayn/ 
/maahula tan/ 
/maahulatayn/ 
/maw3udan/ 
/mawaudayn/ 
/mawsdatan/ 
/mawsudatayn/ 
Masc. Plural 
/ m a s r u r u n / 
/mas ru r in / 
/mayrurun/ 
/mayrur in/ 
/mahfufun/ 
/mahfufin/ 
/mashu lun / 
/mashul ln / 
/mawsudun/ 
/mawsudin/ 
Fem. Plural 
/ m a s r u r a t / 
/mayrura t / 
/mahfufat/ 
/mashu la t / 
/mawsudat / 
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M e a s u r e II mufaeeil-mvifaEEilan/mufaeeilayn-mufaeeilun/mufaEEiln-
mufaeEilat 
TABLE: 4 0 
Singular 
masc. /mufa t t i s / 
fe+m. /mufa t t i sah/ 
masc. /muhass i l / 
fern, /muhass i l ah / 
masc. /musa r r ib / 
fem./muaarr ibah/ 
masc. /muaaddid/ 
fem./mu3addidah/ 
masc. /m.ufakkir/ 
fem. /mufakkirah/ 
Meaning 
inspector 
tax-
collector, 
cashier 
experim-
ental 
renewer 
thinker 
Dual 
/mufat t isan/ 
/mufat t isayn/ 
/mufat t i sa tan/ 
/mufat t isatayn/ 
/muhass i lan / 
/muhass i layn/ 
/muhass i laan/ 
/muhass i la tayn/ 
/muaarr iban/ 
/muaarribayn/ 
/muaarr ibatan/ 
/muaarr ibatayn/ 
/muaaddidan/ 
/musaddidayn/ 
/muaaddidatan/ 
/musaddidatayn/ 
mufakkiran / 
mufakkirayn 
mufakkiratan/ 
mufakkiratayn 
Masc. Plural 
/mufa t t i sun/ 
/mufat t is in/ 
/muhass i lun / 
/muhass i l in / 
/musa r r ibun / 
/musarr ib in / 
/musaddidun/ 
/muaaddidin/ 
/mufakkirun/ 
/mufakkir in/ 
Fem. Plural 
/mufat t i sa t / 
/muhass i l a t / 
muaarribat 
/musaddidat / 
/mufakkirat / 
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M e a s u r e III mufaeil-mufaeilan/mufaeilayn-mufaeilun/mufaeilln-
mufaeilat 
TABLE: 4 3 
Singular 
masc. /muqat i l / 
fem. muqatilah 
masc. /musah im/ 
fem. /musah imah / 
masc. /musafir / 
fem. /musaf i rah/ 
masc. /muras i l / 
fem. /muras i l ah / 
Meaning 
fighter 
she holder, 
stock 
holder 
traveler 
correspon-
dent, 
reporter of 
a 
newspaper 
Dual 
/muqat i lan / 
/muqat i layn/ 
/muqat i l a tan / 
/muqat i la tayn/ 
/musah iman / 
/musahimayn/ 
/musah ima tan / 
/musahimatayn/ 
/musaf i ran/ 
/musafirayn/ 
/musaf i ra tan/ 
musafiratayn 
/muras i l an / 
/muras i layn/ 
/muras i l a tan / 
/muras i la tayn/ 
Masc. Plural 
/muqat i lun/ 
/muqat i l ln / 
/musah imun/ 
/musahimin/ 
/musaf i run/ 
/musafir in/ 
/muras i lun / 
/muras i l ln / 
Fem. Plural 
/muqat i la t / 
/musah imat / 
/musaf i ra t / 
/muras i la t / 
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M e a s u r e IV mufeilan/mufEilayn-mufeilun/mufeilin/mufeilan/mufeilat 
TABLE: 4 4 
Singular 
masc. /muxlis./ 
fem. /muxlis^ah/ 
masc. /mufl is / 
fem. /mufl isah/ 
masc. /musrif/ 
fem. /musr i fah/ 
masc. /mus.lih/ 
fem. /mus.lihah/ 
Meaning 
sincere 
penniless 
extravagant 
reformer 
Dual 
/muxlis.an/ 
/muxlis.ayn/ 
/muxlis.atan/ 
/muxlis.atayn/ 
/mufl isan/ 
/muflisayn/ 
/mufl isatan/ 
/muflisatayn/ 
/musr i fan/ 
/musrifayn/ 
/musr i fa tan/ 
/musrifatayn/ 
/mus.lihan/ 
/mus.lihayn/ 
/mus.lihatan/ 
/mus.lihatayn/ 
Masc. Plural 
/muxlis.un/ 
/muxlis^In/ 
/muflistin/ 
/mufl isin/ 
/musr i fun/ 
/musrif in/ 
/mus^lihun/ 
/mu^l ih in/ 
Fem. Plural 
/muxlis^at/ 
/mufl isat / 
/musrifat / 
/mus.lihat/ 
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M e a s u r e V-mutafaeeil/ mutafaeeilan mutafaeeilayn-mutafaeeilun-
mutafeeilln-mutafaeeilat 
TABLE: 4 5 
Singular 
masc. /muta lawwie / 
fem./muta tawwieah/ 
masc. /mu tanakk i r / 
fem. /mutanakki rah/ 
masc. /mu tanas s i r / 
fem. /mu tanas s i r ah / 
masc. / m u t a t a l l i e / 
fem. /muta I allieah/ 
Meaning 
volunteer 
disguised 
to be a 
christion 
curious, 
eager 
Dual 
/mta t^awwiean/ 
/mutalawwiEayn/ 
/muta t awwieatan/ 
/muta (. awwieatayn/ 
/mutanakki ran / 
/mutanakkirayn/ 
/mutanakki ra tan / 
/mutanakki ra tayn/ 
/mutanass i r an / 
/mutanass i rayn/ 
/mutanass i ra tan / 
/mutanass i ra tavn/ 
/muta (alliean/ 
/mutal^allieayn/ 
/muta^al l ieatan/ 
/muta la l l iea tayn/ 
Masc. Plural 
/mu ta t awwietin/ 
/mu ta t^awwiein/ 
/mu tanakk i run / 
/mutanakk i r in / 
/mu tanas s i run / 
/mu tan as sir in / 
/ m u t a i a l l i e u n / 
/muta t^allieln/ 
Fem, Plural 
/mu ta l^awwieat/ 
/mutanakk i ra t / 
/mu tanas s l r a t / 
/ m u t a lall ieat/ 
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M e a s u r e Vl-mutafaeil-mutafaeilan/mutafaeilayn-mutafaeilun/ 
mutafaeilln mutafaeilat 
TABLE: 46 
Singular 
masc . / m u t a a a h i l / 
fern, / m u t a a a h i l a h / 
masc . / m u t a m a r i d / 
f e m . / m u t a m a r i d a h / 
masc . / m u t a s a h i l / 
fern, / m u t a s a h i l a h / 
masc . / m u t a ? a m i r / 
fern. / m u t a P a m i r a h / 
Meaning 
to feign 
ignorant 
to feign 
s ickness 
indulgent , 
lenient 
conspira-
tor 
plotter 
Dual 
/ m t a a a h i l a n / 
/mu taaah i l ayn / 
/ m u t a a a h i l a t a n / 
/ m u t a a a h i l a t a y n / 
/ m u t a m a r i d a n / 
/ m u t a m a r i d ayn/ 
/ m u t a m a r i d a t a n / 
/ m u t a m a r i d a t a y n / 
/ m u t a s a h i l a n / 
/ m u t a s a h i l a y n / 
/ m u t a s a h i l a t a n / 
/ m u t a s a h i l a t a y n / 
/ m u t a ? a m i r a n / 
/ m u t a ? a m i r a y n / 
/ m u t a? amir a t a n / 
/mu taPami ra t ayn / 
Masc. Plural 
/ m u t a s a h i l u n / 
/ m u t a a a h i l i n / 
/ m u t a m a r i d u n / 
/ m u t a m a r i d i n / 
/ m u t a s a h i l u n / 
/ m u t a s a h i l l n / 
/ m u t a ? a m i r u n / 
/ m u t a P a m i r i n / 
Fern. Plural 
/ m u t a s a h i l a t / 
/ m u t a m a r i d a t / 
/miutasahi la t / 
/ m u t a P a m i r a t / 
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M e a s u r e Vll-munfaeil munfaeilan/mufaeilayn munfaeilun/munfaeilin-
munfaeilat 
TABLE: 4 7 
Singular 
masc . /mun3a(3Ib/ 
fem./mun3a<3ibah/ 
m a s c . / m u n y a l i b / 
f em. /munya l ibah / 
masc . / m u n t a s i r / 
f e m . / m u n t a s i r a h / 
m a s c . / m u n h a z i m / 
fem. /munhaz imah 
/ 
Meaning 
at t rac ted 
to be over 
tu rned , 
reversed 
to be 
victorious 
to be 
defeated 
Dual 
/ m u n s a d i b a n / 
/munaad ibayn / 
/ inu3a6iba tan / 
/munsad iba t ayn / 
/munya l iban / 
/munya l ibayn / 
/munya l iba t an / 
/munya l iba tayn / 
/ m u n t a s i r a n / 
/ m u n t a s i r a y n / 
/ muntas i r a t a n / 
/ m u n t a s i r a t a y n / 
/ m u n h a z i m a n / 
/ m u n h a z i m a y n / 
/ m u n h a z i m a t a n / 
/ m u n h a z i m a t a y n / 
Masc. Plural 
/mu3adibun/ 
/mun3a6ib ln / 
/ m u n y a l i b u n / 
/munya l ib in / 
/ m u n t a s i r u n / 
/ m u n t a s i r i n / 
/ m u n h a z i m u n / 
/ m u n h a z i m i n / 
Fern. Plural 
munsadibat 
/munya l iba t / 
/ m u n t a s i r a t / 
/ m u n h a z i m a t / 
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M e a s u r e Vlll-muftaeil muftaeilan/muftaeilayn-muftaeilun/muftaeilun-
muftaeilat 
TABLE: 4 8 
Singular 
masc. /mustamie / 
fem./mustamieah/ 
masc. /mustaqi l / 
fem. /muns taq i lah / 
masc. /muetadi l / 
fem. /muetadi lah/ 
masc. /mustayi l / 
fem. /mustayil lah/ 
Meaning 
hearer, 
listner 
indepen-
dent 
moderate 
exploiter 
Dual 
/mustamiean/ 
/mustamieayn/ 
/mustamiea tan / 
/mustamieatayn/ 
/mustaqi lan/ 
/mustaqi layn/ 
/mus taq i la tan / 
/mustaqi la tayn/ 
/muetadi lan/ 
/muetadilayn/ 
/muEtadilatan/ 
/muetadi la tayn/ 
/mustayil lan/ 
/mustayillayn/ 
/mustayil latan/ 
/mustayillatayn/ 
Masc. Plural 
/mus tamieun / 
/mustamieln / 
/mus taq i lun / 
/mustaqi l ln / 
/muetadi lun/ 
/muEtadilln/ 
/mustayi l lun/ 
/mustayil l ln/ 
Fem. Plural 
/mustamieat / 
/mustaqi la t / 
/muEtadilat/ 
/mustayillat/ 
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M e a s u r e IX-mustafeil/ mustafeilan/mustafeilayn-mustafeilun/ 
mustafeilin-mustafeilat 
TABLE: 4 9 
Singular 
masc . / m u s t a n s i r / 
fern, / m u s t a n s i r a h / 
masc . / m u s t a e a i l / 
fem. / m u s t a e s i l a h / 
masc . / m u s t a k b i r / 
fem. / m u s t a k b i r a h / 
masc . / m u s t a r h i m / 
fem. / m u s t a r h i m a h / 
Meaning 
helpseeker 
hurr ied 
to 
consider 
great 
imploring-
mercy 
Dual 
/ m u s t a n s i r a n / 
/ m u s t a n s i r a y n / 
/ m u s t a n s i r a t a n / 
/ m u s t a n s i r a t a y n / 
/mus taea i l an / 
/mus taea i layn / 
/mus t aea i l a t an / 
/mus taea i l a tayn / 
/ m u s t a k b i r a n / 
/ m u s t a k b i r a y n / 
/ mustakbi r a t a n / 
/ mustakbi r a t ayn / 
/ m u s t a r h i m a n / 
/ m u s d r h i m a y n / 
/ m u s t a r h i m a t a n / 
/ m u s t a r h i m a t a y n / 
Masc. Plural 
/ m u s t a n s i r u n / 
/ m u s t a n s i r i n / 
/ m u s t a e a i l u n / 
/mus taea i l in / 
/ m u s t a k b i r u n / 
/ m u s t a k b i r i n / 
/ m u s t a r h i m u n / 
/ m u s t a r h i m i n / 
Fem. Plural 
/ m u s t a n s i r a t / 
/mus t aea i l a t / 
mus takb i ra t 
/ m u s t a r a h i m a t / 
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M e a s u r e X-faeeal- faeealan/faeealayn-faeealun/ faeealln-faeealat 
TABLE: 5 0 
Singular 
masc. / sazzar / 
fern, /aazzarah/ 
masc. /na33ar/ 
fern, / nasaa rah / 
masc. /s.arraf/ 
fern. /s.arrafah/ 
masc. /hammal / 
fern, / hammalah / 
Meaning 
butcher 
carpenter 
cashier 
porter 
Dual 
/aazzaran/ 
/sazzarayn/ 
/3azzaratan/ 
/3azzaratayn/ 
/nasaa ran / 
/nasaarayn/ 
/naasa ra tan / 
/naasara tayn/ 
/ sar rafan/ 
/s.arrafayn/ 
/s.arraf atari/ 
/s.arrafatayn/ 
/hammalan / 
/hammalayn/ 
/hammala tan/ 
/hammalatayn/ 
Masc. Plural 
/aazzarun/ 
/aazzar in/ 
/ naaaa run / 
/naaaar in / 
/ sa r ra fun/ 
/^^arrafln/ 
/ hammalun / 
/hammal in / 
Fem. Plural 
/ sazzarat / 
/naasara t / 
/ sarrafa t / 
/hammala t / 
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TABLE: 5 1 : BROKEN PLURAL 
/miftali/ 
/ m i z a n / 
/ m i b r a d / 
/mirwafiah/ 
/ m a k t a b / 
/ m a s a i d / 
/ m a n z i l / 
/ m a x z a n / 
/ e a b d / 
/ e a b d / 
/ r a s u l / 
/ w a l a d / 
/ t a l i b / 
/flimar/ 
/ m a l i k / 
'key' 
' s ca le ' 
'file 
' fan ' , 
'office' 
'mosque ' 
' h o u s e ' 
' s tore room' 
' s lave ' 
s lave; s e rvan t 
' m a n ' 
'boy' 
' s t u d e n t ' 
'donkey' 
'k ing ' 
/mafatlfi/ 
/ m a y a z i n / 
/ m a b a r i d / 
/marawiFi/ 
/ m a k a t i b / 
/ m a s a a i d / 
/ m a n a z i l / 
/ m a x a z i n / 
/ e a b i d / 
/ e i b a d / 
/ r i a a l / 
/ ? a w l a d / 
/ l u l l a b / 
/Fiamli/ 
/ m u l u k / 
'keys ' 
' scale 
'files' 
' fans ' 
'offices' 
' m o s q u e s ' 
' h o u s e s ' 
' s tore r o o m s ' 
' s l aves ' 
' s e rvan t s of God' 
'men ' 
'boy' 
' s t u d e n t s ' 
'donkeys' 
'k ings ' 
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TABLE: 5 2 : BROKEN PLURAL 
/ a u n d i / 
/ n a m l a h / 
/Gae lab / 
/ b a b / 
/ n a f i S a h / 
/ b a y t / 
/ b a y t / 
/ n a h r / 
/ s a w h a r a h / 
/ k a l b / 
/ 3 a b a l / 
/ a a m a l / 
/ b a l a d / 
/ n a r / 
/ h a a a r / 
' soldier ' 
'an a n t ' 
'fox' 
'door ' 
'window' 
'a verse of 
poe t ry ' 
' h o u s e ' 
' r iver ' 
' jewellery' 
'dog' 
' m o u n t a i n ' 
' camel ' 
' count ry ' 
'fire' 
' s t one ' 
/ s u n u d / 
/ n a m l / 
/Gaea l ib / 
/ ? a b w a b / 
/ n a w a f i S / 
/ ? a b y a t / 
/ b i y u t / 
/ ? a n h a r / 
/ s a w a h i r / 
/ k i l a b / 
/ 3 i b a l / 
/ s i m a l / 
/ b u l d a n / 
/ n i r a n / 
/ h i a a r a h / 
' soldiers 
' a n t s ' 
'foxes' 
' doors ' 
'windows ' 
'verses of poe t ry ' 
' h o u s e s ' 
' r ive rs ' 
' jeweller ies ' 
'dogs ' 
' m o u n t a i n s ' 
' camels ' 
' c o u n t r i e s ' 
'fire pi ' 
' s t o n e s ' 
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5 . 1 . 1 . Returning to the data, we will test practically, the 
validity of the system of measures that we have jus t 
raised through employing it in the study of one of the 
commonest inherent categories of noun i.e. number. 
Arabic makes a tripartite distinction between one, dual 
(two) and more than two, therefore, number is an 
obligatory category in Arabic nouns. For doing number 
analysis we have to bring under our eyes measures to 
see how it is economical to work with few measures 
instead of working with hundred of words. For this aim 
the following tables should be observed. 
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TABLE: 5 3 
T h e I n p u t 
M a s c . S i n g u l a r 
faeil 
mufeeil 
mufaeil 
mufeil 
mutafaeeil 
munfeil 
muftaeil 
mustafeil 
faeeal 
The m a r k e r 
d u a l m a r k e r 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
t h e 
M a s c . 
faeilan 
mufaeeilan 
mufaeilan 
mufaeeilan 
mutafaeeilan 
munfaeilan 
muftaeilan 
mustafeilan 
faeealan 
O u t p u t 
d u a l 
faeilayn 
mufaeeilayn 
mufaeilayn 
mufaeeilayn 
mutafaeeilayn 
munfaeilayn 
muftaeilayn 
mustafeilayn 
faeealayn 
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TABLE: 5 4 
T h e I n p u t 
Fern. 
S i n g u l a r 
faeilah 
mufaeeilah 
mu faeilah 
mufeilah 
mutafaeeilah 
munfeilah 
muftaeilah 
mustafeilah 
faeealah 
T h e 
g e n d e r 
m a r k e r 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
+ t 
T h e 
m a r k e r 
d u a l 
m a r k e r 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
+ an / ayn 
t h e 
Fern. 
faeilatan 
mufaeeilatan 
mu faeilatan 
mu faeilatan 
mutafaeeilatan 
munfaeilatan 
muftaeilatan 
mustafeilatan 
faecalatayn 
O u t p u t 
d u a l 
faeilatayn 
mufaeeilatayn 
mufaeilatayn 
mu faeilatayn 
mutafaeeilatayn 
mun faeilatayn 
muftaeilatayn 
mustafeilatayn 
faeealatayn 
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TABLE: 55 
T h e I n p u t 
M a s c . S i n g u l a r 
faeil 
mufeeil 
mufaeil 
mufeil 
mutafaeeil 
munfaeil 
muftaeil 
mustafeil 
faeeal 
The m a r k e r 
P l u r a l m a r k e r 
+ un / In 
+ un / In 
+ Qn / In 
+ un / In 
+ un / In 
+ un / In 
+ un / In 
+ un / In 
+ tin / In 
t h e O u t p u t 
M a s c . 
faeilun 
mufaeeilun 
mufaeilun 
mufaeilun 
mutafaeeilun 
munfaeilun 
muftaeilun 
mustafeilun 
faeealun 
P l u r a l 
faeilin 
mufaeeilln 
mufaEilln 
mu faeilin 
mutafaeeilln 
mun faeilin 
muftaeilln 
mustafeilin 
faeealln 
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TABLE: 56 
T h e I n p u t 
Fern . S i n g u l a r 
faeilah 
mufeeilah 
mu faeilah 
mufeilah 
mutafaeeilah 
munfeilah 
muftaeilah 
mustafeilah 
faeealah 
The m a r k e r 
P r u r a l m a r k e r 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
+ at 
t h e O u t p u t 
Fern, p l u r a l 
faeilat 
mufaeeilat 
mu faeilat 
mu faeilat 
mutafaeeilat 
mun faeilat 
muftaeilat 
mustafeilat 
faeealat 
5.1 .2 . The data reveal that there are three number in the 
language singular, dual and plural. Dual and plural 
are denoted by inflectional suffixes. 
(i) The Plural: 
In Arabic, there are two types of plural, the Salim plural 
and the Takseer plural, which mean the regular and irregular 
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plurals or at best they are known in many translated grammar 
books, ordinary and specialised dictionaries as the perfect or 
sound plural and the broken plural. The adjectival Arabic 
word /salim/ is used for a thing that is 'safe' or maintained, 
conversely the thing which is not safe is /maksur/ i.e. 'broken'. 
We can now come to the data and see that there is no 
internal phonological change in the inputs when the dual and 
plural markers have been added. The internal s t ructure of the 
measures remains safe after the suffixation process takes 
place which means that the whole s t ructure of the base 
measures is maintained. What happens is that when - an, -
ayn (the dual markers and - un, - in, and - at (the plural 
markers) are attached to the bases, the pronunciation of these 
bases has been augmented by the phonetic sequences [-an], [-
ayn], [-un], [-In] and [-at] we can reflect this kind of 
morphological s tructure in phonological representation by 
selecting real words built up on the pattern of measures as 
follows: 
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/ ka t ib / /ka t iban / /ka t iba t / 
/qat i l+un/ /maqtul+un/ 
/maqtula+t+an/ /maqtul+at / 
/mufakkir+un/ /mufakkir+an/ 
/mufakkira+t+an/ /mufakkir+at/ 
/muras i l+un/ /murasi l+an/ 
/murasi la+t+an/ /murasi l+at / 
However, the data reveal that a word may have more than 
one form. For example the word /katib/ "a writer or clerk" has 
the grammatical distinct forms /katiban/, /katibun/ and 
/katibat/. These grammatical distinct forms share the same 
lexical meaning but they differ in respect of their grammatical 
meaning in that one is the singular form and the other are the 
dual and the plural noun forms. Nouns in Arabic are inflected 
for the grammatical properties of s ingulari ty/duali ty/ 
plurality by means of suffixes that are classified as 
inflections, since they do not change referential or cognitive 
meaning; they do not alter the v/ord-class of the base to which 
they are attached. They are only able to modify the form of 
t h e w o r d . T h u s [aahil], [aahilan], [aahilun], [aahilat], a r e a l l n o u n s 
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referr ing to the same kind of ent i ty . The -an, -un, -at endings 
merely carry information a b o u t the n u m b e r of these en t i t ies . 
To s u m u p the d i s cus s ion so far, let u s focus on the 
formation of the sound mascu l i ne and feminine p lura l as 
follows: 
a) The sound mascu l ine p lu ra l is formed by adding - un to 
the s ingu la r form in the nomina t ive case and -in in the 
oblique case . T h u s /eamil/ n. s ign. /eamilun//eamilln/. 
b) The sound feminine p lu ra l is formed by adding the 
suffix -at. When it is p r e s e n t the suffix does no t trigger 
phonological c h a n g e s in the b a s e (i.e. the root p lus the 
vowel p a t t e r n s inse r t ed in) it only affects the feminine 
s ingu la r suffix -ah which is added to the base . Thus 
S ingular feminine p lura l 
katibah 'writer' katibat 
eazibah 'spinster' eazibat 
As seen , two c h a n g e s are t ak ing place . The [a] sound 
after the final root c o n s t a n t is l eng thened and becomes / a / 
and the final [h] is conver ted in to [t]. However, th i s 
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phonological change does not break down the internal 
s t ructure of the base, as it is the case in the broken plural. 
(ii) The dual: 
Adding the suffix -an- to the singular form in the 
nominative case and -ayn in the oblique case, achieves the 
dual in Arabic. In case of the feminine dual the infix -t- is 
inserted in between i.e. between the base and the suffix to 
show that the gender of the noun is feminine. Thus: 
Singular Masculine dual 
eamil eamilan/eamilain 
feminine singular Feminine dual 
eamilah eamilatan / eamilatayn 
Most importantly is that the dual and the sound plurals 
are realised by different phonetic forms. The difference in 
form is not associated with a difference in meaning. The 
morphs [an] and [ayn], and [un], [in] [at] represent the dual and 
the regular plurals respectively. We classify a set of morphs 
as allomorphs of the same morpheme if they have the same 
meaning or serve the same grammatical function and they 
never occur in identical environments. For that [an] and [ayn], 
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are allomorphs of the dual morpheme and - [un], [in] and [at] 
are allomorphs of the plural morpheme. The relationship 
between morphemes allomorphs and morphs can be seen by 
means of the following diagrams. 
Digram 8 
Dual morpheme 
AUomorph Allomorph 
Morph Morph 
/ a n / / ayn / 
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Allomorph 
Morph 
/un/ 
Diagram 9 
plural morpheme 
allomorph 
morph 
/In/ 
allomorph 
morph 
/at/ 
Among the common types of nouns that take the dual 
and the sound plural besides the participles are the proper 
names and the adjectives of nationality. Thus 
masc. 
masc. 
fern. 
masc. 
fem. 
mohammad 
zaid 
zainab 
yamaniy 
yamaniyyah 
mas_riy 
masriyyah 
miharaimadan 
zaidan 
zainaban 
yamaniyyan 
yamaniyytan 
mas.riyyan 
mas^riyyatan 
mohamadun 
zaidun 
zainabat 
yamaniyyun 
yamaniyyat 
mas.riyyun 
mas.riyyat 
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(Hi) Broken plural: 
{[) There are many type's of the broken plural in Arabic. The 
singular noun does not always help in knowing the 
plural. 
(ii) The broken plural is more or less altered from the 
singular by the addition or elision of consonants or the 
change of vowels in such away that the internal s tructure 
of the input word is destroyed or broken that is why it is 
called the broken plural. The common morphological 
process in the formation of the broken plural are below: 
1. Addition of consonants and internal change of vowels. 
nafiSah—> nawafid 
taa i r —• tu33ar 
2. Elision of consonants and internal change of vowels. 
m a d r a s a h —» m a d a r i s 
m a z a r a e a h -+ mazar ie 
3. Only internal change of the root vowels i.e. modifying 
the root internally. 
r a s u l -+ r isal 
h imar -> hami r 
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malik —> maluk 
eabd —• eabid 
4 . S ingular n o u n s of i n s t r u m e n t s and n o u n s of place a n d 
t ime are plural ized th rough th ree p roces se s . 
a) The vowel / a / is inser ted after the second root 
c o n s o n a n t . 
b) The vowel of the las t syllable in the p lu ra l form m u s t be 
a lways / i / . This m e a n s t h a t if the vowel is / i / in t h e 
s ingu la r form, then it does not change . If it is / a / it 
m u s t be conver ted into / i / . 
c) If the s ingu la r n o u n h a s the suffix -ah, it m u s t be 
s u b t r a c t e d in case of the broken p lu ra l . T h u s : 
m a k t a b —f m a k a t i b 
manzi l —• manaz i l 
muhkamah—> m a h a k i m 
5. When a word h a s several mean ings in the s ingula r , it is 
general ly h a s a different form of the b roken p l u r a l . 
T h u s : 
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bayt 
bayt 
Eabd 
eabd 
' h o u s e ' 
'a verse of poet ry ' 
'slave of Allah" 
"God' 
's lave of a p e r s o n ' 
b iyut 
?abya t 
eibad 
eabid 
' h o u s e s ' 
'verses of poe t ry ' 
' s laves of Allah ' 
' s e r v e n t s ' 
Generally, names of animals, inanimate objects and 
abstract nouns, which have no broken plural, should take the 
sound feminine plural. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PRONOMINALIZATION 
6.0. THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN ARABIC 
Detached pronouns 
It has been claimed that pronouns are universally found 
among the worlds' languages (Postal 1966). 
The formations of pronouns or pronominalization, as it is 
sometimes called, is a vital part of the grammars of many 
languages (Robert J.D. Pietro 1971). 
TABLE: 57 First person 
Common 
Masc. 
Fem. 
Singular 
/ ? a n a / 
I 
Dual 
Second Person 
Singular 
/ ?an ta / 'you' 
/ ?an t i / 'you' 
Dual 
/ ?an tuma/ 
'you' 
Plural 
/ n a h n u / 
we 
Plural 
/ ?an tum/ antumu 
'you' 
/ ? a n t u n n a / 'you' 
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Third Person 
Masc. 
Fern. 
Singular 
/huwa/ 'he' 
/h iya / 'she' 
Dual 
/ h u m a / 'they' 
Plural 
/ h u m / humu 
'they' 
/ h u n n a / 'they' 
TABLE: 58 
Attached Pronouns (Nominative) 
First person 
Singular 
Common 
/ka t ab tu / 
wrote I 
'I wrote' 
Dual Plural 
/ ka t abna / 
'wrote we' 
'we wrote' 
Second person 
masc. 
fern. 
Singular 
/ka taba t / 
wrote you 
'you wrote' 
/ka tab t i / 
wrote you 
'you wrote' 
Dual 
/ ka t ab tuma/ 
'wrote you' 
you (two) wrote' 
Plural 
/ka tab tum/ 
wrote you 
'you wrote' 
/ ka tab tunna / 
wrote you 
'you wrote' 
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Third person 
masc. 
fern. 
Singular 
/kataba/(t) 
wrote he 
'he wrote' 
/ ka t aba t / 
wrote she 
'she wrote' 
Dual 
/ ka t aba / 
wrote they 
'they (two) wrote' 
/ ka taba ta / 
wrote they 
'they (two) wrote' 
Plural 
/ k a t a b u / 
wrote they 
'they wrote' 
/ ka t abna / 
wrote they 
'they wrote' 
TABLE: 59 
Attached pronouns 
Accusative 
First person 
Singular 
/ da raban i / 
hit me 
'he hit me' 
Dual Plural 
/ da rabana / 
hit us 
'he hit u s ' 
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Second person 
masc. 
fern. 
Singular 
/d.arabaka/ 
hit you 
'he hit you' 
/darbaki / 
hit you 
'he hit you' 
Dual 
/d.arabakuma/ 
hit you 
'he hit you (two)' 
Plural 
/ da rabakum/ 
hit you 
'he hit you' 
/d.arabakunna/ 
hit you 
'he hit you 
Third person 
masc. 
fem. 
Singular 
/d.arabahu/ 
hit him 
'he hit him' 
/d.arabaha/ 
hit her 
'he hit her ' 
Dual 
/d.arabahuma/ 
hit them 
'he hit them 'two' 
Plural 
/d.arabahum/ 
hit them 
he hit them 
/da rabahunna / 
hit them 
'he hit them' 
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Attached pronouns 
TABLE: 60 
(Possession) 
First person 
S i n g u l a r 
/k i tab i / 
book my 
'my book' 
D u a l P l u r a l 
/k i tabana/ 
book our 
'our book' 
Second person 
S i n g u l a r 
masc. /k i tabaka/ 
book your 
'your book' 
D u a l 
/k i tabakuma/ 
book your 
'your book (two)' 
P l u r a l 
/k i tabakum/ 
book your 
'your book' 
S i n g u l a r 
fern. /k i tabaki / 
book your 
'your book' 
D u a l 
/k i tabakuma/ 
book your 
'their book (two)' 
P l u r a l 
/k i t abakunna / 
book your 
'your book' 
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Third person 
S i n g u l a r 
masc. /k iabahu/ 
book his 
'his book' 
D u a l 
/k i tabahuma/ 
book their 
'their book (two)' 
P l u r a l 
/k i tabahum/ 
book their 
'their book' 
S i n g u l a r 
fem. /k i tabaha / 
book her 
'her book' 
D u a l 
/k i tabahuma/ 
book their 
'their book (two)' 
P l u r a l 
/k i t abahunna / 
book their 
'their book' 
TABLE: 61 
(Genitive) 
First person 
S i n g u l a r 
/ l i / 
to me 
D u a l P l u r a l 
/ l ana / 
to us 
Second person 
masc. 
fem. 
S i n g u l a r 
/ l aka / 
'to you' 
/ l ak i / 
'to you' 
D u a l 
/ lakuma/ 
'to you (two)' 
P l u r a l 
/ l akum/ 
'to you' 
/ l akunna / 
'to you' 
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Third person 
Singular 
m a s c . / l a h u / 
'to h im ' 
fern. / l a h a / 
'to he r ' 
Dual 
/ l a h u m a / 
'for them (two)' 
Plural 
/ l a h u m / 
'to t h e m ' 
/ l a h u n n a / 
'to t h e m ' 
Additional data 
TABLE: 62 Third person 
Masculine 
/ l a b i s a / 
/ s a m i e a / 
/ r a k i b a / 
/ f a t i n a / 
/ e a r i q a / 
/ f a s i l a / 
'he wore ' 
'he h e a r d ' 
'he rode ' 
'he u n d e r s t o o d ' 
'he swea ted ' 
'he failed' 
Feminine 
/ l a b i s a t / 
/ s a m i e a t / 
/ r a k i b a t / 
/ q a b i l a t / 
/ e a r i q a t / 
/ f a s i l a t / 
' she wore ' 
' she h e a r d ' 
' she rod ' 
' she a c c e p t e d ' 
' she s w e a t e d ' 
' she fai led ' 
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TABLE: 63 
Firs t pe r son (singular) Second pe r son s ingular 
C o m m o n 
/ lab i s tu / 
/ samie tu / 
/ r ak ib tu / 
/ f a t i n tu / 
/qabi l tu / 
/ear iq tu / 
/ fas i l tu/ 
'I wore' 
'I heard' 
'I rode' 
I understood 
'I accepted' 
'I sweated' 
'I failed' 
M a s c u l i n e 
/ labis ta / 
/ samieta/ 
/ rak ib ta / 
/ f a t i n t a / 
/qabi l ta / 
/ear iqta/ 
/fasil ta/ 
'you wore' 
'you heard' 
'you rode' 
'you understood' 
'you accepted' 
'you sweated' 
'you failed' 
Second person (singular) Feminine 
/ lab is t i / 
/ samiet i / 
/ r ak ib t i / 
/ f a t i n t i / 
/qabi l t i / 
/eariqti / 
/ fasi l t i / 
you wore 
you heard 
you rode 
you understood 
you accepted 
you sweated 
you failed 
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TABLE: 64 
Third person dual 
m a s c . 
/ l ab i sa / 
/ samiea / 
/ r ak iba / 
/fa t ina / 
/qabi la / 
/ear iqa / 
/ fas i la / 
they (two) wore 
they (two) heard 
they (two) rode 
they 
(two)understood 
they (two)accepted 
they (two) sweated 
they (two) failed 
• 
/ l ab i sa ta / 
/ samiea ta / 
/ r ak iba ta / 
/ f a t i n a t a / 
/qabi la ta / 
/ear iqa ta / 
/ fas i l ta / 
fern. 
they (two) wore 
they (two) heard 
they (two) rode 
they (two) 
understood 
they (two)accepted 
they (two sweated 
they (two) failed 
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Second person 
Dual 
common 
/ labis tuma/ 
/samietuma/ 
/ rak ib tuma/ 
/ fa t in tuma/ 
/qabi l tuma/ 
/ear iqtuma/ 
/fasi l tuma/ 
you (two) wore 
you (two) heard 
you (two) rode 
you (two) understood 
you (two) accepted 
you (two) sweated 
you (two) failed 
TABLE: 66 Third pe r son dua l 
masc . 
/ l ab i su / 
/ samieu/ 
/ r ak ibu / 
/fa t inu / 
/qabi lu / 
/ear iqu/ 
/ fasi lu/ 
they wore 
they heard 
they rode 
they understood 
they accepted 
they sweated 
they failed 
/ l ab i sna / 
/ samiena/ 
/ r ak ibna / 
/fat inna/ 
/qabi lna / 
/ear iqna/ 
/ fasi lna/ 
fem. 
they wore 
they heard 
they rode 
they understood 
they accepted 
they sweated 
they failed 
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TABLE: 67 
First p erson (plural) 
common 
/ lab i sna / 
/ samiena/ 
/ r ak ibna / 
/ fa t inna/ 
/qabi lna/ 
/ear iqna/ 
/ fasi lna/ 
we wore 
we heard 
we rode 
we understood 
we accepted 
we sweated 
we failed 
TABLE: 68 Second Person Plural 
masc . 
/ l ab i s tum/ 
/ samie tum/ 
/ r ak ib tum/ 
/fa t in tum/ 
/qabi l tum/ 
/ear iq tum/ 
/fasi l tum/ 
you wore 
you heard 
you rode 
you understood 
you accepted 
you sweated 
you failed 
/ l ab is tunna / 
/ samie tunna/ 
/ r ak ib tunna / 
/fa t in tunna/ 
/qabi l tunna/ 
/ear iq tunna/ 
/ fas i l tunna/ 
fern. 
you wore 
you heard 
you rode 
you understood 
you accepted 
you sweated 
you failed 
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TABLE: 6 9 
T h i r d p e r s o n 
m a s c . 
/qa ta la / 
/ k a s a r a / 
/ s a r a e a / 
/hazama/ 
/ t a e a n a / 
/ f ahasa / 
/ rafaea/ 
he killed 
he broke 
he threw (s.o.) 
down 
he defeated 
he stabed 
he examined 
he lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
L ( S i n g u l a r ) 
' 
/qa ta la t / 
/ kasa ra t / 
/ s a raea t / 
/hazamat / 
/ t a e a n a t / 
/ f ahasa t / 
/ rafaeat / 
fern. 
she killed 
she broke 
she threw (s.o.) 
down 
she defeated 
she stabed 
she examined 
she lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
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TABLE: 70 
First person (Singular) Second person (Singular) 
C( 
/ qa ta l tu / 
/ k a s a r t u / 
/ s a r a e t u / 
/ hazamtu / 
/ t a e a n t u / 
/ f ahas tu / 
/ ra fae tu / 
Dmmon 
I killed 
I broke 
I threw (s.o.) down 
I defeated 
I stabed 
I examined 
I lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
M a s c u l i n e 
/qa ta l t a / 
/ k a s a r t a / 
/ s a r a e t a / 
/ hazamta / 
/ t a e a n t a / 
/ f ahas t a / 
/ rafaeta/ 
you killed 
you broke 
you threw (s.o.) 
down 
you defeated 
you stabed 
you examined 
you lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
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TABLE: 7 1 
Second person (Singular) 
Feminine 
/qata l t i / 
/kasa r t i / 
/ saraeti/ 
/hazamti / 
/ taeanti / 
/ fahas t i / 
/rafaeti/ 
you killed 
you broke 
you threw (s.o.) 
you defeated 
you stabbed 
you examined 
you lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
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TABLE: 72 
Third pe r son (Dual) 
masc . 
/qa ta la / 
/ k a s a r a / 
/ s a r aea / 
/hazama/ 
/ t a e a n a / 
/ f ahasa / 
/ rafaea/ 
they (two) killed 
. they (two) broke 
they (two) threw 
(s.o.) 
they (two) 
defeated 
they (two) stabbed 
they (two) 
examined 
they (two) lifted 
(s.o.) or (s.th.) up 
fe 
/qa ta la ta / 
/ kasa ra t a / 
/ s a raea ta / 
/hazamata / 
/ t a e a n a t a / 
/ fahasa ta / 
/ rafaeta/ 
minine 
they (two) killed 
they (two) broke 
they (two) threw 
(s.o.) 
they (two) defeated 
they (two) stabed 
they (two) examined 
they (two) lifted 
(s.o.) or (s.th.) up 
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TABLE: 73 
Second person (Singular) 
Common 
/qa ta l tuma/ 
/kasa r tuma/ 
/ saraetuma/ 
/hazamtuma/ 
/ taeantuma/ 
/ fahas tuma/ 
/ rafaetuma/ 
you (two) killed 
you (two) broke 
you (two) threw (s.o.) 
you (two) defeated 
you (two) stabbed 
you (two) examined 
you (two) lifted (s.o.) or (s.th.) up 
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TABLE: 74 
Third person (Plural) 
Masc. 
/ qa t a lu / 
/ k a s a r u / 
/ s a r a e u / 
/ h a z a m u / 
/ t aeanu / 
/ f ahasu / 
/ rafaeu/ 
they killed 
they broke 
they threw (s.o.) 
they defeated 
they stabbed 
they examined 
they lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
Fe 
/qa ta lna / 
/ k a s a r n a / 
/ saraena/ 
/ hazamna / 
/ t aeanna/ 
/ f ahasna / 
/ rafaena/ 
minine 
they killed 
they broke 
they threw (s.o.) 
they defeated 
they stabbed 
they examined 
they lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
TABLE: 75 
First person (Plural) 
Common 
/qa ta lna / 
/ kasa rna / 
/ s a raena / 
/hazamna/ 
/ t a e a n n a / 
/ fahasna / 
/rafaena/ 
we killed 
we broke 
we threw (s.o.) 
we defeated 
we stabbed 
we examined 
we lifted (s.o.) or (s.th. u p 
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TABLE: 76 
Second person (Dual) 
M a s c . 
/qa ta l tum/ 
/ ka sa r t um/ 
/ saraetum/ 
/hazamtum/ 
/ t aeantum/ 
/ f ahas tum/ 
/ rafaetum/ 
you killed 
you broke 
you threw (s.o.) 
you defeated 
you stabbed 
you examined 
you lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
F e m i n i n e 
/qa ta l tunna / 
/ ka sa r t unna / 
/ saraetunna/ 
/ hazamtunna / 
/ t aean tunna / 
/ f ahas tuna / 
/ rafae tunna/ 
you killed 
you broke 
you threw (s.o.) 
you defeated 
you stabbed 
you examined 
you lifted (s.o.) or 
(s.th.) up 
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TABLE: 77 First Person 
S i n g u l a r 
n o m . 
a c e . 
p o s s . 
g e n . 
- tu 
-ni 
- j 
-i 
P l u r a l 
- na 
- na 
- na 
- na 
Second person 
S i n g u l a r 
n o m . 
a c e . 
p o s s . 
g e n . 
m a s c . 
- ta 
-ka 
-ka 
-ka 
fern. 
t.i 
ki 
ki 
ki 
D u a l 
-tuma 
-kuma 
-kuma 
-kuma 
P l u r a l 
m a s c . 
-turn 
-kum 
-kum 
-kum 
fem. 
- tunna 
-kunna 
-kunna 
-kunna 
Third person 
S i n g u l a r 
nom. 
ace. 
poss. 
gen. 
masc. 
-9 
-hu 
-hu 
- h u / h i 
fem. 
-t 
-ha 
-ha 
-ha 
D u a l 
masc. 
-a 
-huma 
-huma 
-huma/hima 
fem. 
- ta 
-huma 
-huma 
-huma/hima 
masc. 
-u 
-hum 
-hum 
-hum/hun 
P l u r a l 
fem. 
-na 
-hunna 
-hunna 
-hunna /h inna 
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Note on Abbreviations: 
a. nom = nominative; ace = accusative; poss = possessive; 
gen = genitive 
b. A macron over a vowel indicates long vowel. 
6 . 1 . In the previous analysis, we have seen that Arabic 
distinguishes three numbers; (i.e. singular, dual and 
plural) and likewise three way distinction in person. First 
person a person (persons) who speaks (speak), second 
person, a person (persons) spoken to and the third 
person i.e. a person (persons) spoken about). The genders 
are two, namely the masculine and the feminine, but they 
are not distinguished from one another in some of the 
persons (1st person singular, 1st person plural and 2^^^ 
person dual). Furthermore, if you look at the tables, you 
will see that the slot of the first person dual is left 
unfilled in all these tables. This is not defectiveness in 
the paradigm because the first person dual is missing 
from the conjugation of Arabic verbs. 
6.1.1. Classification of Arabic Pronouns: 
Arabic Personal pronouns can be divided into three groups: 
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1. Detached pronouns 
2. Attached pronouns 
3. Implied (or concealed) pronouns i.e. pronouns that are 
not overtly marked (Pronoun hidden or innate in the 
verb 
6.1.1.(i) Detached pronouns are those, which occur in 
isolation as independent words (standing by 
themselves). They are always nominative except 
when they are used for s tress in apposition to nouns 
or an attached pronoun. They are not inflected for 
case regardless of their grammatical function in the 
constructions they appear in, for example, 
a. ?ana naasar "I am a carpenter" 
b. daea ni ?ana "he called me I" 
called me , I 
in the first example, the personal pronoun [?ana] 
occupies the initial position in the nominal 
sentence, and performs the subject function, in the 
second example, we have a verbal sentence in which 
the verb [daea] is a transitive verb which its action 
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passes to [ni] and (?anal that indicate the same 
person i.e. The first person singular. The personal 
pronoun [?ana] in the second example which is used 
for stress purpose performs the grammatical 
function of object - notwithstanding it has the same 
form as in the first example where it is nominative. 
In the language of morphology, detached pronouns 
are described as free morphemes i.e. (standing by 
themselves). 
6 .1 .1 . (ii) Attached pronouns are those, which cannot occur in 
isolation i.e. independently. They are either suffixed 
to past tense forms (perfect) therefore, can be 
considered as verbal suffixes or to nouns and 
prepositions and considered as nominal or 
prepositional suffixes respectively. Attached 
pronouns are not inflected for case, except the first 
person attached pronoun which is when functioning 
as the subject of an intransitive or transitive verb is 
in the nominative case and realized by the phonetic 
form [tu], when functioning as the object of a 
transitive verb it is in the accusative case and 
realized by the phonetic form [ni], in the genitive 
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case, it has the form [i]. Table (77) displays the 
different forms of all attached pronouns according to 
their grammatical function in the constructions they 
occur in. However, suffixes that are attached to 
verbs to denote the accusative case are exactly the 
same as those attached to nouns and prepositions to 
denote the possessive and genitive cases, with a 
single exception of the suffix of the first person 
singular which is [ni] in the accusative case but only 
[1] in the possessive and genitive cases. 
Accusative Possessive Genitive 
daraba-ni "he hit me" qalami "my pen" 
T 
hit me 
-4-
pen my 
n i 
l i "for me" 
The nasal [n] in [ni] is lost and remains only [i] in the 
possessive and genitive forms. Attached pronouns are 
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examples of bound morphemes. Some of which are identical in 
phonemic shape, yet distinct because of difference in meaning 
/na/ indicating first person plural (subject) 
- First person plural (object) 
- Marking possession 
- Marking genitive 
They are phonemically the same but are four different 
morphemes. For more examples see Table (77). 
6.1.2. Phonemic structure and the class of segments 
dominant in the structure: 
Diagram: 10 
/n/ 
/n/ 
?ana 
m 
I 
1 
nahnu 
n a 
na 
na 
/ a / 
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Diagram: 11 
/k/ 
Diagram: 13 
7 ? / , / n / , / t / , / m / 
?an ta 
(a 
ka 
ka 
P a n t u m a 
t i 
k i 
ki 
? a n t u m 
turn 
k u m a 
k u m a 
P a n t u n n a 
(uni ia 
kunua 
kunna 
/a / 
/ a / 
/u/ 
/ I / 
e 
hu 
hu 
hu/hl 
t 
h a 
h a 
h a 
a 
h u m a 
h u m a 
h u m a 
Q 
hum 
hum 
hum 
n a 
hunna 
hunna 
hunna 
/h/, /m/, /n/ 
/a/ 
/h/ Ii     /a/ 
/a/ 
/u/ 
JVote on diagrams: Each diagram contains three lines, one is 
horizontal and two are verticals. Over the horizontal line are 
segments that are dominant in the horizontal rows. By the 
side of the left vertical line are segments that are dominant 
vertically, and on the right of the right vertical line are the 
vowel segments that are wholly dominant. 
(i) On closer look at the phonemic structure of the personal 
pronouns either detached or attached one will notice that 
the nasals /m/ and /n/ recur approximately in most forms, 
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then comes the stops /k/ and /t/ especially in the forms of 
at tached pronouns. The fricative /h/ occurs in most of the 
third person forms, and finally the fricative /h/ which 
occurs medially in one form i.e. the first person plural 
form. In the category of vowels we have the short vowels 
/a / , / i / and /u/ where /a/ and /u/ are lengthening in some 
forms. Nasals and stops are characterized as having the 
same kind of closure in their production i.e. complete 
closure, but fricatives are different, though there is always 
closure - for the art iculators, involved in whose 
production do not seal off the flow of air completely. The 
degree of stricture is less than that in nasals and stops 
and it is said to be a close approximation. Stops and 
fricatives are obstruents. Nasals and vowels are sonorant. 
We want to arrive at feature specifications that all 
consonants (stops, nasals , fricatives) or vowels, share in 
common and under which they are all placed. For this we 
will select the feature [±cons] [±cont] as follows: 
Nasals 
/m/ and /n/ are [±cont - cont] 
stops 
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/k/ and /t/ are [+cons - cont] 
Fricatives 
/h/ and /h/ are [+cons +cont] 
Vowels 
/a / , /a / , /u/ , /u/ , / i / are [-cons + cont] 
So the phonemic s tructure of the personal pronouns in 
Arabic falls within the scope of the features [±cons] [±cont]. 
6 .1 .3 . Morphology also makes use of features to represent at 
least part of the meaning of miorphemes. Here, we will 
select features that are fitting to reflect the grammatical 
meaning of the morphemes under discussion, namely 
pronouns. Features are as follows: 
[+1] = the first pe r son s ingu la r 
[-II] = the second pe r son s ingu la r 
[-I-II] = the th i rd pe r son s ingu la r 
[+Dual] = two 
[ + Plural] = more t h a n two 
Feature complex 
a. 
I+Il 
l-III 
[-dual] 
1-plurall 
l-Il 
l-IIl 
[-(lualj 
[-plural 
c. 
l-Il 
{+111 
[-dual] 
l-plural] 
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1st per. s ing. S^ d per . s ing. 2^^ per. sing. 
d. 
I+II 
l-IIl 
[-dual] 
l+plurall 
1st per. p lu ra l 
I-II 
[+III 
l+dual] 
| - plural] 
l-Il 
l-III 
[-dual] 
[+plurall 
f. 
l-U 
{+111 
[-dual] 
l+plural] 
3'^'^ per . p lu ra l 2"<^  per. p lura l 
-I] 
[-III 
l+dual] 
[-plundl 
2"^ ^ per . dua l 3^^ per . dua l 
6 . 1 . 4 . This type of formalizing the g rammat i ca l mean ings of 
Arabic p r o n o u n s in t e r m s of the i r morphological 
fea tures may be referred to a s a component ia l ana lys i s 
in which the mean ing of each p r o n o u n is a p roduc t of 
four fea tures , which a s s e r t s the exis tence of 
composi t ional i ty i.e. the m e a n i n g of each p ronoun is 
de te rmined on the ba s i s of the fea tures involved. 
However, the a r r a n g e m e n t t h a t we have followed allows 
u s to ex t rac t some common fea tu res t h a t the p r o n o u n s 
s h a r e . For example , 
a and b sha re [-Il-dual - p lura l ] 
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b and c share [-1 - dual - plural] 
d and e share • [-II - dual + plural] 
e and f share [-1 - dual + plural] 
g and h share [-I + dual - plural] 
The above-shared fea tures exhibi t t h a t some fea tures are 
r e d u n d a n t and more reduc t ion can be m a d e wi thou t affecting 
the mean ing we aim to arr ive at . To s u m u p : 
First and third person singular [-Il-dual] 
Third and second person singular [-1 - dual] 
Third and second person dual [-1 + dual] 
Second and third person dual [-1 + dual] 
This la ter r ep re sen ta t i on of the m e a n i n g of the p ronoun 
m o r p h e m e s with fewer fea tures gives the impress ion t ha t each 
two selected p r o n o u n s can form a n a t u r a l c l a s s , if condi t ions 
are met . For example the second a n d the th i rd person d u a l s 
form a n a t u r a l c lass because they have th ree fea tures in 
common, [-1 +dual-plura l ] and differ only in one fea ture , 
therefore , a single feature can be u s e d in the i r r ep re sen t a t i on , 
i .e. [-1]. To make the point clear , we will se lect the converse , 
i.e. p r o n o u n s tha t do not form a n a t u r a l c l a s s on the bas i s of 
s imi lar i ty and differences of fea tures involved. To i l lus t ra te , 
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let us recall the third person plural and the second person 
dual features. 
-II 
-II] 
-dual] 
+plurall 
l-II 
l+II] 
l+dual] 
[-plural] 
S'd per. p lu ra l 2"^ per . dua l 
[-1]- sha red fea ture 
different fea tures 
[-II] 
[+11] 
[-dual] 
[+duall 
[-plural] 
[+plural] 
As it can seen be the two p r o n o u n s have only one sha red 
fea ture b u t they differ in six f ea tu res , for t h a t the cond i t ions 
for forming a n a t u r a l c lass are not met . 
So far, we have res t r ic ted our inves t iga t ion to the c lass 
of p r o n o u n s e i ther de t ached or a t t a c h e d wi thou t ind ica t ing to 
the effects t h a t may be c a u s e d by the p resence of a t t a c h e d 
p r o n o u n s a s suffixes t h a t are added to verbs , n o u n s and 
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prepositions. A more explicit account of this issue is provided 
below: 
6.1.5. Nominative suffixes, i.e. suffixes added to perfect 
forms: 
(i) The discussion that follows is not intended to provide a 
through survey of Arabic verbs, nouns and prepositions -
notwithstanding, we shall highlight the changes that may 
occur in the structure of the base forms (verbs, nouns 
and prepositions) as a result of the at tachment 
phenomenon. 
An examination of the data contained in Table (77) you 
may have noticed, that all the pronouns are realized by some 
phonetic shapes, except the pronoun /huwa/ 'he" which is 
represented in our analysis by a zero morph symbolized <j). 
This is moot point, and a point of difference, as we shall 
see. 
(ii) Starting from Z.S. Harris (1951), Yushmanov (1961) 
passing through McCarthy (1981) up to John T Jensen 
(1983) all these linguists have considered the final 
segment [a] in each past tense form as a suffix by means 
of which /huwa/ is realized, but we don't agree with 
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them. This doesn ' t mean we d i spa rage the i r hypo thes i s , 
b u t we doub t i ts c o r r e c t n e s s . Another connec ted point is 
t ha t , merely cons ider ing [a] q u a /huwa/ leading to take 
[at] as a r ep re sen t a t i on of /hiya/ "she" on which we also 
do not agree, s ince the feminine suffix for the p ronoun 
mean ing "she" is s imply / t / not / a t / . To shed more light 
on the point let u s select a m u c h u s e d example . 
1. kataba 'he wrote' 
2. katabna 'we wrote' 
3 . katabtu 'I wrote' 
4 . katabna 'they (women) wrote' 
(iii) What one can observe in the data is that , the final segment 
vowel /a / a p p e a r s in form (1) b u t d i s a p p e a r s in (2), (3) 
and (4), therefore, may be t h o u g h t of a s it is the phonet ic 
form t h a t r e p r e s e n t s the p r o n o u n "he". Other examples 
t h a t go in favour of the claim t h a t the suffix / -a / m e a n s 
the th i rd person mascu l i ne s ingu la r can be seen in Table 
77 in which the accusa t ive suffixes are p r e s e n t and /-a/ 
is also p resen t , which may be in t e rp re t ed a s the phone t ic 
form by means of which the subjec t of the t rans i t ive verb 
is realized. But th i s is not s t rong evidence to j udge t ha t 
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/-a/ is a suffix meaning "he" because there are other 
examples in which. /a/ appears in the absence of the 
suffixes performing the grammatical function of object 
and the presence of suffixes indicating persons 
performing the grammatical function of subject. For 
example /katabata/ "they two fem. wrote", in this example the 
subject is not "he" but "they dual" which is represented by 
the suffix /-a/, /-t-/ is an infix of gender distinction. 
There is no direct object in our example but -a also 
presents which means that it does not mean "he". Adding 
one more example to the data may clear the view. 
5. katabat "she wrote" 
(iv) Again the vov/el segment /a/ comes up to the surface (i.e. 
the form), but here it is not part of the feminine suffixes 
'hiya' "she" for the suffix of the feminine pronoun is-t. An 
objection may be raised against our analysis by the 
insistence in regarding /-at/ as the suffix that represents 
the feminine pronoun. In this case the case can be 
determined syntactically as follows: 
5_a kataba ?alwaladu ?aldarsa 
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wrote the boy lesson 
the boy wrote the lesson 
6.b 
7.a 
7.b 
8.a 
8.b 
katabal 
kataba 
katabal 
kataba 
katabal 
waladud 
?alwaladan 
waladanid 
?alawladu 
?awladud 
darsa 
aldarsa 
darsa 
aldarsa 
darsa 
(v) First we will take the assumption that each of the above 
sentences has two representations: 
(6.a), (7.a) and (8.a) are examples of the underlying 
s t ructures that each of the sentences has . (6.b), (7.b) and (S.b) 
are the derived or the surface s tructure that each sentence 
takes at the pronunciation level. Comparing the two 
s t ruc tures , several changes can be picked out as follows: 
1. The definite article /al/ in the second word loses its 
/?a/ as it units in pronunciation with the final syllable 
of t h e ve rb / k a t a b a / . 
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2. The 'definite article /al/ in the third word undergoes 
assimilation process. Its /I/ assimilates to /d/ , since it 
is immediately followed by a word that initially has /d/ . 
3. What is important to us here is that, in (6.a) the 
subject is indicated by the common singular noun 
/?alawladu/, and the verb has the ending -a. In (7.a) 
and (8.a) the subject is indicated by the dual common 
no-an \?^awa\adanl, and the common btoken p\-aTa\ no-an 
[[?alawadl nevertheless, tHe verb has the same ending 
-a, which means that , -a does not mean "he" as 
McCarthy puts it, but a verb marker. Regardless of the 
number of the subject (singular, dual, plural, when 
sentences are ordered normally, that is VSO), the verb 
is always singular and has the marker -a/ . 
(vi) Additional evidence can be seen in the data below. 
8. daea "he called" 
9 . eawa "it howl (dog or wolf 
10 . rama "he threw" 
1 1 . saqa "he watered" (s.o.or. s. th) 
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1 2 . kawa "he t r ea ted (s.o) wi th a cau te ry (or to p r e s s or 
i ron). . 
We will notice that each of the examples in the data has 
finally /-a/, but in these examples this -a is not the same as 
the final -a in [kataba]. They are materially and functionally 
different. Anyhow, when we say [rama], [kawa] etc. we still 
mean "he threw", "he ironed" which also asserts our analysis 
that [huwa] "he" is realized by a zero allomorph. 
6.1.6. A basic question arises: 
Where is the declensional marker in these third person 
perfect forms? 
In order to answer this question let us use the following 
four examples. 
root phonological form phonetic form 
qwl —». / q a w a l a / —• [qala] 
bye —>• / b a y a e a / —> [baea] 
rmy —>• / r a m a y a / —> [rama] 
3ry —^  / a a r a y a / —> [sara] 
shw —> / s a h a w a / —^  [saha] 
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Remember that in Chapter III we claimed that these are 
weak verbs because they are coming form weak roots that 
having one of the semi-vowels /w/, or /y/ either medially or 
finally as clearly seen in the phonological forms. In the 
phonetic forms these semi-vowels, disappear from the scene, 
in consequence of which the vowels /-a-a/ surrounding these 
semi vowels, are merged and forming one sound i.e. /a / . When 
any one of the semi-vowels occupies the medial position in a 
word it does cause problem for the declensional marker and 
the form is overtly marked by /-a/ either in the phonological or 
the phonetic form. Thus, /qawala/^(qala], /bayaea/—*(baea]. 
When /w/ or /y/ occupies the final position, the declensional 
marker appears only in the phonological form. Thus /ramaya/ 
—> [rama] /aaraya/ —> [sara]. 
This means that the semi-vowels get deleted which cause 
the moving of the final /-a/ towards the preceding /a/ and 
forming the long /a/ as it is clearly seen in the phonetic forms. 
To sum up. We can say that , t r i-consonantal weak roots 
which have finally /w/ or /y/ produce weak verbs in which the 
declensional marker /a/ merges with the preceding /a/ and 
forming /a / . 
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6 . 1 . 7 . Possess ive suffixes (i.e.) suffixes a t t a c h e d to n o u n s to 
expres s possess ion . 
(i) As we said previously, suffixes which are a t t a c h e d to the 
th i rd person mascu l ine s ingular p a s t t ense forms to 
express a t t a ched p r o n o u n s in the accusa t ive case are the 
same as those which a t t a ched to n o u n s and p repos i t ions 
to expres s genitive case , with a single except ion of the 
first pe r son s ingu la r suffix which is -ni in the accusa t ive 
b u t only. -I , in the genitive case . To p u t the poin t on the 
spot l ight let u s br ing samples of d a t a u n d e r eyes . 
'book' kitab na our' huma 'their dual. kum 'you pi." 
house bayt hunna 'their fern' hum 'they masc ' hu 'his' 
sword sayf kunna 'your. fem. pi.' ki 'your fem. sign' ha 'her' 
lesson dars kum 'you masc. pi. kuma 'your dual' ka 'your masc. 
sing' 
Stick easa eas.na 'our stick' eas.ahum 'their stick' 
eas^aha 'her stick', eas^aka 'your stick 'masc ' 
eas^aki 'your stick 'fem.' 
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The above diagram should be read as follows: 
Any one of the nouns on the left hand can be attached 
with any one of the suffixes on the right hand. The arrow with 
double heads (l) indicates that the suffixes can replace each 
other. 
(ii) Most importantly, is the intervening /a/ which comes on 
the border between the nouns and the suffixes. Thus, 
[katabana], [baytana], [sayfana] and [darsana]. But disappear 
in [Ea§ana]. The data exhibit that , if a noun ends in a 
consonant and a suffix begins with a consonant an 
intervening vowel segment comes in between to make the 
form confirms with the phonological system of the 
language. This intervening vowel segment builds up a 
bridge between the bases and the suffixes added to them. 
In case of nouns that end in vowels, the intervening vowel 
segment is dropped because the final vowel in nouns that 
have it plays the same connective role. 
(iii) The above-mentioned rule implies that if a suffix started 
with a vowel, or it self consists of a single vowel, the 
intervening morph is dropped even if a noun ends in a 
consonant. 
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[kitabi] my book 
[sayfi] my sword 
[bayti] my house 
[darsi] my lesson 
(iv) Finally, nouns that end in /h / , this /h/ changes into /t/ 
with all suffixes "an umbrella" [madallah]---[madallati], "my 
umbrella" [madallatana] "our umbrella". 
6.1.8. Prepositional suffixes: 
(i) A term like "prepositional suffixes" seems to be 
strange and hard to be understood. But what 
seems strange in one language is familiar to the 
speakers of languages that have it. Arabic is an 
example of languages that has some types of 
suffixes, which are suffixed to prepositions to 
denote the so-called attached pronouns in the 
genitive case. Such prepositions are [li] "to" [fi] "in" 
[eala] "upon" [?ila] "to" [min]"from" [ean] [[end] etc. We 
will assume that these prepositions appear in two 
forms: Full and non-full forms. When a preposition 
is given in isolation for the sake of learning or doing 
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linguistic analysis or in some other cases, which are 
controlled by the nature of the noun immediately 
followed, the preposition appears in its full form. 
When suffixes are added the choice between full and 
non-full forms is determined by the nature of these 
suffixes. 
(ii) Arabic lacks a verb corresponding with the English 
"to have" to indicate possession. Instead it has four 
ways in realizing possession as follows: 
a. The possessors in the shape of possessive 
markers are attached to certain prepositions, 
thus , /li/ 'to me', /lana/ 'to us ' . 
b. The possessors in the shape of possessive 
markers are attached to the possessum (i.e. 
'things possessed), thus /bayti/ 'my house' , 
/baytana/ 'our house' . 
c. By means of the ownership words /cSu/, /5a/, 
and /6i/ as in /6u mal/ 'with wealth or 'he has 
wealth'. 
d. ?idafah construction e.g. /baytul wazir/ 'the 
minister's house ' or the house of the minister. 
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Of the four ways two need some more comments. 
1. Preposition and possessive markers in the 
genitive case. 
Prepositions like /li/, /eind/, /maea/, etc. are serving as 
holders of the idea of ownership when followed 
immediately by possessive markers. If someone, for 
instance, asks a question like/liman hadal kitab/. "For whom 
this book is" and some one else answers [li] then this [li] 
conveys the meaning "to me", "my book" or "mine". The same 
applies to [eind] where a sentence like/eindi bayt/ is 
interpreted as "I have a house" but this is not always the 
case, since a preposition like /eind/ when freely used i.e. 
free from attachment, it conveys a different sense from 
that of possession. For example, if we say/eand al babi 
sayyaratun/, it means "there is a car at the door" or "a car near 
the door". These two similar senses indicate that the idea 
of possession is absent. Data and analysis below will give 
more details: 
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(1) 
/ l i / "to" 
lana] "to us" 
lahunna] "to them (women)" 
lahum] "to them (men)" 
lahu] "to him" 
laha] "to her" 
laka] "to you" masc. 
laki] "to you" fem. 
lakuma] "t6 you two" 
lakum] "to you" plural masc. 
lakunna] "to you"plural fem. 
li] "to me" 
eand/] "with us" 
eindahunna] "with them (women)" 
eindahum] - "with them (men)" 
eindahu] "with him" 
eindahal "with her" 
eindaka] "with you" masc. 
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(11) 
(III) 
[eindaki] "with you" fern, 
[e indakuma] "with you" dua l 
[eindakum] "with you" p lu r a l masc . 
[e indakunna] "with you" p lu ra l fern. 
[fl] "in 
[fina] "in us" 
[flhi] "in him" 
[flhim] "in them (men)" 
[fihinna] "in them (women)" 
[fika] "in you m as c . 
[fiki] "in you fem. 
[flkuma] "in you two" 
[fikum] "in you p lu ra l mase . " 
[fikunna] "in you p lu ra l fem." 
[fi] / [fiya] 
[eala] "upon" 
[ealayna] "upon us" 
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[ealayhinna] (upon them (women" 
[ealayhim]' "upon them (men)" 
[ealayka] "upon you" 
[ealayki] "upon you" 
(ealaykuma) "upon you two" 
[ealaykum] "upon you plural masc." 
[ealaykunna] "upon you plural fem." 
[ealayl or "upon me" 
[ealayya] 
/min / "from" 
[minni] "from me 
"[minhunna] "from them"(fem.) 
[minka] "from you" 
(minkij "from you"(fem.) 
[minhu] "from him" 
[minha] "from her" 
a. The vowel / i / of t h e p r e p o s i t i o n / l i / is c o n v e r t e d i n t o / a / 
w i t h all t h e su f f ixes e x c e p t t h e f i r s t p e r s o n s i n g u l a r 
suff ixed p r o n o u n in t h e p o s s e s s i v e c a s e in w h i c h i t s 
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presence c a u s e s delet ion of the vowel of the prepos i t ion 
and occupies its place. 
Rules can be s t a t e d as fol lows: 
i •(!)/ > i 
To make the rule eas ie r to read , the following 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n is given below: 
The vowel / i / in the p repos i t ion / l i / is d ropped when the 
suffix-i mean ing [+I-II-dual-plural]p OSS. is p r e s e n t 
b .The prepos i t ion /fi/ a p p e a r s in i ts full form with all the 
suffixes, with tak ing into a c c o u n t t h a t the th i rd person 
s ingu la r mascu l ine and the th i rd p e r s o n p lura l suffixes, 
u n d e r g o ass imi la t ion p rocess , more accu ra t e ly progress ive 
a s s imi l a t ion p rocess . How? If one looks a t the c lass of th i rd 
p e r s o n suffixed p r o n o u n s especial ly in • the accusa t ive and 
possess ive cases you will find t h a t they a re r ep re sen t ed by the 
phone t i c forms [hu], [huma], and [hunna]. What these phone t ic 
forms s h a r e in common are the s o u n d s [h] and [u]. Therefore, 
when the prepos i t ion [fi] is p r e s e n t the vowel [u] in the suffixes 
a s s i m i l a t e s to [i] which is the vowel of the propos i t ion and 
becomes [i], s ince the fricative [h] t h a t comes in be tween i.e. 
be tween the vowel of the prepos i t ion a n d the vowel of the 
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suffixes is not able to prevent the assimilation process to 
apply. 
The class of second person attached pronouns, is also 
represented by suffixes characterized as having the short 
back vowel /u / . Thus -kuma,-kum, and -kunna, but the 
vowel [u] in these suffixes does not undergo the same 
assimilation rule through which the third person i.e. -hu, 
huma, and -hunna undergo. There is only one apparent 
reason for this: The suffixes -kuma, -kum, and-kunna, have 
initially the consonant /k/ which is stop. Therefore, it 
blocks the phonological rule of progressive assimilation 
to apply. 
c. The final /a/ in /eala/ is converted into /ay/ with all 
suffixes. 
Finally the propositions /min/ and /ean/ appear in their full 
forms with all suffixes. The only observation that deserves 
mention here is that: when the first person singular suffix 
is present the final nasal consonant/n/ in the prepositions 
/can/ and /min/ gets gemination. Thus /eanni/, /manni/. One 
may have noticed that the phonological rule of assimilation 
is blocked, and the short back vowel /u/ in -hunna/, -hum, -
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kuma, -kum and -kunna does not change into / i / . Thus 
/ m i n h u n n a / , /minkuma/ , /minkum/ a n d / m i n k u n n a / . The r e a s o n 
is that the preposition /min/ has already the final /n/ whose 
production requires complete closure in the oral cavity, 
therefore, the assimilation rule is blocked. 
2. ?idafah construction: 
?id.afah construction - sometimes referred to annexation -
is that in which two grammatical consti tuents are collected 
together, being able to convey the idea of possession without 
the presence of any of the possessive markers. The most 
prominent case of the ?idafah construction is the one in which 
the possessor and possessum are collected together, thus , 
/baytul wazir/ 'the minister 's house or the house of minister'. 
The ?id.afah construction /baytul wazir/consists of two 
nouns /bayt/ 'house' is the thing possessed and /wazir/ 
'minister ' is the possessor. In between is the definite article 
/ I / , whereas /-u/ that follows immediately the noun /bayt/ is a 
nominative marker. 
?idafah construction corresponds in many respects to 
compounding in English. In ?idafah construction two nouns or 
an adjective followed with a noun or even two adjectives are 
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brought together in such a manner that one governs the other. 
The most productive case of ?idafah construction in which 
compounding is manifested is the Arabic proper nouns 
consisting of two parts. Examples are below: 
Abdurrahman 'slave of the merciful = slave of God. 
Mohammed ul ?amin. 'Mohammed the honest ' . 
The second case of ?idafah construction is noun + noun, 
thus : 
hadlqatul hay wanat ' t h e a n i m a l s ' ZOO' 
ra?isul wuzara? 'head of the ministers = 'the Prime Minister'. 
The third case is adjective + noun, thus : 
hasanul ?axlaq ' with good morals = 'good character ' 
aamilu wash 'with a beautiful face'. 
The fourth case is adjective + adjective. Thus: 
?arrahmanurrahim 'the beneficent' the merciful 'two of the 
qualities of God'. 
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CHAPTER VII 
7.0 THE STRUCTURE OF VERB FORMS 
Although Arabic is rich in its derivation system, it is poor 
in tenses . Arabic verbs are conjugated in only two tenses: the 
one expressing a finished action (the perfect); the other 
expressing an unfinished action, one that is jus t commencing 
or in progress (the imperfect). However, what is of interest to 
us is to study the structure of Arabic verbs, which has been 
taken up in this Chapter. For that consider the data below: 
TABLE: 78 3'^ person mascular (singular) 
First 
binyan 
Second 
binyan 
Third 
binyan 
Fourth 
binyan 
Eighth 
binyan 
Tenth 
binyan 
to 
remember 
to remind 
to study 
to bear 
remind 
to recall 
to recall, 
remember 
Perfect 
/6akara / 
/Sakkar/ 
/dakara / 
/ tadakkara / 
/? i t5akkara/ 
[?i36akkara] 
/? is ta6kara/ 
Indicative 
/yadkuru/ 
/yuSakkiru/ 
/yuSakir/ 
/ya tadakkar / 
[yad6akaru] 
/yas tadkiru/ 
Subjunctive 
/yadkura / 
/yudakkira / 
/yudakira / 
/ya tadakkara / 
[yaddakara] 
/yas tadkira / 
Jussive 
/yadkur/ 
/yudakkir/ 
/yudakir/ 
/yataSakkar/ 
[ya66akar] 
/yasta6kir / 
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3<^ ^ person feminine (singular) 
TABLE: 79 
/dakara t / 
/Sakkara t / 
/6akara ta / 
/ taSakkara t / 
/ t adakara t / 
{?i66akkarat] 
/ ? i s ta6kara t / 
/ taSkuru/ 
/ tuSakkiru/ 
/ tuSakirau/ 
/ ta tadakkaru/ 
/ t a tadakaru / 
[taddakkaru] 
/ tas tadki ru / 
/ t adkura / 
/ tudakkira / 
/ tudakira/ 
/ ta tadakkara / 
/ t a tadakara / 
[taddakkara] 
/ tas tadki ra / 
/ t adkur / 
/ tudakkir / 
/ tudaki r / 
/ t a tadakkar / 
/ t a t adakar / 
[taddakkar] 
/ t as tadki r / 
TABLE: 80 
S^ d^ person mascul ine (dual) 
/dakara / 
/dakkara / 
/dakara / 
/ t adakkara / 
/ t adakara / 
[?iddakkara] 
/? i s tadkara / 
/yadkuran/ 
/yuddakkiran/ 
/yudakiran/ 
/yatadakkaran/ 
/ya tadakaran/ 
[yaddakkaran] 
/yastadkiran/ 
/yadkura/ 
/yuddakkira/ 
/yudakira/ 
/yatadakkara/ 
/yatadakara/ 
[yaddakkara] 
/yastadkira/ 
/yadkura / 
/yuddakkira/ 
/yudakira / 
/ya tadakkara / 
/ya tadakara / 
[yaddakkara] 
/yas tadkira / 
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3'^ person femin ine (dual) 
TABLE: 81 
/dakara ta / 
/Sakkara ta / 
/dakara ta / 
/ t aSakkara ta / 
/ t adakara ta / 
[?ia6akkarata] 
/? i s ta6kar ta / 
/ t aSkuran / 
/ tuSakkiran/ 
/ tu6ak i ran / 
/ ta taSakkaran/ 
/ t a t a6akaran / 
[taddakkaran] 
/ t as tadki ran / 
/ t aSkura / 
/ tudakkira / 
/ tuSakirSa/ 
/ t a tadakkara / 
/ tataciakara/ 
[taddakkara] 
/ tas tadki ra / 
/ t adkura / 
/ tudakikira / 
/ tu6akir6a/ 
/ t a tadakkara / 
/ t a tadakara / 
[taddakkara] 
/ tas tadki ra / 
S'^ i person mascu l ine (plural) 
TABLE: 82 
/ daka ru / 
/dakkaru / 
/ daka ru / 
/ t adakkaru / 
/ t adaka ru / 
[?iddakkaru] 
/? i s tadkaru / 
/yadkurun/ 
/yudakkirun/ 
/yudaki run/ 
/ya tadakkarun/ 
/ya tadakaru/ 
[yaddakkarun] 
/yas tadkirun/ 
/yadkuru/ 
/yudakkiru/ 
/yudakiru/ 
/yatadakkaru/ 
/ya tadakaru/ 
[yaddakaru] 
/yas tadkiru/ 
/yadkuru/ 
/yudakkiru/ 
/yudakiru/ 
/ya tadakkaru/ 
/ya tadakaru / 
[yaddakaru] 
/yas tadkiru/ 
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3^^ person feminine (plural) 
TABLE: 83 
/Sakarna / 
/Sakkarna / 
/ daka rna / 
/ t aSakkarna / 
/ taf lakarna/ 
[?id3akkarna] 
/Pis tadkarna/ 
/yadkurna/ 
/yudakkirna/ 
/yuSakirna/ 
/yatadakkarna/ 
/ya tadakarna/ 
[yaSdakkarna] 
/yastaSkirna/ 
/yaSkurna/ 
/yuSakkirna/ 
/yudakirna/ 
/ya tadakkarna / 
/ya tadakarna / 
[ya66akkarna] 
/yas tadki rna / 
/yadkurna/ 
/yuSakkirna/ 
/yudakirna/ 
/yatadakkarna/ 
/ya tadakarna/ 
[addakkarna] 
/yastadkirna/ 
2nd person mascu l ine (s ingular) 
TABLE: 84 
/ daka r t a / 
/dakkar ta / 
/ daka r t a / 
/ t adakkar t a / 
/ t adaka r t a / 
[?iddakkarta] 
/ ? i s tadkar ta / 
/ t adkuru / 
/ tudakkiru/ 
/ tudaki ru / 
/ t a tadakkaru / 
/ t a tadakaru / 
[taddakkaru] 
/ tas tadki ru / 
/ t adkura / 
/ tudakki ra / 
/ tudak i ra / 
/ t a tadakkara / 
/ t a t adakara / 
[taddakkara] 
/ t as tadki ra / 
/ t adkur / 
/ tudakkir / 
/ tudakir / 
/ t a tadakkar / 
/ t a tadakar / 
[taddakkar] 
/ tas tadkir / 
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2^^ person feminine (singular) 
TABLE: 85 
/dakar t i / 
/dakkar t i / 
/ daka r t i / 
/ t aSakkar t i / 
/ t a6akar t i / 
[?idaakkarti] 
/ ? i s tadkar t i / 
/ tadkur in/ 
/ tudakkir ln/ 
/ tuSakarIn/ 
/ ta taSakkarIn/ 
/ ta taSakarIn/ 
[taSdakkarIn] 
/ tas tadkir in/ 
/ t aSkur i / 
/ tudakkiri / 
/ tu6aki r i / 
/ t a tadakkar i / 
/ t a t adakar i / 
[taddakkari] 
/ tas tadki r i / 
/ taSkur i / 
/ tudakkir i / 
/ tudaki r i / 
/ t a tadakkar i / 
/ t a tadakar i / 
[taddakkari] 
/ tas tadki r i / 
TABLE: 86 
2nd person (common dual) 
/ daka r tuma / 
/dakkar tuma/ 
/ daka r tuma / 
/ t adakkar tuma/ 
/ t adaka r tuma / 
[?iddakkartuma] 
/? i s tadkar tuma/ 
/ t adkuran / 
/ tudakkiran/ 
/ tudakiran/ 
/ ta tadakkaran/ 
/ t a tadakaran / 
[taddakkaran] 
/ tas tadki ran/ 
/ t adkura / 
/ tudakki ra / 
/ tudak i ra / 
/ t a t adakkara / 
/ t a tadakara / 
[taddakkara] 
/ t as tadki ra / 
/ t adkura / 
/ tudakki ra / 
/ tudaki ra / 
/ t a tadakkara / 
/ t a tadakar / 
[taddakkara] 
/ t as tadki ra / 
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2nd person mascu l ine (Plural) 
TABLE: 87 
/ daka r tum/ 
/5akka r tum/ 
/ daka r tum/ 
/ t aSakkar tum/ 
/ t adaka r tum/ 
[?i63akkartum] 
/ ? i s t a6kar tum/ 
/ tadkurun/ 
/ tu6akkirun/ 
/tuflakirun/ 
/ tataSakkarun/ 
/ t a tadakarun/ 
[taddakkarun] 
/ tas tadki run/ 
/ t adkuru / 
/ tudakkir t i / 
/ tudaki ru / 
/ t a t adakkaru / 
/ t a t adaka ru / 
[tacSdakkartl] 
/ t a s tadk i ru / 
/ t a aku ru / 
/ tuSakkiru/ 
/ tuSaki ru / 
/ t a t adakkaru / 
/ t a t adakaru / 
[taddakkaru] 
/ t as tadk i ru / 
2nd person femin ine (Plural) 
TABLE: 88 
/ d a k a r t u n n a / 
/ dakkar tunna / 
/ d a k a r t u n n a / 
/ t adakka r tunna / 
/ t adaka r tunna / 
[?iddakkartunna] 
/ ? i s t adkar tunna / 
/ t adkurna / 
/ tudakkirna/ 
/ tudakirna/ 
/ ta tadakkarna/ 
/ ta tadakarna / 
[taddakkarna] 
/ tas tadkirna/ 
/ t adkurna / 
/ tudakki rna / 
/ tudak i rna / 
/ t a tadakkarna / 
/ t a t adakarna / 
[taddakkarna] 
/ t as tadki rna / 
/ t adkurna / 
/ tudakki rna / 
/ tudak i rna / 
/ t a t adakkarna / 
/ a t adakarna / 
[taddakkarna] 
/ t as tadki rna / 
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1st person s ingular (Common) 
TABLE; 89 
/Sakar tu / 
/dakkar tu / 
/Sakar tu / 
/ t aSakkar tu / 
/ t aSakar tu / 
[?id3akkartu] 
/ ? i s ta5kar tu / 
/Padkuru/ 
/Pudakkiru/ 
/?udakiru/ 
/?a ta5akkaru/ 
/Patadakaru/ 
[Paddakkaru] 
/Pastadkiru 
/Padkura/ 
/Pudakkira/ 
/Pudakira/ 
/Patadakkara/ 
/Patadakara/ 
[Paddakkara] 
/Pastadkira/ 
/Padkur/ 
/Puda kkir/ 
/Pudakir/ 
/Patadakkar/ 
/Patadakar/ 
[Paddakkar] 
/Pastadkir/ 
TABLE: 90 
1st person plural (common) 
/ daka rna / 
/dakkarna / 
/daka rna / 
/ t adakkarna / 
/ t adaka rna / 
[Piddakkarna] 
/Pis tadkarna/ 
/nadkuru / 
/nudakkiru/ 
/nudaki ru / 
/ a tadakkaru / 
/na tadakaru / 
[naddakkaru] 
/nas tadki ru / 
/ nadkura / 
/nudakki ra / 
/nudaki ra / 
/na tadakkara / 
/na tadakara / 
[naddakkara] 
/nas tadki ra / 
/nadkur / 
/nudakkir / 
/nudaki r / 
/na tadakkar / 
/na tadakar / 
[naddakkar] 
/nas tadki r / 
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TABLE: 91 
1st 
bin . 
2nd 
bin . 
y th 
bin . 
g t h 
bin . 
to break 
to break 
in to pieces 
to get 
b roken 
to be 
broken 
/ k a s a r a / 
/ k a s s r a / 
/ ? i n k a s a r a / 
/ P i k t a s a r a / 
/ y a k s i r u / 
/ y u k s s i r u / 
/ y a n k a s i r u / 
/ y a k t a s i r u / 
/ y a k s i r a / 
/ y u k a s s i r a / 
/ y a n k a s i r a / 
/ y a k t a s i r a / 
/ y a k s i r / 
/ y u k a s s i r / 
/ y a n k a s i r / 
/ y a k t a s i r / 
TABLE: 92 
l^t b in . 
2"'! b in . 
Sfd. bin . 
4th bin . 
5th b in . 
6th bin . 
to en te r 
to make or 
let en ter 
to come over 
S.O., s. th . 
to inse r t 
to interfere 
to in ter lock 
/ d a x a l a / 
/ d a x x a l a / 
/ d a x a l a / 
/ ? a d x a l a / 
/ t a d a x x a l a / 
/ t a d a x a l a / 
/ y a d x u l u / 
/ y u d a x x i l u / 
/ y u d a x i l u / 
/ y u d x i l u / 
/ y a t a d a x x a l a / 
/ y a t a d a x a l u / 
/ y a d x u l a / 
/ y u d a x x i l a / 
/ y u d a x i l a / 
/ y u d x i l a / 
/ y a t a d a x x a l a / 
/ y a t a d a x x a l a / 
/ y a d x u l / 
/ y a d d a x i l / 
/ y u d a x i l / 
/ y u d x i l / 
/ y a t a d a x x a l / 
/ y a t a d a x x a l / 
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TABLE: 93 
1st bin . 
2"d b in . 
a-^ d. b in . 
4th b in . 
5th b in . 
10th b in . 
to a t t e n d 
to p repa re 
to give 
l ec tu re 
to br ing 
to be 
civilized 
to call to 
mind 
/ h a d a r a / 
/ h a d d a r a / 
/ h a d a r a / 
/ ? a h d a r a / 
/ tahad dara / 
/? is tahdara/ 
/ y a h a d u r u / 
/ y u h a d d i r u / 
/ y u h a d i r u / 
/ y u h d i r u / 
/yatahad d a r u / 
/ y a s t a h d i r u / 
/ y a h d u r a / 
/ y u h a d i r a / 
/ y u h a d i r a / 
/ y u h d i r a / 
/yatahad da ra / 
/ y a s t a h d i r a / 
/ y a h d u r / 
/ y a h a d i r / 
/ y a h a d i r / 
/ y u h d i r / 
/yatahad d a r / 
/ y a s t a h d i r / 
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TABLE: 94 
1st bin. 
2"'' bin. 
S d^. bin. 
5 * bin. 
6* bin. 
8^ bin. 
to be near 
to cause to be near 
to get close 
to get near s. o. or 
s. th. 
to be near each 
other 
to approach, 
advance 
/qaraba/ 
(intr.) 
/qarraba/ 
(trans) 
/qaraba/ 
/taqarrba/ 
/ taqaraba/ 
/Piqtaraba/ 
/yaqruba/ 
/yuqarribu/ 
/joiqaribu/ 
/yataqarrabu/ 
/yataqarabu/ 
/yaqtaribu/ 
/yaqruba/ 
/yuqarriba/ 
/yuqariba/ 
/yataqarraba/ 
/yataqaraba/ 
/yaqtariba/ 
/yuqrub/ 
/yuqarrib/ 
/yuqarib/ 
/yataqarrab/ 
/yataqarab/ 
/yaqtarib/ 
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TABLE: 9 5 
pt bin. 
2"^ bin. 
Si-d. b in . 
5* bin. 
7* bin. 
10* bin. 
to help 
to convert to 
Christianity 
to help, support 
to be Christian 
to gain a victory 
to ask for 
assistance 
/nasafa / 
/nas sara/ 
/nasara / 
/ tanas sara/ 
/?intasara/ 
/?istansara/ 
/yansuru / 
/yunas siru/ 
/yunasiru/ 
/yatanas saru/ 
/yantasiru/ 
/yastansiru/ 
/yansura / 
/yunas sira/ 
/yunas ira/ 
/yatana s s ara/ 
/yantasira/ 
/yastansira/ 
/yansur / 
/yunas sir/ 
/yunas ir/ 
/yatanas sar/ 
/yantasir/ 
/yatsan s ir/ 
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TABLE: 96 
1st bin. 
2"d bin. 
Si-d b in . 
41^ bin. 
5 * bin. 
6th bin. 
10 bin. 
to know 
to teach 
to pass 
information 
to let know, 
inform 
to learn 
to inform 
to inquire 
/ealima/ 
/eallama/ 
/ealama/ 
/ ?a£lama/ 
/taellama/ 
/taealama/ 
/Pisatelama/ 
/yaelamu/ 
/yueallimu/ 
/yuealimu/ 
/yaelimu/ 
/yataeallamu/ 
/yataealamu/ 
/yastaelimu/ 
/yaelama/ 
/yaeallima/ 
/yaealima/ 
/yaelima/ 
/yataeallama/ 
/yataealama/ 
/yastaelima/ 
/yaelam/ 
/yaeallim/ 
/yuealim/ 
/yaelim/ 
/yataeallam/ 
/yataealam/ 
/yastaelim/ 
7 . 1 . 1 . The data exhibit that there are certain prefixes added to 
the perfect forms to make imperfect. They are as 
follows: 
(i) ? followed by (a or u), thus /?a-/, /?u-/ which appear 
throughout the first person singular (common) of the 
imperfect. 
(ii) n followed by (a or u), thus /na-/, /nu-/ which appear 
throughout the first person plural (common) of the 
imperfect. 
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(iii) t followed by (a or u), t h u s , lt&-l, / tu- / which a p p e a r 
t h r o u g h o u t : 
- All the second person c lass for bo th genders and 
n u m b e r s (i.e. s ingular , p lu ra l , dual) 
- The third person s ingular (Fern.) and dua l for both 
genders . 
(iv) y followed by (a oru), t h u s , /ya-/ , /yu-/ which appea r 
t h r o u g h o u t the th i rd person c lass except those which are 
inc luded in (iii). 
The choice between these prefixes in not a rb i t r a ry , bu t 
g rammat ica l ly condi t ioned since it is de te rmined by the b inyan 
to which the verb belongs. Thus : 
a) We select /?u-/ , /nu- / , / tu-/ and /yu-/ in the second, 
th i rd , fourth, and n in th b inyan . These prefixes are 
also used with cer ta in verbs in the first b inyan to 
give the meaning 'cause to They are also used 
with all b inyans in pass ive c o n s t r u c t i o n s a s we will 
see later on. 
b) /?a- / , /na-/ , / ta-/ and /ya- /are selected e lsewhere . 
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c) When the forms identifying a morpheme vary, 
normally we talk of an alternation between them; in 
Arabic, therefore, there is an alternation between the 
prefixes of the present tense morpheme, namely, /?a-, 
?u-/, /ta-, tu-/, /na-, nu-/ and /ya- yu-/. This 
alternation is grammatically governed. Therefore, the 
prefixes mentioned above are different shapes of the 
same morpheme, more accurately they are allomorphs 
of the same morpheme i.e. the present tense 
morpheme. 
(v) The terminations /-a/ and /-u/ which, appear in the 
perfect and imperfect form are declensional markers . 
(vi) What remains is to look at the root itself since Arabic 
verbs are structured round roots consisting of 
consonants. 
(vii) Earlier in chapter 111 we saw that there are six vowel 
pat terns in the perfect forms, they are /-a-a-/, /-a-i-/ 
and /-a-u-/, /-a-/, /-a-/ and /-a-a-/. In the imperfect 
forms of the first binyan there is a single vowel in 
each tri-consonantal root. It may be /-a/, /- i / or /-u/. 
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A little more careful look at these vowel pat terns reveal 
that the variation of vowels takes place after the second root 
consonant and the same three vowels (i.e. /a/ , / i / , /u/) recur 
either in the perfect and the imperfect. 
There is no apparent reason for this variation in the 
vowel of the second root consonant in the first binyan forms 
and it is arbitrary fact that the verb forms happen to have this 
variation of vowels in the medial position. 
7.1.2. 2"'' to 6*'^  binyan 
2^'^ b inyan 
5th b inyan 
S^ d b inyan 
6th b inyan 
Perfect 
/6akkara / 
/ taSakkara / 
/Sakara / 
/ taSakara / 
Imperfect 
/yudakkiru/ 
/yatadSakkaru/ 
/yuSakiru/ 
/yataSakaru/ 
(i) If we look at the above perfect binyans we will notice 
that the prefix /ta-/ applies twice, it is present in the 
5th and 6th binyans. Therefore, these prefixed binyan 
take the prefixes /ya-/, /ta-/, /na-/ and /?a-/ in the 
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imperfect forms, whereas the un-prefixed perfect 
binyans (i.e. the 2^^ and 3^^^ binyans) take the prefixes 
/yu-/, /tu-/, /nu-/ and /?u-/ in the imperfect. 
In addition, the vowel of the second root consonant in 
the second and third imperfect forms is always /-i-/ 
whereas /-a-/ takes place in the fourth and fifth 
binyans. 
7.1.3. The binyans 4 t \ 7*" to 10^^ 
4th b inyan : 
yth b inyan: 
8th b inyan: 
9th b inyan 
IQth b inyan 
Perfect 
/ ? a d r a b a / 
/ ? inkasa ra / 
/Pis tamaea/ 
/ ? ihmar ra / 
/? is taxra3a/ 
Imperfect 
/ y a d r i b u / 
/yankas i ru / 
/yastamieu/ 
/yahmar ru / 
/yastaxr isu/ 
(i) The above binyans are grouped together on the basis 
of structure similarity as they all have initially the 
glottal stop followed by either /a/ or / i / , thus / ?a / , /?i/ 
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which are replaced in the imperfect by the prefixes /ya-
/, / t a - / , /na-/ and /.?a-/. 
b . With the exception of the 9^^ b inyan in which the vowel 
/ a / of the second root c o n s o n a n t is u n c h a n g e a b l e , in all 
o the r ca ses it is changed into / i / in the imperfect . 
7.1.4. Morphophonemics 
Morphophonemics refers to the c h a n g e s in the shape of 
m o r p h e m e s in different phonological e n v i r o n m e n t s . Some such 
c h a n g e s occur in purely phonological env i ronmen t . This is 
ev iden t from the d a t a below. 
Group (a) 
1. eabada 'he worshiped' 
2. eabadna 'we worshiped' 
3 . eabadat 'she worshiped' 
4 . eabadu 'they worshiped' 
But 
5.a eabattu 'I v/orshiped' 
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Group (b) 
1. samietu 'I heard' 
2 . kasartu 'I broke' 
3 . katabtu 'I wrote' 
4 . darabtu 'I hit ' 
Bu t 
5.b r a b a t t u 'I tied' (see 5a for compar ison) 
Group (c) 
1. ?indafaea 
But 
2 . ?imfataha 
3 . Pimbahara 
Group (d) 
1. Pistamaea 
2 . ?imtahana 
3 . Piqtaraba 
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But 
4. ?istanaea 
5. ?idtaraba 
What one can observe is that: 
i. In group (a) words the root appears in more than one 
phonetic form, thus ebd and ebt, more accurately, it is the 
final root consonant which varies between (d and t) 
ii. In group (b) words we need only to compare (5a) with 
(5b), which reveal that the suffix meaning V appears in 
two different shapes, thus (-tu and -tu). 
iii. In group (c) words the prefix appears in two different 
shapes, thus (?in- and ?im). 
iv. In group (d) words it is the infix, which is inserted after 
the first root consonant that appears in two different 
shapes, thus (t and t). 
In order to account for these variations, we have to take 
the assumption that there is an underlying form for each case, 
which is the basic phonological form, and there is something 
in the phonetic context, which causes these al ternates, and we 
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want to find it. An ana lys i s of da t a reveals t h a t the under ly ing 
forms are as follows: 
a. /eabada/ which means t h a t the root in the 
under ly ing s t r u c t u r e is ebd. 
b . The phonological form of the suffix mean ing 'I ' is 
/ tu - / , t h i s can be clearly seen in /samaetul/, i heard' 
/darab tu / 'I h i t ' katabtu 'I wrote' 
c. The phonological form of the prefix in g roup (c) is 
/? in- / . 
d. And finally /-t-/ is the under ly ing shape of the infix 
in g roup (d). 
The phonological r e semblance which a p p e a r s in [eabttu], 
[ rabat tu] , [?imfataha], [?imbahara] and [?istanaea], [?Idtaraba] is 
due to a s s imi l a t ion . Thus 
a.l /eabada/ —> [eabttu] 
d becomes t 
b. 1 /rabattu/ —> [rabattu] 
t in the suffix /-tu/ becomes t 
c.l /?infataha/ -+ [?imfataha] 
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n becomes m 
d.l / ? i s tanaea / -+ [?istanaea] 
t becomes t 
Rules can be s t a ted as follows 
Rule 1: /d/ -^ [t] / -— t 
Rule 2: / t / --y [t]/t ---
Rule 3 : / n / -> [ml—- f 
/ n / -> /m/ —- b 
t 
Rule 4: / t / -> [ t ] / 
s 
d 
To make these four ru l e s eas ier to read , the following 
i n t e rp re t a t i on is given. 
/d / is realized as [t] when it is immedia te ly followed by 
/ t / , 
/ n / is realized as [m] " labio-denta l" when immedia te ly 
followed by the lab io-denta l /f/. It is real ized as bi labial [m] 
when immediate ly followed by the bilabial / b / . 
/ t / is realized as [t] when preceded by / t / , / s / or / d / . 
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7.1.5 . A distinction can be made here between regressive 
and progressive assimilation on the basis of knowing 
which sound is the conditioning one and which one is 
the conditioned i.e. the assimilated sound. Thus 
rules (1) and (3) are examples of regressive 
assimilation in which the assimilated sound precedes 
the conditioning sound. Rules (2) and (4) are 
examples of progressive assimilation in which the 
assimilated sound follows the conditioning one. 
7.1.6. Metathesis and complete assimilation 
Metathesis is a linguistic term, which is used when two 
sounds interfere with each other, this resulting in an 
exchange of place. In Arabic, metathesis in certain 
circumstances creates conditions for complete assimilation to 
take place and this phenomenon occurs in the eighth binyan 
in which verb forms are characterized as they are having the 
infix /-t-/ which is the point in question. For the present 
discussion, consider the data below: 
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1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
/ iftaeala/ 
/ ? ik tasa ra / 
/ ? i q t a t a e a / 
/Piftataha/ 
/ ? in t a sa ra / 
/Piqtalaba/ 
Gr 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
oup (a) 
/faeala/ 
/ ka sa ra / 
/ q a t aea/ 
/ fa taha/ 
/ n a s a r a / 
/qa laba/ 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
/fel/ 
/ k s r / 
/ q t e / 
/ f th / 
/ nsr / 
/ q lb / 
Group (b) 
Round I 
7. /?i6takkar/-
Round I 
8. /Pidtaxala/-
Round II 
[?itaakkara] 
Round II 
[Pitdaxala] 
Round III 
[Piaaakkara] from /aakkara/ 
from /aakara/from akr 
Round III 
[?iddaxala] from /aaxala/ 
from dxl. 
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Round 1 Round 2 
9. /?idtahra3a/—> [Pitdahrasa] -> [Piddahrasa] from /dahraaa / 
from / d h r s / . 
Round 1 Round 2 
10 . / ? i t t a l a e a / - » [?it talaea] -> [?ittalaea] from / talaea / 
Group (a) examples show that the normal position of the 
infix /-t-/ is always after the first root consonant and these 
examples are enough evidence that the infix in the underlying 
form is /-t-/. In certain phonetic contexts this infix undergoes 
assimilation process and assimilated towards the sound that 
follows it. provided that the metathesis rule should apply first. 
The data from (7 to 10) show that complete assimilation 
applies in round (3). 
In round (1) the data show that the normal position of the 
infix /-t-/ is after the first root consonant as seen in the 
phonological forms. In round (2) metathesis takes place in 
consequence of which the infix and the sound preceding it 
exchange place. The result is complete assimilation as seen in 
round (3). Here, we want two different rules, one to account 
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for metathesis and the other for complete assimilation. The 
rules would be look like: 
round metathis complete assimilation 
1. at —> ta —». 66 
2 . dt —>. td —> dd 
3 . tt -* tt -^ t t 
The rules above are read as follows: 
at, dt and tt become ta, td, and tt under the application of 
the metathesis rule, then t, d and t are assimilated to the 
sound that follows them. Thus 
/ t / —», [6]/— a (means / t / becomes [6\ when it is immediately 
followed by [d\. 
/ t / —*, (d]/— d (means / t / becomes [d] when it is followed by [d]. 
/ t / —>•, [t]/—t (means /t/ becomes |t] when it is followed by [t]. 
by virtue of its application, the metathesis rule creates 
conditions for the rule of complete assimilation to apply. 
so far, we saw the behavior of a given root and how to 
make it circulate to obtain a large range of related forms built 
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on this root either by the addition of added sounds or 
modifying the vowels of the root internally. We also saw that 
the productivity in creating different morphological patterns 
varies from one root to another, for example, from the root ktb 
we can get the following verb and noun morphological 
pat terns: 
1. /kataba/ /kutiba/, /yaktubu/, /kataba/, /yukatibu/, 
/kattaba/, /takattaba/, /?inkataba/, /?iktataba/, etc. 
2. /kitab/ /maktab/ /maktabah/ /maktub/, /katib/, /?iktaitab/, 
/kitabah/ /taktib/ etc. 
Conversely the root mhn is less productive and can 
produce the following verb and noun morphological pat terns . 
/?imtahana/ 'to examine' verb 
/?imtihan/, 'examination' /mihnah/ 'severe trail ' 
/mumtahin/ 'examiner'. 
7 .1 .7 . What is important to us now is to see the grammatical 
and semantic effects, which result from the addition of 
added sounds to the basic sound, i.e. the root sounds. 
A commonly received theory of the Arab grammarians is 
that a "redundancy of form generally indicates an 
extension of meaning". In confirmation of this theory; 
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the following tables show the effects of the different 
morphological processes grammatically and 
semantically. 
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The imperative 
J u s s i v e 
taktub 
'you write' 
taktubi 
taktubu 
tak tubna 
taktuba 
tahrub 
'you 
escape' 
tahrubi 
'you 
escape' 
tahrubu 
tahrubna 
tahruba 
'you masc. sing 
write. ' 
'you fern, sing write.' 
'you com. pi. write' 
'you fern. pi. write' 
'you two, com. write' 
'you masc. sing, 
escape' 
'you fem. sing, 
escape. ' 
'you com. pi. escape' 
'you fem. pi. escape' 
'you two, com. 
escape' 
T h e I m p e r a t i v e 
?uktub 
?uktubi 
?uktubu 
?uktubna 
?uktuba 
•?uhrub 
Puhrubi 
?uhrubu 
?uhrubna 
?uhruba 
'write - you masc. 
sing.' 
'write - you fem. sing.' 
'write - you com. pi. ' 
'write - you fem. pi. ' 
'write - you two, com.' 
'escape! you masc. 
sing write. ' 
'escape! you fem. sing 
write. ' 
'escape! you com. pi. 
write' 
'escape! you fem. pi. 
write' 
'escape! you two, com. 
write' 
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tasrab 
tasrabi 
t as raba 
tasrabna 
tasraba 
t a d r i b 
t adr ib i 
t ad r ibu 
t ad r ibna 
t ad r iba 
'you masc. 
sing, drink' 
'you fem. 
sing, drink' 
'you com. pi. 
drink' 
'you fem. pi. 
drink' 
'you two, 
com. drink' 
'you masc. 
sing, hit ' 
'you fem. 
sing, hit ' 
'you com. pi. 
hit ' 
'you fem-. pi. 
hit ' 
'you two, 
com. hit ' 
?israb 
?israbi 
?israbu 
?israbna 
?israba 
?idrib 
?idribi 
? idr ibu 
?idr ibna 
?idriba 
'drink! you masc. sing 
write. ' 
'drink! you fem. sing 
write. ' 
'drink! you com. pi. 
write' 
'drink! you fem. pi. 
write' 
'drink! you two, com. 
write' 
'hit! you masc. sing 
write. ' 
'hit! you fem. sing 
write. ' 
'hit! you com. pi. write' 
'hit! you fem. pi. write' 
'hit! you two, com. 
write' 
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The jussive and the imperative differ only in respect of 
their prefixes. Removing'the prefix /ta-/ from the jussive and 
replacing it by /?u-/ or /?i-/ we will get imperative forms. 
The prefix /?u-/ is selected if the root vowel in the jussive 
is / u / whereas /?i-/ is selected elsewhere, i.e. if the root vowel 
in the jussive is either /a/ or / i / . 
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7.1.8. Declension of Verbs 
Arabic verbs are declinable. This is done through certain 
terminations, which are associated with the verb forms either 
perfect or imperfect. To make the point clear, observe the 
illustration below: 
Declension of the perfect 
i. The declensional marker -a appears throughout the 
third person singular (for both genders) of the perfect. 
ii. The declensional marker o (means absence of vowel) 
appears when the suffixes -ta, 'you', -ti, 'you fem' -tuma 
'you two', -turn 'you pi masc ' - tunna ' you p i . fem' , - t u 'I ' , -na 
'we' are present. 
1. In the third person masculine plural and the third 
person masculine dual, the declensional markers do 
not appear at the surface, nevertheless these two verb 
forms are having the markers -u and -a, respectively, 
as seen in the underlying forms below. 
a. Un-derived lexical item: qtl root 
Derived lexical item: /qataluu/ 'they killed' 
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Final phonetic form: [qatalu] 
b. Un-derived lexical item: qtl root 
Derived lexical item.: /qatalaa/ they two killed 
Final phonetic form: [qatala] they two killed 
As seen above the marker -u and -a appear in the 
phonological forms but disappear in the phonetic forms. The 
disappearance of the markers at the surface i.e. at the 
pronunciation level is due to a general principle in the 
grammar of Arabic phonology, which s tates that two vowels of 
the same or similar nature can never occur in the same 
syllable at the pronunciation level. 
Declension of imperfect verb forms. 
a. The marker -u appears through out the following forms: 
(i) The 3rd per. sing. (masc. and fem.) 
(ii) The 2"^ per. sing, (masc.) 
(iii) The class of the first person for both 
genders and numbers. 
b. The marker -n appears throughout: 
(i) The 3rd per. pi. (masc.) 
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(ii) The S^ d per . dua l for bo th genders . 
(iii) The 2"^ per. sing, (fern.) 
c. The dec lens iona l marke r o. appea r s when the suffix -na is 
p r e s e n t . 
The Subjunctive. 
a. The dec lens iona l marke r - a a p p e a r s t h r o u g h o u t : 
(i) The S^ d per . sing, (masc.) 
(ii) The S'^^ per . sing, (fem.) 
(iii) The 2^'^ per . sing, (masc.) 
(iv) The c lass of the first person for both gende r s and 
n u m b e r s . 
b . The omiss ion of -n is an indica t ion t h a t the form is in the 
sub junc t ive mood. 
This is clearly seen in the following verb forms: 
(i) The S^ d per . pi. (masc.) 
(ii) The S^ d per . dua l for both gender s . 
(iii) The 2nd per . sing, (fem.) 
(iv) The second per. pi. (masc.) 
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c. The declensional marker o^  appears when the suffix -na is 
present. 
The Jussive: 
a. The omission of -n appears throughout the following 
verbs forms: 
(i) The 3rd per. pi. (masc.) 
(ii) The S^ ^ per. dual for both genders. 
(iii) The 2^^ per. sing, (fern.) 
(iv) The 2nd per. pi. (masc.) 
b. The declensional marker o. appears in all other cases. 
7.1.9. Syncretism 
(i) 'Syncretism occurs when a single form expresses 
two or more meanings that form a natural class 
in terms of morphological features. Thus 
syncretism can be thought of as the 
NEUTRALISATION of one or more inflectional 
features. (Jensen, 1983). 
(ii) Different grammatical words are represented by 
the same word - forms e.g. walk+[past] walked 
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(as in I walked) walk + [past participle] walked 
(as in I have walked) (Katamba, 1993). 
(iii) Syncretism is the use of a single non-divisible 
unit to manifest more than one component of 
meaning. Examples: He runs ('s' marks the 
present tense and third person singular). 
Hindi : karta : he ('a:' marks both number and 
gender ((Verma et al, 1989). 
In Arabic, we can see that different grammatical 
words are represented by the same word-forms. 
Subjunctive 
1. yaqtula 
2 . taqtula 
Jussive 
yaqtula 
taqtula 
meaning 
they (two) killed, (masc . ) 
they (two) killed (fem.) 
indicative 
3. yaqtul°na 
4. taqtul°na 
Subjunctive 
yaqtul°na 
taqtul°rLa 
Jussive 
yaqtul°na 
taqtulna 
meaning 
they killed (fem. pi.) 
they killed (fem. pi.) 
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As seen, in (i) the Subjunctive and Jussive verb forms for 
the third person masculine dual are represented by the same 
form [yaqtula]. This represents syncretism. The same applies 
to forms in (2), (3) and (4) where each case represents 
syncretism. 
Subjunctive and Jussive are syntactically governed, that 
is, there are certain types of particles that precede subjunctive 
and jussive forms and select the type of the declensional 
marker, as they themselves are sufficient to indicate the mood 
and differentiate forms that are identical. 
Particles that are used in Subjunctive are: 
?an "that" Ian "certainly not" 
?iaan "then" kay "inorder" 
Particles that are used in Jussive are: 
lam "not" la "of prohibition" 
lamma "not yet" 
Examples: 
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?idribal 
f 
beat the 
lissa 
thief 
'beat the thief until he repents ' 
la 
t 
particle 
tahzan 
jussive 
Particle 
hatta 
until 
Subjunctive 
yatuba 
repent 
•>• be not grieved 
7.1.10. Doubled or Geminated Verbs 
(1) Doubled verbs are those in which the second and the 
third consonants are identical. In certain 
environments these consonants are running together. 
McCarthy (1979, 1981) analyses these verbs as they 
are produced from roots containing jus t two 
underlying consonants in their lexical entries. 
However, verbs produced from these roots exhibit an 
alternation between CVCIVCI-CV and CVCICI-V, 
whereas the symbol i in these two templates 
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indicates that consonants are identical. The former 
is the non-geminated alternate and the later is 
geminated alternate. 
(2) John Moore (1990) refers to the non-geminated 
alternate as the 'un reduced' stem and the geminated 
one as the 'reduced' or doubled stem. He claims that 
the unreduced stem occurs before consonant - initial 
suffixes, whereas the reduced one occurs before 
vowel initial suffixes. But his claim is not 
thoroughly right for the following reasons: 
(i) Form II, by its nature is a geminated form and it 
appears in the same template whether the suffix 
begins with a consonant or a vowel, thus 
/maddada/, /maddadat/, /maddadtu/. 
(ii) Reduced stems appear in the IV, VII, VIII, and X 
forms with the consonant initial suffix - t 'she', 
thus , /?amaddat/, /?imtaddat/ and /?istamaddat/. 
(iii) Un reduced stems appear in III, V, and VI forms 
with the consonant - initial suffixes as well the 
vowel - initial suffixes, thus , /madada/, 
/madadna/. The following data reveal this fact. 
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3^ *^  - per. masc. sing. 
1st b inyan form I 
2"<^  b inyan form II 
3'"'^  b inyan form III 
4**^  b inyan form IV 
5th b i n y a n form V 
6''^ b inyan form VI 
yth b inyan form 
VII 
8th b inyan form 
VIII 
IQth b inyan form X 
[madda] 
[maddada] 
[madada] 
[?amadda] 
[tamadadal 
[tamadada] 
(?inmadda] 
[?imtadda] 
[?istamadda] 
to extend [yamuddu] 
[yu-maddidu] 
[yumadidu] 
[yumiddu] 
[yatamadadu] 
[yatamadadu] 
[yanmaddu] 
[yamtaddu] 
[yastamiddu] 
he ex tends 
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S^ d - per. fern. s ing. 
1st b inyan form I 
2"^ ^ b inyan form II 
3'''^ b inyan form III 
4th b inyan form IV 
5th b inyan form V 
6^'^ b inyan form VI 
7th b inyan form 
VII 
8th b inyan form 
VIII 
IQth b inyan form X 
[maddat] 
[maddadat] 
[madadat] 
[?amaddat] 
[tamadadat] 
[tamadadat] 
[?inmaddat] 
[Pimtaddat] 
[?istamaddat] 
to extend [tamuddu] 
[tu-maddidu] 
[tumadidu] 
[tumiddu] 
tatamadadu] 
[tatamadadu] 
[yanmaddu] 
tamtaddu 
tastamiddu 
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3rd - per. fem. pi. 
F o r m I 
F o r m II 
F o r m III 
F o r m IV 
F o r m V 
Form VI 
F o r m VII 
F o r m VIII 
F o r m X 
[madadna] 
[maddadna] 
[madadna] 
[?amdadna] 
[tamaddadna] 
[tamadadna] 
[?inmadadna] 
[Pimtadadna] 
[?istamadadna] 
[namdidu] 
[yamaddidna] 
[yumadidna] 
[yumdidna] 
[yatamaddadna] 
[yatmadadna] 
[yanmadidna] 
[yamtadidna] 
[yastamdidna] 
3'^^ - per . masc . pi. 
F o r m I 
F o r m I 
[farru] 
[farraru] 
[yafirru] 
[yufarriru] 
1^*^  - per. sing. com. 
[farartu] 
[farrartu] 
[?afirru] 
[?ufarriru] 
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3rd _ per . fern. sing. 
[farrat] 
[farrarat] 
[tafarruj 
[tufarriru] 
S^ d - per . m a s c . dua l 
[farra] 
[farrara] 
[yafarran] 
[yufarriran] 
The d a t a clearly ind ica te t h a t the geminated s tem cvcici is 
ob ta ined in the I, IV, VII, VIII a n d X forms, if a n d only if: 
(i) The vowel-init ial suffixes are p resen t . 
(ii) The feminine suffix - t ' s h e ' is p re sen t . 
(iii) The suffix -ta ' they two fern', is p re sen t . 
The non-gemina ted s tem cvcivci occurs in the II, III, V, VI 
forms whe the r the suffixes begin with a c o n s o n a n t or a vowel. 
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WEEK VERBS 
TABLE: 9 7 
3 . m . s . 
3. m. du . 
3 . m. pi. 
3 . f.s. 
3 . f. du . 
3 . f. pi . 
2. m . s . 
2. f.s. 
2. m. pi. 
2. m . d u 
2. f. pi . 
1. com.s . 
1. com. pi. 
[qala] 
[qala] 
[qalu] 
[qalat] 
[qalata] 
[qulna] 
[qultaj 
[qulti] 
[qultum] 
[qultuma] 
[qultunna] 
[qultu] 
[qulna] 
he said 
they (two) said 
they said 
she said 
they (two) said 
they said 
you said 
you said 
you said 
you (two) said 
you said 
I said 
we said 
[yaqulu] 
[yaqulan] 
[yaqulun] 
[taqulu] 
[taqulan] 
[yaqulna] 
[taqulu] 
[taqulln] 
[taqulun] 
[taqulan] 
[taqulna] 
[Paqulu] 
[naqulu] 
he says 
they (tow) say 
they say 
she says 
they (two) say 
they said 
you say 
you say 
you say 
you (two) say 
you say 
I say 
we say 
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TABLE: 9 8 
3 . m . s . 
3 . m . d u . 
3 . m . p i . 
3 . f . s . 
3 . f. d u . 
3 . f. p i . 
2 . m . s . 
2 . f . s . 
2 . m . p i . 
2 . m . d u 
2 . f. p i . 
1. c o m . s . 
1. c o m . p i . 
[baea] 
[baea] 
[baeu] 
[baeat] 
[baeata] 
' [biena] 
[bieta] 
[baeti) 
[bietum] 
[bietuma] 
[bietunna] 
[bietu] 
[biena] 
he sold 
they (two) sold 
they sold 
she sold 
they (two) sold 
they sold 
you sold 
you sold 
you sold 
you (two) sold 
you sold 
1 sold 
we sold 
[yabieu] 
[yableun] 
[yablean] 
[tabieu] 
[tablean] 
[yablena] 
[tabieu] 
[tabiein] 
[tablEun] 
[tabiean] 
[tablena] 
[?ableu] 
[nableu] 
he sells 
they (two) sell 
they sell 
she sells 
they (two) sell 
they sell 
you sell 
you sell 
you sell 
you (two) sell 
you sell 
I sell 
we sell 
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TABLE: 9 9 
3 . m . s . 
3 . m . d u . 
3. m. pi. 
3 . f.s. 
3 . f. du . 
3. f. pi . 
2. m . s . 
2. f.s. 
2. m. pi. 
2. m .du 
2. f. pi. 
1. com.s . 
1. com. pi. 
[nama] 
[namaj 
[namu] 
[namat] 
[namata] 
[nimna] 
[nimta] 
[nimti) 
[nimtum) 
[nimtuma] 
[nimtunna] 
[nimtu] 
[nimna] 
he slept 
they (two) slept 
they slept 
she slept 
they (two) slept 
they slept 
you slept 
you slept 
you slept 
you (two) slept 
you slept 
1 slept 
we slept 
[yanamu] 
[yanaman] 
[yanamun] 
[tanamu] 
[tanaman] 
[yanamna] 
[tanamu] 
[tanamin] 
(tanamun] 
(tanaman] 
[tanamna] 
[?anamu] 
[nanamu] 
he sleeps 
they (two) sleep 
they sleep 
she sleeps 
they (two) sleep 
they sleep 
you sleep 
you sleep 
you sleep 
you (two) sleep 
you sleep 
I sleep 
we sleep 
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TABLE: 100 
3 . m . s . 
3 . m . d u . 
3 . m . p i . 
3 . f . s . 
3. f. du . 
3 . f. pi . 
2. m . s . 
2. f.s. 
2. m. pi. 
2. m .du 
2. f. pi . 
1. com.s . 
1. com. pi. 
[rama] 
[ramaya] 
[ramaw] 
[ratnat] 
[ramata] 
[ramayna] 
[ramayta] 
[ramayti] 
[ramaytum] 
[ramaytuma] 
[ramaytunna] 
[ramaytu] 
[ramayna] 
he threw 
they (two) threw 
they threw 
she threw 
they (two) threw 
they threw 
you threw 
you threw 
you threw 
you (two) threw 
you threw 
I threw 
we threw 
[yarmi] 
[yarmiyan] 
[yarmun] 
[tarmi] 
[tarmiyan] 
[yarmlna] 
[tarmi] 
[tarmlna] 
[tarmun] 
[tarmiyan] 
[tarmlna] 
[?armi] 
[narmi] 
he throws 
they (two) throw 
they throw 
she throw 
they (two) throw 
they throw 
you throw 
you throw 
you throw 
you (two) throw 
you throw 
I throw 
we throw 
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TABLE: 1 0 1 
3 . m . s . 
3 . m . d u . 
3 . m . p i . 
3 . f . s . 
3. f. du . 
3 . f. p i . 
2 . m . s . 
2 . f . s . 
2 . m . p i . 
2. m . d u 
2 . f. p i . 
1. c o m . s . 
1. c o m . p i . 
[saea] 
[sasaya] 
[saeaw] 
[saeat] 
[saeata] 
[saeayna] 
[saeayta] 
[saeayti] 
[saeaytum] 
[saeaytuma] 
[saeaytunna] 
[saeaytu] 
[saeayna] 
he endeavored 
they (two) 
endeavored 
they endeavored 
she endeavored 
they (two) 
endeavored 
they endeavored 
you endeavored 
you endeavored 
you endeavored 
you (two) 
endeavored 
you endeavored 
I endeavored 
we endeavored 
[yasea] 
[yaseayan] 
[yaseawn] 
[tasea] 
[taseayan] 
[yaseayna] 
[tasea] 
[taseayn] 
[taseawn] 
[taseayan] 
[taseayna] 
[?asea] 
[nasea] 
he endeavors 
they (two) 
endeavor 
they endeavor 
she endeavor 
they (two) 
endeavor 
they endeavor 
you endeavor 
you endeavor 
you endeavor 
you (two) 
endeavor 
you endeavor 
I endeavor 
we endeavor 
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TABLE: 102 
3 . m . s . 
3 . tn. du . 
3 . m. pi. 
3 . f.s. 
3 . f. du . 
3 . f. pi . 
2. m . s . 
2. f.s. 
2. m. pi. 
2. m . d u 
2. f. pi . 
1. com.s . 
1. com. pi. 
[daea) 
[daeawa] 
[daeaw] 
[daeat] 
[daeata] 
[daeawna] 
[daeawta] 
[daeawti] 
[daeawtum] 
[daeawtuma] 
[daeawtunna] 
[daeawtu] 
[daeawna] 
he called 
they (two) called 
they called 
she called 
they (two) called 
they called 
you called 
you called 
you called 
you (two) called 
you called 
I called 
we called 
(yadeu) 
[yadeawan] 
[yadeun] 
[tadeu] 
[tadeuwan] 
[yadeuna] 
[tadeu] 
[tadein] 
[tadeun] 
[tadeuwan] 
[tadeuna] 
[?adeu] 
[nadeu] 
he calls 
they (two) call 
they call 
she calls 
they (two) call 
they call 
you call 
you call 
you call 
you (two) call 
you call 
I call 
we call 
7 . 2 . As men t ioned earl ier in Chap te r III, Arabic h a s a c lass of 
ve rbs called weak verbs and these verbs are derived from 
weak roo ts . Weak roots are charac te r ized as they are tri-
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consonantal roots which have one of the semi-vowel, /y/ 
or /w/ or both in the medial or /and the final positions. 
In many cases these semi-vowels disappear at the surface 
words. 
In order to put hand on the structure of the weak verbs 
with all their variations, we have to start with looking at the 
numbers , genders, and person's suffixes, which are attached 
to the perfect and imperfect forms. 
The first general observation that one can make is that: 
(i) The difference between the perfect and imperfect forms 
in regard to the numbers, genders and persons 
markers is that: 
These markers are only suffixed to the perfect forms; 
whereas they are both suffixed and prefixed to the 
imperfect forms. 
(ii) On the basis of their phonological behaviour the 
suffixes that are attached to the perfect forms are best 
to be divided into two groups as follows: 
- The syllabic consonant - initial suffixes 
- The vowel-initial suffixes 
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For the present discussion we will concentrate on the 
following consonant/vowel-initial suffixes. Thus, -tu '1' -na 
'we', -ta 'you masc. sing.', -ti 'you Fern, sing.' -tuma ' you two 
com.' -tunna 'you - fern, pi.', -a ' they two com., -u 'they mas. 
pi.'. 
In order to unders tand the benefit behind the above 
division of the mentioned suffixes we have to follow their 
behaviour in the surface perfect forms. 
When the mentioned consonant - initial suffixes are 
present they affect the bases to which they are attached in two 
ways: 
Weak verbs in the perfect which are produced from weak 
roots which have medially /y/ or /w/ are characterized as they 
are having short vowels in the medial positions. The reason is 
that, when the consonant -initial suffixes present they reject 
any part of the bases to unit with them in consequence of 
which the bases tend to make close syllable in which short 
vowel o c c u r . T h u s , qul-na, qul-tu, qul-tuma qul-na, biE-na, bit-
tunna, bie-ta, nim-na, nim-tuma, nim-tum. In t h e im.perfect f o r m s 
the only consonant - initial suffix which is present is the 
feminine plural suffix -na 'they or you - fem. - pi.), therefore 
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the imperfect bases to which the suffix -na is attached must 
have short vowels in the medial position. Thus, 
1. 2^^ - fern. pi. imperfect: ta-qul-na, ta-bie-na 
2 . S""^  - fem. p i . i m p e r f e c t : ya-qul-na, ya-bie-na 
1. In all other cases in which vowel-initial suffixes are 
present forms are characterized as having long vowels in 
the medial position. This is because the vowel initial 
suffixes are pulling the final root consonant towards 
them which gives way to the remainder part of the base 
to appear in an open syllable in which long vowels occur. 
T h u s , qa-lu, ba-eu, qa-la, ba-ea, na-ma. 
2. Weak verbs which are produced from weak root having 
finally /y/ or /w/ are characterized as their final semi-
vowels are absent when t h e vowel-initial suffixes, the 
non-syllabic feminine suffix /-t/ 'she' and the gender 
number suffix /-ta/ 'they. two. fem' are present, and the 
presence of these final semi-vowels in the surface 
perfrect forms when the syllabic consonant - initial 
suffixes and the suffix /-a/ 'they. two. m a s c ' are present. 
The data below illustrate this. Thus, 
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1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
S""** masc. sing, (perfect) saea 
3'^^ Fern. sing, (perfect) saeat 
3^^ masc. plural (perfect) saeaw 
3'^<* Fem. plural (perfect) saeata 
in these weak verbs 
the root is defective 
since the final semi-
vowel is absent. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Sf.d fem. pi. (perfect) saeayna 
2"<i masc. sing, (perfect) saeayta 
2"*' masc. plural (perfect) saeaytum 
1«' com. sing, (perfect) daeawtu 
1** com. pi. (perfect) daeawna 
3'^^ per.masc.dual, (perfect) saeaya 
Here roots are fully 
realized, thus sew and 
dew. 
7 . 2 . 1 . To sum up this discussion, the generalization below is 
sufficient and convinced. 
Weak verbs which are produced from weak root with /y/ 
or /w/ medially are having long vowel when the vowel suffixes 
and the feminine suffix /-t/ 'she' are present and short vowels 
with the consonant-initial suffixes, whereas weak verbs which 
are produced from weak root with /y/ or /w/ finally are having 
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short vowel medially with both suffixes, with noticing that the 
suffix -na when at tached' to the imperfect we find either full 
roots or defective roots. Short vowels appear in full roots and 
long vowels appear in defective roots. 
Before ending the discussion about the prefixes and 
suffixes in relation to the perfect and the imperfect forms, we 
will take the opportunity to talk about two important issues as 
follows: 
(i) Suppletive forms 
(ii) Portmanteau morphemes 
Briefly speaking, suppletion is a case in which there is 
phonologically arbitrary alternation in the realization of a 
morpheme. Few examples are given below: 
su f f ixes 
Pe r f ec t 
-tuma 
-turn 
- tunna 
- tu 
I m p e r f e c t 
-a 'you com. du. ' 
-u 'you masc. pi. ' 
-na 'you fem. pi. ' 
-?u or ?a 'I. com. sing.' 
As seen, each pronoun appears in two different shapes, 
more accurately, in two different phonetic forms. It is also 
generally agreed that the selection of each phonetic form is 
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determined by the nature of the grammatical form to which 
the suffix is attached either perfect or imperfect. Thus, for 
instance we select the suffix -tu in the perfect whereas in the 
imperfect we select either -?u or ?a to represent the morpheme 
'I'. But there is no phonetic factor in the environment that 
causes these different phonetic forms. 
When for a single morpheme two or more different 
phonetic forms with identical meaning and not related by 
phonological rules appear in distinct contexts we speak of 
suppletion. Therefore, each of the examples above can be 
counted as suppletive forms of a single morpheme. 
Conversely, the pronoun meaning 'he' appears in two 
different phonetic forms, they are -w and -u but the selection 
here is phonologically conditioned. 
-w is selected before vowels. 
-u is selected before consonant. 
7.2.2. Portmanteau morpheme 
When a single morph is used to express more than one 
morpheme simultaneously, we speak of a portmanteau 
morpheme. This phenomenon exists in the morphology of 
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many languages of the world. A typical example can be taken 
from English in which the termination -s in English as in 
he cuts , refers to three morphemes simultaneously (present 
tense, third person and singular number). 
In Arabic the prefixes /ya-, yu-/, /ta-tu/, /na-nu-/ and 
/?a-?u/ are examples of portmanteau morphemes unless other 
suffix are present when they are present. Thus: 
/ya-, yu-/ refer to the following morphemes 
- present tense morpheme 
third person 
- singular number 
e.g. /yaktubu/ 'he writes ' 
/yukattibu/ 'to cause to write' 
/?a-?u/ refer to 
- present tense morpheme 
- first person common 
- singular number 
e.g. /Paktubu/ '1 writes' 
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/?ukattibu/ 'to cause to write' 
/ta- tu/ refer to 
present tense morpheme 
second person common 
- singular number 
e.g. /taktubu/ 'you writes' 
/tukattibu/ 'to cause to write' 
/na - nu-/ refer to 
- present tense morpheme 
- first person common 
- plural number 
e.g. /naktubu/ 'we writes' 
/nukattibu/ 'to cause to write' 
Certainly the situation is different when suffixes are 
present in the same forms in which the mentioned prefixes are 
found. Thus, in: 
1. /yak tuban / 'they two masc. write' 
2 . / t a k t u b a n / 'they two fern, write' 
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3 . / yak tubun / 'they masc. write' 
4 . /yak tubna / 'they fern, write' 
5 . / t a k t u b u n / 'you masc. pi. write' 
6 . / t ak tubna / ' you fern. pi. write' 
The examples above show that number is indicated by 
the suffixes -a 'two' -u ' they/you masc. pi- and -na they/you 
fem. pi. By comparing (1) and (2) we can extract that ya- and 
ta- are present tense and gender morphemes. In (3) and (4) ya-
is only present tense morpheme since number and gender are 
distinguished by the suffixes -u and na-. 
In (5) and (6) ta- is only a present tense morpheme since 
number and gender are distinguished by the suffixes -u and -
na. 
Finally if you compare (3) and (4), (5) and (6) thus , 
yaktubun/taktubun, yaktubna/taktubna, you will find that each 
two forms differ only in respect of their prefixes, thus ya-/ta. 
In (3). 
ya- refers to 
- present tense morpheme 
- Third person masc. 
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- plural number is indicated by -u 
in (5) ta- refers to 
- present tense morpheme 
second person masc. 
Plural is indicated by u 
In (4) ya- refers to: 
- present tense morpheme 
- third person 
Number and gender are indicated by the suffix -na 
in (6) ta- refers to 
- present tense morpheme 
second person 
number and gender are indicated by the suffix na-. 
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7.2.3. Passive construction 
Arabic has two voices, the active and the passive. The 
active is called /maelum/ 'known' passive is called /mashul/ i.e. 
(unknown). The subject of the passive is termed by the 
grammarians /na?ib al faeil/ i.e. the deputy or representative of 
the doer. What we are more interested in, is to look at the 
morphological change that occur when passive s t ructures are 
formed from active ones that are eligible to make 
passivisation. Samples of data are given below: 
TABLE: 103 
[+per feet-passive] 
/ k a t a b a / 
/ d a r a b a / 
/eal ima/ 
/qa t a l a / 
/ea l lama/ 
/ taEallama/ 
Meaning 
he wrote 
he hit 
he knew 
he fought 
he taught 
he learnt 
[ + perfect+ passive] 
/ku t iba / 
/ dur iba / 
/eul ima/ 
/qut i la / 
/eull ima/ 
/ tueull ima/ 
Meaning 
it is written 
he has been hit 
it has been known 
he has been 
fought 
he has been 
taught 
it was learnt 
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/ t abada la / 
/Paxraaa/ 
/ iddaxara/ 
/ ? i s f a r r a / 
/? i taxdama/ 
they exchange 
fire thoughts 
etc. 
He drove (s.o. 
or s.th. out.) 
He saved money 
or food 
it became 
yellow (pale) 
He employed 
someone, he 
used something 
/ tubudi la / 
/?uxri3a/ 
/?udduxira / 
/Pus f i r r a / 
/Pustuxdima/ 
There has been an 
exchange of fire, 
thoughts 
He has been sent 
out, it is brought 
out 
It has been saved 
or stored 
It became yellow 
He has been 
employed, it has 
been used 
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TABLE: 104 
[ +perfect-passive] 
/ ka t aba / 
/ da raba / 
/ealima/ 
/qa ta la / 
[-perfect-passive] 
/yaktubu/ 
/ yad r ibu / 
/yaelamu/ 
/yuqati lu/ 
[-perfect+passive] 
/yuka tabu/ 
/ y u d a r a b u / 
/yuelamu/ 
/yuqata lu / 
TABLE: 105 
/eal lama/ 
/ taea l lama/ 
/ t abada la / 
/?axr3a/ 
/Piddaxara/ 
/? isfarra / 
/? is taxdama/ 
/yueallimu/ 
/yataeallamu/ 
/yatabadalu/ 
/yuxru3u/ 
/yaddaxiru/ 
/yasfarru/ 
/yastaxdimu/ 
/yueallamu/ 
/yutaeal lamu/ 
/yu tabadalu / 
/yuxraau/ 
/yuddaxaru/ 
/yusfar ru / 
/yustaxdamu/ 
The passive differs in form from the active only in having 
different vowels. This can be stated as follows: 
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In the passive perfect forms the dominant vowels are 
/u-i/. /u / , located after the first root consonant and / i / after 
the second root constant, /u/ lengthened in the passive form if 
the active form has long /a/ and this occurs only in fofms of 
the third and sixth binyan which are characterized as having 
long vowels after the first root consonant. The perfect active 
prefixes ?a- ta- and ?i- which appear in the 4*^, 7th to 10*^ ^ 
binyans are converted into tu-, ?u in the passive forms. 
The passive imperfect forms differ from the active 
imperfect forms only in the vowel that follows immediately the 
second root consonant. In the active imperfect forms this 
vowel is variable. It can be /u / , /a/ or / i / , whereas in the 
passive it is always /a / . The prefixes ya-, ta-, na- and ?a-, in the 
active imperfect forms are converted into yu-, tu-, nu-, and ?u-, 
respectively in the imperfect passive forms. To show the 
changes that occur within the vowels of the root of the active 
and the passive, the diagrams below are of great assis tance. 
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I k |a t aba 
if gives 
u I 
•>[+perfect-passive] 
kutiba [+perfect+passive] 
2. t a 1 'ma 
y y gives 
u I 
->"[+perfect-passive] 
"• eulima [+perfect+passive] 
3 . q a. t ala 
t f gives 
U I 
•>[+perfect-passive] 
"^ qutila [+perfect+passive] 
4. ?iddaxara 
T t 
u u I 
gives 
- • [+perfec t -pass ive] 
?udduxira [+perfect+passive] 
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5 . 7IS zaxdamrec-
gives 
u u 2 
->-[+perfect-passive] 
'^ ?ustuxd)ma [+perfect+passive] 
6. y^ktu bu 
t t gives 
u a 
•>• [-perfect-passive] 
•^ yuktabu [-perfect+passive] 
7. yadribu 
Y t gives 
u a 
•> [-perfect-passive] 
yudrabu [-perfect+passive] 
8 yuqatilu 
t f gives 
u a 
->• [-perfect-passive] 
yuqatalu [-perfect-passive] 
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9. yaddaxiru 
y gives 
u a 
- • [-perfect-passive] 
"^ yuddaxaru [-perfect-passive] 
10. yastaxdimu 
t ^ gives 
u a 
- • [ -perfect -pass ive] 
"^ yustaxdamu [-perfect+passive] 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SYNTAX 
8.0 Arabic is VSO language . The normal order in a sen tence 
is a s follows: 
Verb occurs in the s en t ence ini t ial pos i t ion . 
Subjec t follows the verb a n d p recedes the object. 
Object occurs in the s en t ence final pos i t ion . 
Since n o u n s are marked for case the word order in a 
s en t ence can be free and an invers ion may t ake place between 
a v e r b / s u b j e c t or a sub jec t /ob jec t , t h u s : 
sahada 1 waldui 1 eu sfura (VSO order) 
saw def-A boy def. A bird acc.m 
The boy saw the bird. 
Palwalad sahada 
def. A boy nom.m saw def. A bird acc.m 
(SVO order) 
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The boy saw the bird. 
3 . sahada eusf ura 1 waladu (SOV order) 
saw del. A bird ace. m def. A boy nom. m 
The boy saw the bird. 
Despite the change in the word order in the sentences 
above, the meaning obtained is the same i.e. "it is the bird 
which was seen" since the noun/eus fur/in all the three 
sentence is marked with the marker /-a/ which is given to 
nouns play the patient rule. Change in meaning can be made 
by the change of the noun markers. Thus, if the marker /-u/ 
is given to the noun /eusfur/and the marker /-a/ is given to 
the noun boy, the meaning results is "it is the boy who was 
seen", thus 
4 . sahada leusfurul w a l a d a . 
'The bird saw the boy'. 
This is not possible in languages like English in which 
nouns are not inflected for case. In such languages the change 
of word order in a sentence gives change in meaning. 
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The boy saw the bird. 
The bird saw the boy. 
8 .1 .1 . Arabic also has a type of sentences, which are called 
verbless sentences - often, referred to as nominal 
sentences. A nominal sentence consists of two main 
parts : "beginning and a predicate, thus : 
?alkitabu mufidun 
def. A book nom. M useful nom. M 
"The book is useful" 
8.1.2 Relative sentences 
There are two types of relative sentences in Arabic 
indefinite and definite. 
5. ra,?aytu bayta.n 
saw I. 
banahU Ahmadu 
house acc.M built it Pro.noun nom.M 
(Indefinite) 
"I saw a house which Ahmad built". 
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6. ra?aytul baytalla6i banahu Ahrr a d i (Definite) 
saw I. def. A house acc.M rel.p built it Pro.noun nom.M 
"I saw the house which Ahmad built". 
8 .1 .3 The relative sen tence in Arabic cons i s t s of four p a r t s . 
(i) The an teceden t . 
(ii) The relative or conjunct ive noun , p ronoun , or 
par t ic le . 
(iii) The qualificative c l ause . 
(iv) The p ronoun referr ing to the an teceden t . 
Pronoun referring to the antecedent 
?albayta Iladi banahu Ahmadu 
a n t e c e d e n t relative p r o n o u n qualificative c lause 
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8.1.4 Conditional sentences 
A conditional sentence consists of two parts: /?assart/ 
"the condition" and aawaba ssart "the answer or statement of 
what happen if the condition is fulfilled". Conditional 
sentences may be introduced by the particles, /?in, /?i6a/or 
alternatively ?i6a or /law/ = "if" 
/?in/ is followed by the perfect or jussive in both parts of 
the sentence, e.g. 
"If he does that, he 
is saying right" 
7. 
8. 
9. 
?in 
?in 
?iaa 
the particle of 
condition 
faeala dalika 
\ 
perfect 
yafeal 6alika 
1 
\ 
juss 
qamat 'stood 
she' 
the 
condition 
sadaqa 
perfect 
yasduq 
. V 
jussive 
3alastu 'sit I' 
The answer of 
the condition. 
"If she stood I will 
sit". 
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The par t ic le /law/ is used only for condi t ion the 
fulfilment of which is impossible or doubtful . It t akes the 
perfect in both p a r t s and the second p a r t should be 
in t roduced by /la/ e.g. 
10. law kana liyya sanahani latirtu 
"If 1 had wings I would fly" 
The t ense of a condi t ional sen tence m u s t be judged from 
the context , a s the verb will normally be in the perfect or the 
juss ive . 
The sen tence ?in qalaSalika kadaba. may mean. 
"if he said that, he was lying" 
"if he said that, he is lying" 
"if he said that, he will be lying" 
If the condition is introduced by /?in/ or /?iaa/ and the first 
word of the answer is any th ing except a verb in the perfect or 
j u s s ive , the answer m u s t be in t roduced by the prefix /fa-/, 
t h u s . 
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1 1 . ?in qala aalika fahwa kadib 
if said that pre. he liar 
"If he says that , he is a liar". 
8.2 Adverbs 
Arabic has few adverbs as such. An adverb is usually an 
adjective or noun in the accusative e.g. 
12 . kataba li rasmiyan 
wrote to me officially 
"He wrote to me officially". 
1 3 . dahaba halan 
went immediately 
"He went immediately". 
There are accusatives of time, place, manner, reason, 
and specification, and they are in answer of to questions 
asking when, where, how, why and in what respect, e.g. 
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14. safara eas ran "He travelled in the after noon". 
1 5 . ?iltaqaw daxilal masaidi "They met in the mosque". 
16 . 3a?a limusaeadatilfuqra?. "He came to help the poor people". 
8.3 The hal and tamylz 
The hal "manner" and tamyiz "specification" also take the 
place of adverbs. They are among the most distinctively Arabic 
uses of the accusative case, thus . 
17 . eada hazlnan "He came sadly" 
18 . huwa ?ak0aru fihman minni "He is m o r e (in r e s p e c t of) 
understanding than I am". In (17) /hazinan/ is /hal/ 
because it defines the manner in which he returned. In 
(18) /fihman/ is tamylz because it specifies the quality in 
respect of which he is greater than me. Both /hal/ and 
/tamylz/ must be indefinite and marked. 
8.4 The behaviour of the definite article /?al-/ at the level of 
a word and sentence i.e. morphologically and 
syntactically. 
8.5 Arab grammarians have divided the consonantal elements 
in the language into two groups according to the 
behaviour of the definite article ?al- with these phonemes. 
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T h u s , the first is (?ssmusiyah] group in which the 
c o n s o n a n t / I / of the-def ini te ar t ic le is a ss imi la ted to the 
init ial sound of the word to which /?al/ is prefixed as in 
the word /sams/ "sun" after which the group is named . 
To th is group the following c o n s o n a n t s belong. 
(i) The s u n c o n s o n a n t s are th i r t een , t h u s /s ,s , 
s , d, t ,3.,n,r,z,6,d, t,9/ 
(ii) The second group is the /?alqamariyah/ 'moon ' g roup . 
"They are called so because the first c o n s o n a n t of the 
word /qamar/ "moon" is /q/ with which the c o n s o n a n t / I / 
in /?al-/ is not a s s imi la ted . The c o n s o n a n t s of th i s group 
are fourteen in n u m b e r . They a re /? , b, 3, h, x, e, y, f, q, k, 
m, w, y, h/ 
The ass imi la ted /?al-/ The non-as s imi l a t ed /?al-/ 
1. Passams 'the sun' ?alqamar 'the moon' 
2. ?azzare 'the plant' ?al?usta6 'the teacher' 
3. Passabr 'the patience' ?albab 'the door' 
4. ?dd are 'the breast' ?al3awab 'the answer' 
5. ?annahr 'the river' ?alhadld 'the iron' 
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6. ?adaayl 'the tail ' Palxadim 'the servant ' 
7_ ?a6Gawr 'the ox' ?a leasr 'the afternoon' 
8 . ?aaauhr 'the noun' ?alYarIq 'the drowned person 
9 . ?arraqm 'the number' ?alfiel 'the verb' 
10 . ? a t tabl 'the drum' Palkablr 'the great, the bif 
1 1 . ?addam 'the blood' ?a lmata r 'the rain ' 
12 . ?attaebir 'the composition' ?alwasie 'the large' 
1 3 . ?assamak 'the fish' ?alyaman 'YEMEN 
?alhind 'India' 
Note: We have excluded the assimilation process when /?al-/ is 
prefixed to words that have initially / l /because the 
assimilation phenomenon in such words is not more 
than obtaining what is obtained. Syntactically i.e., at 
the level of uttered sentences, the definite article /?al-/ 
loses its /?a/ and realized only by the consonantal 
element / l / provided that it is not initially in the uttered 
sentences, e.g. 
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19 . daraba 1 waladu 1 himara 
hit def. A boy def. A donkey 
"the boy hit the donkey" 
2 0 . kataba t t i f lu ddarsa 
wrote child lesson 
'the child wrote the lesson' 
8.6 The first example shows that the definite article losses 
/a?/ but not assimilated because the nouns to which it is 
prefixed have initially /w/ and /h/ with which the 
assimilation process is blocked. In the second example 
?al- has been completely dissolved. On the one hand it 
loses the ?a and on the other hand the consonant / l / has 
been completely assimilated to / t / and /d/ since the 
nouns to which it is prefixed have these two sounds with 
which the rule of complete assimilation is motivated. 
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CONCLUSION 
1. Arabic is one of the mos t p rominen t l anguages of the 
Hamitic b r a n c h of the Afro-Asiatic family also called 
the Hamito-Semit ic family. It is infixing language in 
which word-format ion involves p redominan t ly infixing 
vowels in a root cons i s t ing ent i rely of c o n s o n a n t s . 
2. Roots are u n p r o n o u n c e a b l e by themse lves . They are 
incapable of occur r ing in isolat ion and always occur 
with some o ther word-bui ld ing e l emen t s assoc ia ted 
with them. To form a c t u a l word it is neces sa ry to 
provide each root with a vowel p a t t e r n . 
3 . Roots are p r edominan t ly t r i - c o n s o n a n t a l . 
4. Words are commonly formed on the bas i s of a set of 
th ree c o n s o n a n t s . Between these c o n s o n a n t s are 
inser ted (or in te rca la ted) se t s of vowels. 
5. Arabic morphology is non-conca tena t ive . In non-
conca tena t ive morphological sys tems words are not 
necessar i ly made of up sequences of morphemes in a 
row. It is common to find d i s c o n t i n u o u s morphemes 
i.e. all the s o u n d s t h a t r ep re sen t the same morpheme 
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are not necessar i ly ad jacen t to each o ther . Thus , if we 
take the root qtl -kill' and the vowel p a t t e r n s in 61 we 
will obtain the verb s t ems in 6 .2 . 
6.1 -a-a-
-u-i-
6.2 qata l - Perfectactive 
quti l - Perfect pass ive 
The examples above clearly indica te t h a t we have a 
d i s c o n t i n u o u s root morpheme q-t-I and a se t of d i s c o n t i n u o u s 
infixes -a-a- and -u- i - . 
7. Words are morphological ly complex cons i s t ing of a 
cen t ra l morpheme i.e. the root which ca r r i e s the bas ic 
mean ing and a collection of o ther m o r p h e m e s serve to 
modify the mean ing of the root in different ways . Thus a 
word like /mahkamah/ ' cour t ' can be b roken down into the 
following smaller u n i t s of which it is made u p . 
hkm _^ Root 
-a- -> Grammat i ca l morpheme 
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ma- Prefix (locative morpheme) 
-ah — > • Suffix 
These smal ler u n i t s are d i s t r i bu t ed d iagrammat ica l ly as 
shown below: 
Skeletal tier: 
Root tier: 
Giving: /mahkamah/ 
Vocalic melody tier: m a 
u 
a a 
V c c V c V 
fi k m 
1^  
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8. In Arabic, nouns and adjectives share not only the 
inflectional category of number but also that of case, 
and nouns and adjectives used together show 
agreement in this respect. 
9. Verbs are declinable. 
10. There are certain parallels between Arabic verbs and 
nouns in respect of their endings. 
a. The singular present tense verb in the indicative 
ends in /-a/ as does the singular noun in the 
nominative. 
b. The third person singular verb in the subjunctive 
ends in / - l / as does the singular noun in the 
accusative. 
c. The dual verb in the indicative ends in /-an/ as does 
the dual noun in the nominative. 
d. The third person masc. pi. verb in the indicative 
ends in -un as does the sound masc. pi. noun in the 
nominative. 
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e. Both dual and 3rd. per. masc. pi. present tense 
verbs lose the- final /-n/ when in the subjunctive 
and jussive moods, jus t as the dual and sound 
masc. pi. nouns lose the final /-n/ when they are 
the first part of /?idafah/ construction. 
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